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  SYNOPSIS 

Nano-materials are at the leading edge of the rapidly developing field of nanotechnology. 

Since last decade, nano-materials in general and nano-ceramics in particular have gained 

tremendous importance owing to their potential technological applications. A reduction in 

particle size to nanometer scale results in various special and interesting properties vis-à-vis 

bulk properties
1
. The size dependent properties make these materials superior and 

indispensable in diverse area of human activities. Effects due to quantum size and high 

specific surface area are the driving force to obtain fine size particles with advanced physico-

chemical properties
2
. Applications of nano-materials in technology have been increased 

enormously and also have been commercialized for diverse applications
3,4

. In various 

functional applications, like drug delivery, optical, magnetic, sensors, solid oxide fuel cell, 

catalysis, nano-ceramics have been playing an important role. Two major methods for 

synthesizing nano-materials are sol-gel and precipitation techniques
5
. It is often observed that 

these synthesis techniques give rise to aggregates of nanoparticles (Schematic 1).  

 

Schematic 1 The schematic shows the nature of the nanoparticles aggregates in the sol-gel 

or precipitation technique. 
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These aggregates consist of loosely bound structure of nanoparticles.  Because of negligible 

strength, the loosely bound structure of nanoparticles has limited application. Sintering is a 

process which binds the nanoparticles into a coherent structure imparting enough strength for 

its pertinent application. It has been found that ceramics with ultra fine microstructure are 

more ductile and have lower sintering temperature than their coarse-grained counterparts
6,7

. 

The restructuring of the mesoscopic morphology during sintering depends on various 

parameters such as temperature, sintering time, initial morphology and intermediate phases 

etc
8
.  In present thesis, two broader aspects of the nano-ceramics have been dealt with. First 

aspect deals with the sintering behavior of the nano-ceramics aggregates prepared by sol-gel 

or precipitation route. Mesoscopic structural modifications during sintering of various 

important nanocermaics systems such as NiO, YCrO3, Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (YAG) and 

TiO2 etc. have been investigated.  Monte-Carlo simulations have been also performed in 

some systems to understand the sintering behavior. 

Second aspect of the thesis deals with evaporation induced self-assembly of the nano-

particles.   As discussed above, often the ceramics synthesized by sol-gel and precipitation 

technique results in agglomerated nano-particles. In this kind of the un-controlled aggregates, 

some properties arising from nanophase may get suppressed. In order to overcome the 

uncontrolled aggregation of nano-particles, a relatively new self assembly technique has been 

recently utilized to achieve controlled assembly of nano-particles. Assembly of the nano-

particles in a well controlled morphology may have potential applications in nanotechnology 

in wide domains, such as, photonics, electronics, sensors, energy storage, catalysis etc. Self 

assembly
9,10

 is generally considered as the most promising means for designing and 

controlling the bottom up approach to synthesize structures with varied geometries like 

spheres, doughnuts, sheets, tubes, wires etc. In recent years, spray drying
10-14

 has been found 

a special place in synthesizing hierarchically structured grains by atomizing a colloidal 
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suspension into droplets and then converting these droplets into nanostructured grains 

(Schematic 2).  

 

Schematic 2 The schematic show the controlled assembly of nanoparticles. 

The effect of various phyisco-chemical parameters on the assembly of nanoparticles during 

drying has been studied. The micrometric grains having various morphologies have been 

synthesized and characterized. 

 At this juncture, it is important to note that the pertinent length scales, which are present in 

the nano-ceramic and nano-composite systems discussed above, manifest in 1-1000 nm 

range. Small angle scattering (SAS)
15

 is an ideal technique to study the nano-ceramics and 

self-assembled materials. SAS provides structural information on inhomogeneities of 

colloidal dimension and  are  defined with  respect  to  the  scattering  length  density  as  seen  

by  the  probe radiation  vis-à-vis  that  of  the  homogeneous matrix. Structures  are  defined  

by the scattering  length density as  a  function of position,  and  the  scattering profile by the  

intensity  as  a  function  of  the  momentum  transfer  vector. Structural properties include 

size, shape, dimensionality and interparticle spatial correlation. The probe radiations used for 

these studies include X-rays and neutrons depending upon the nature of the inhomogeneity 

like the scattering density contrast it offers to the probe radiation vis-à-vis that offered by the 

matrix.  In present work, the sintering behavior of the nano-ceramics and self-assembled 

materials have been extensively studied and characterized by Small Angle Neutron/X-ray 
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scattering in addition to the other complimentary technique such as Scanning Electron 

Microscopy, Light Scattering etc. The thesis is organized into following seven Chapters.  

Chapter 1: Introduction  

Chapter-1 of the thesis presents a general introduction of the importance of the nano-ceramics 

and nano-composite systems. The suitability of the small angle scattering (SAS) technique to 

probe these systems are also described. The chapter-1 of the thesis deals with the details of 

the SAS theory. The SAS using neutron and X-ray as probing radiation has been described in 

this section. In this chapter various information, which can be obtained by SAS experiment, 

has been discussed. The chapter also deals with the different instrumental aspect of the SAS 

technique. This chapter also gives rudiments of Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) and 

Small Angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) instrument, which have been used for scattering 

measurements.   

Chapter 2: Probing Mesoscopic Morphology of Euclidean Nano-ceramics Aggregates 

The chapter-2 of the thesis is based on the studies of sintering behavior of the nano-ceramics 

Euclidean aggregates. Pore structure evolution in nano-crystalline Nickel Oxide (NiO) at 

different sintering temperatures has been investigated using SANS. The finding of the 

experiments reveals scattering contributions from pore structures in two different length 

scales. For larger pores, reductions in pore size and polydispersity have been observed with 

increasing temperature. Evolution of the pore morphology has been attributed to the mass 

transport mechanism via diffusion during heat treatment.  

The dielectric response and the pore morphology of YCrO3 have been investigated as a 

function of sintering temperature. A non-Debye to Debye type transition of dielectric 

response is observed beyond sintering temperature of 1400
o
C. Results from dielectric 
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measurements were explained on the basis of pore morphology, pore-size distribution and 

connectivity between the pores. 

 Mesoscopic structural evolutions of TiO2 microspheres synthesized via spray hydrolysis 

technique has also been investigated by SANS and SAXS. The effects of heat treatment have 

been studies by SAXS. It has been shown that the TiO2 microspheres are good candidates for 

the growth of CNTs. 

Chapter 3: Probing Mesoscopic Morphology of the Non-Euclidean Nano-ceramics 

Aggregates 

This chapter deals with the SAS investigations of the fractal aggregates of ceramics systems. 

Mesoscopic structural evolution under thermal annealing of Yttrium Aluminum Garnet 

(YAG) fractal aggregates has been investigated by SANS. Fractal dimension remains 

invariant with sintering temperature but the extent of fractal realm gets narrowed down 

significantly. A Monte Carlo simulation, based on Ostwald-ripening type of relaxation of 

fractal aggregates for a mass conserved system, has been attempted in order to understand the 

aforementioned novel observation. Predictions of the model were found to be consistent with 

experimental observations.  

Smoothening of the fractal rough surface, in Nd2O3 doped CeO2 ceramic, under sintering has 

been observed from ultra-small angle X-ray scattering investigation (USAXS).  The surface-

fractal dimension of 2.6 in the non-sintered specimen reduces with sintering temperature and 

gradually attains a value of 2.0, which corresponds to a smooth surface, at high enough 

sintering temperature. A Monte Carlo based computer simulation has been attempted to 

explain the smoothening of such fractally rough surface due to the diffusion based surface 

transport of the materials from region of positive curvature to that of negative curvature.  
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Monte-Carlo simulations on DLA cluster has been used to understand some experimental 

observations on temporal evolution of characteristic length and fractal dimension for a 

dynamical system
16-18

. It has been shown that the simulation corroborates well with the trend 

of the experimentally observed temporal evolutions of fractal dimension and characteristic 

length during light water hydration of calcium silicates (C3S and C2S) and ordinary Portland 

cement (OPC).  

Chapter 4: Hierarchical nano-composites via evaporation induced assembly under non-

buckling regime 

Chapter-4 of the thesis covers the controlled assembly of the nanoparticles via spray drying 

of colloids under slow drying regime. Hierarchical structures of micrometric spheres are 

synthesized by evaporation induced self assembly of silica colloids using spray drying 

technique. Effects of concentration of initial colloidal dispersion, on the packing of the 

nanoparticles in assembled grains in non-buckling regime of drying, has been investigated. 

Although, the packing of nanoparticles remains uniform in an assembled grain at smaller 

concentration, the same becomes non-uniform at higher concentration. Further, the average 

packing fraction of the nanoparticles within the assembled grains, decreases with increasing 

colloidal concentration. These observations have been attributed to the modification in 

viscosity of the initial dispersion. Electron microscopy, light scattering measurements have 

been performed to probe overall morphology of the dried grains, while inter-particle 

correlation inside the grains has been investigated by SANS.  

In addition, chapter-4 also deals with the effect of alteration of charge of colloids on the 

assembly process. Inter-particle correlation and available specific surface area of silica and 

air interfaces, in the assembled grains, gets modified, keeping the overall spherical shape of 

the assembled grains un-altered on addition of electrolyte in initial colloidal dispersion prior 
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to self assembly process. While the external morphology of the assembled grains was probed 

by scanning electron microscopy, SANS technique has been employed to investigate the 

modifications in the internal structure and the inter-particle correlation inside the assembled 

grains. It is revealed that a sticky hard sphere type inter-particle correlation between the 

constituent particles gets altered to a fractal type correlation with addition of electrolyte. 

Further, the available specific surface area for the silica-air interface gets significantly 

enhanced after the electrolyte is leached out from the assembled grains. 

Chapter 5: Hierarchical Nano-composites via Evaporation Induced Assembly under 

Buckling Regime 

The evaporation induced self assembly of the colloids in fast drying regime have been dealt 

with in chapter-5 of the thesis. It has been observed that the doughnut grains have been 

obtained in contrast to spherical grains in slow drying regime. An attempt has been made to 

understand, using electron microscopy and SANS, the origin of buckling of micrometric 

colloidal droplets during EISA. It has been shown that the origin of the buckling is better 

explained with the help of an existing hypothesis based on formation of viscoelastic shell of 

nanoparticles during drying.  The hypothesis was further supported by the arrest of buckling 

by modifying the colloidal interaction in initial dispersion.  

The silica dispersion has been modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG) of different 

molecular weights in varying concentrations. Spray drying experiment have been performed 

on these modified dispersions. The buckyball type of anisotropic grains has been observed 

and their formation could not be explained on the basis of buckling of the homogenous elastic 

spherical shell theory. However, these experimental observations could be understood on the 

basis of inhomogeneous elastic shell model. 
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 EISA of mixed colloids has been employed to synthesize microspheres of TiO2/SiO2 nano-

composite. SANS/SAXS and electron microscopy investigations have revealed hierarchical 

morphology of the microspheres.  Although the internal structure of the microspheres, 

consisting of solely silica nanoparticles, gets significantly modified with time due to 

reduction in high specific surface area by internal coalescence, the internal structure for the 

composite microspheres remains stable over aging of one year.  Such temporal stability of the 

composite microspheres is attributed to inhibition of coalescence of the silica nanoparticles in 

presence of titania nanoparticles. X-ray diffraction and thermo-gravimetric results show the 

improved thermal stability of the composite grains against the anatase to rutile phase 

transition. Such thermal stability is attributed to the suppression of the growth of titania 

nanoparticles in presence of silica nanoparticles. The Ultraviolet-Visible spectrometry (UV-

Vis) results indicate the confinement effect of the TiO2 nanoparticles in the silica matrix. A 

plausible mechanism has been proposed for the formation of the microspheres of different 

morphology during self-assembly. 

Chapter 6: Buckling Induced Morphological Transformation of Droplets of Mixed 

Colloidal Suspensions during Evaporation Induced Self assembly  

Chapter-6 of the thesis deals with the morphological transformation during EISA of a mixed 

colloidal suspension in micrometric droplets. It is illustrated that the structural modulations 

get significantly amplified with enhancement in volume fraction of anisotropic soft colloidal 

component of the mixed colloids. It has been argued that the reduction in elastic modulus of 

formed shell, at the boundary of a drying droplet, and the anisotropic nature of one of the 

colloidal components facilitate the deformation process.  

It has also been demonstrated that the buckling induced sphere to deformed-doughnut like 

morphological transformation in such a process can be arrested by proper tuning of the 
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surface charge on the colloidal components. The buckling amplitude diminishes with a 

reduction in stabilization force between the colloidal particles. It is established that such 

arrest of morphological transformation is related to an effective exposure of the surface of 

softer components at gas-liquid interface. A plausible mechanism regarding the arrest of 

morphological transformation by surface charge tuning is discussed. 

Chapter-6 also deals with the synthesis of the nano-composite microcapsules of silica and 

surfactants via EISA. It is established using electron microscopy and measurements using 

SANS and SAXS that viscosity of the virgin dispersion and surface charge of colloidal 

components play significant role in buckling of the spray droplets during drying. Hollow 

spherical grains are realized at relatively lower viscosity and higher surface charge while 

mushroom like grains manifest at higher viscosity and lower surface charge. In the 

intermediate conditions, deformed doughnut shaped microcapsules are obtained. Scattering 

experiments establish the presence of organization of micelle like aggregates of surfactants in 

the dried grains and also corroborate with the observations from electron microscopy. A 

plausible mechanism regarding the chronological pathways of morphological transformation 

is illustrated. 

 Chapter7:  Summary and Conclusions 

The findings of the research work have been summarized in chapter 7 of the thesis. It has 

been shown that SAS technique is an ideal technique to probe the mesoscopic length scale in 

the nano-ceramics. The sol-gel technique often used to synthesize the nano-ceramics, results 

into agglomerated structure of the nanoparticles. The sintering behavior can be effectively 

monitored using the SAS experiments. A model Monte Carlo simulation has been adopted to 

comprehend the experimental observations. A controlled evaporation induced assembly of 

the nanoparticles has been utilized to realize different kind of the morphology of the self-

assembled grains. The isotropic micrometric spherical grains can be realized in slow drying 
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regime whereas; anisotropic grains have been realized in the fast drying regime. The SAS 

experiment reveals the inter-particle correlation inside the grains.  
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CHAPTER 1 

____________________________________

Introduction 

 

1.0. General Introduction 

Nano-materials are at the leading edge of the rapidly developing field of nanotechnology. 

Since last decade, nano-materials in general and nano-ceramics in particular have gained 

tremendous importance owing to their potential technological applications. A reduction in 

particle size to nanometer scale results in various special and interesting properties vis-à-vis 

bulk properties
1
. The size dependent properties make these materials superior and 

indispensable in diverse area of human activities. Effects due to quantum size and high 

specific surface area are the driving force to obtain fine size particles with advanced physico-

chemical properties
2
. Applications of nano-materials in technology have increased 

enormously and also have been commercialized for diverse applications
3,4

. In various 

functional applications, like drug delivery, optical, magnetic, sensors, solid oxide fuel cell, 

catalysis, nano-ceramics have been playing an important role. Schematic Fig. 1.1 shows the 

important areas of the nano-technology applications
5
.  

 

Fig. 1.1 The schematic shows the application of the nano-materials in various areas of 

industry.  
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  Two major methods for synthesizing nano-materials are sol-gel and precipitation 

techniques
6
. It is often observed that these synthesis techniques give rise to aggregates of 

nanoparticles (NPs). These aggregates consist of loosely bound structure of NPs.  Because of 

negligible strength, the loosely bound structure of NPs has limited application. Sintering is a 

process which binds the NPs into a coherent structure imparting enough strength for its 

pertinent application. It has been found that ceramics with ultra fine microstructure are more 

ductile and have lower sintering temperature than their coarse-grained counterparts
7,8

. The 

restructuring of the mesoscopic morphology during sintering depends on various parameters
9
 

such as temperature, sintering time, initial morphology and intermediate phases etc. Sintering 

behavior of the nano-ceramics aggregates prepared by sol-gel or precipitation route have been 

investigated using small-angle scattering. Mesoscopic structural modifications during 

sintering of various important nano-ceramics systems such as NiO, YCrO3, Yttrium 

Aluminum Garnet (YAG) and TiO2 etc. have been investigated.  Monte-Carlo simulations 

have also been performed in some systems to understand the sintering behavior. 

  As discussed above, often the ceramics synthesized by sol-gel and precipitation 

technique results in agglomerated NPs. In this kind of the uncontrolled aggregates, some 

properties arising from nanophase may get suppressed. In order to overcome the uncontrolled 

aggregation of NPs, a relatively new self assembly technique has been utilized recently. 

Assembly of the NPs in a well controlled morphology may have potential applications in 

nanotechnology in wide domains, such as, photonics, electronics, sensors, energy storage and 

catalysis etc. Self assembly
10,11

 is generally considered as the most promising means for 

designing and controlling the bottom up approach to synthesize structures with varied 

geometries like spheres, doughnuts, sheets, tubes, wires etc. In recent years, spray drying
11-15

 

has been found a special place in synthesizing hierarchically structured grains by atomizing a 

colloidal suspension into droplets and then converting these droplets into nanostructured 
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grains. The effect of various physico-chemical parameters on the assembly of NPs during 

drying has also been studied.  

  At this juncture, it is important to note that the pertinent length scales, which are 

present in the nano-ceramic and nano-composite systems discussed above, manifest in 1-1000 

nm range. Small angle scattering
16,17

 is an ideal technique to study the nano-ceramics and 

self-assembled materials. The theoretical and experimental background of small angle 

scattering will be discussed in the following section.  

1.1. Small angle scattering 

Small angle scattering (SAS) is one of the principal techniques to characterize the nano-

metric entities as shown in Fig. 1.2.  

 

 

Fig. 1.2 The length scales and various techniques to probe the different length scales.  

The application of SAS in materials science varies from soft matter (surfactant, micelles and 

polymers), biology (proteins, lipid membrane) and colloidal systems to hierarchical structures 

Size in meter 
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(aggregates of NPs, self-assembled grains). It is evident from Fig. 1.2 that the electron 

microscopy has a similar probing capacity as compared to scattering technique as far as 

probing length scale is concerned. However, the microscopy is a local probe of the matter and 

gives surface information only. The scattering techniques using neutron/X-ray is bulk 

sensitive techniques and gives statistically averaged information from the specimens. 

However, microscopy has the advantage that data are acquired in direct (real) space whereas 

scattering methods measure in reciprocal space. Electron microscopy and SAS can be used as 

complementary methods to probe the mesoscopic length scale. Fig. 1.3 shows the working 

principle of the microscopy and scattering techniques.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1.3 The working principle of the microscopy and scattering experiments. 

Further, scattering data, in Fourier (also called reciprocal) space, has to be either inverted to 

extract real space information or has to be fitted to models describing structures in reciprocal 

space. Scattering methods measure density-density correlation functions. Because of this fact, 

the phase information is completely lost. It is not possible to reconstruct a complete image of 

the sample structure by scattering from one sample.   
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1.2. Interaction of radiation with matter 

Different types of radiation interact with matter in different way which depends on the 

properties of the radiation.  

 

Fig. 1.4 Interaction of different radiation with matter. 

It is evident from Fig. 1.4 that neutron being a neutral particle, penetrates deep into the 

matter. It interacts with matter via nucleus scattering. Neutron possesses nuclear magnetic 

moment and hence it can interact with matter via dipole-dipole interaction. The X-rays being 

an electromagnetic radiation, interacts with matter via electromagnetic interactions. It 

interacts with the electron cloud of the atoms. The penetration depth for X-ray is lower as 

compared to that for the neutron.  The electron, being charged particles, interacts with matters 

via electrostatic interaction. The electrostatic interactions are quite strong in nature. Due to 

strong interaction, the penetration depth is quite low, and electron as probe give only local 

information of the matter. 
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1.3. Comparing neutron and X-ray as a probe 

Let us assume that a perfectly well collimated beam of radiation, i.e., plane wave is 

advancing through a scattering potential which is located at r=0. 

 

Fig. 1.5 Scattering of a perfect collimated radiation under a scattering potential.  

The scattered wave can be written as 
( , ) ikrf

e
r

where f(θ,θ) is called scattering amplitude 

or scattering lentgh. f(θ, θ) is related to Fourier transform of the scattering potenial under the 

first-order Born approximation. For  spehreical symmetric potenial the f(θ, θ)  is only a 

function of  θ, where 2θ is the scattering angle.  It is important to note that the first-order 

Born approximation is valid for single scattering of the probing radiation. The microscopic 

scattering crosss section can be written as, 
2

( )
d

f
d

. In follwing section, we will see the 

nature of interaction of neutron and X-rays as a probe of matter. 

The neutron interacts with nucleus, it is noted that nuclear interactions are very short 

range as compared to the typical wavelntgh of the thermal neutron. Hence, the thermal 

neutron sees, a delta potential at r=0. Hence, the scattering amplitude or scattering length, in 

case of neutron, becomes constant. It is imporant to note that the scattering length may be 

negative and is related to phase change of the neutron after scattering. For neutrons, the 

scattering length is a nuclear property and it varies irregularly with atomic number. The 
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scattering lengths of elements, for neutron, are isotope and spin sensitive (Fig. 1.6). We see 

that hydrogen and deuterium have very different scattering lengths. This has advantage in 

deuterium labeling using the fact that the scattering lengths for hydrogen and deuterium are 

widely different ( scattering length for hydrogen bH = -3.739 x 10
-13

 cm and scattering length 

for deuterium bD = 6.671 x 10
-13

 cm, respectively). The random distribution of the different 

istopes and spins give rise to incoherent scattarering of the neutrons.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1.6 Variation of scattering lengths of different elements with respect to X-rays and 

neutrons.  

  In case of X-rays, the basic process of the scattering by materials is the photon-

electron interaction. The elastic scattering produced by an isolated electron was derived by 

Thompson. The amplitude of the wave scattered by each electron has a well-defined phase 

relation with the amplitude of the incident wave, thus making interference effects possible. In 

the particular case of a non-polarized X-ray beam, such as those produced by a classical X-

ray tube, the scattering power of one electron per solid angle, Ie, is a function of the angle 

X-rays 

Neutrons 
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between the incident and the scattered beam, 2θ:   

2
2

0 e

1 cos 2
(2 )

2
Ie I r  where I0 is the 

intensity of the incident beam and re is the classical radius of the electron, re
2
=7.90 x 10

-26
 

cm
2
. For small scattering angles, cos

2
(2θ)~1, so as the scattering intensity per electron is 

simply given by 2

0 e(2 )Ie I r . In addition to the coherent or elastic X-ray scattering, the 

electrons also produce inelastic Compton scattering. Compton scattering being incoherent 

(i.e., no phase relationship exists between incident and scattered waves), the scattered waves 

do not interfere and thus the scattering intensity is not modulated by structure correlation 

effects. On the other hand, since the intensity of Compton scattering within the small-angle 

range is weak, its contribution can in practice be neglected
16

. The scattering of the X-rays 

with an atom can be treated as the scattering from different scattering centers with 

appropriate phase. The scattering amplitude for an atom is proportional to atomic number Z. 

It is to be noted that for X-rays, scattering amplitude of atom is a function of scattering angle 

unlike the case of neutrons. But for small angle scattering, it may be treated as constant. 

Hence, scattering length b of an atom in case of X-rays is reZ. Fig. 1.6 shows the variation of 

scattering length of the different elements for X-rays and neutron. It is evident from figure 

that the scattering length of an atom is proportional to the atomic number for X-rays. 

However, in case of neutrons, the scattering lengths of elements do not follow any trend with 

the atomic number of the element.  

  The scattering length, for an ensemble of N atoms can be written 
i i

i

b N b  where bi 

is the scattering length of the i
th

 elements. For SAS, the observed length scale is much larger 

as compared to inter-atomic distances. Hence, we can define scattering length density (SLD) 

of a molecule as the ratio of the scattering length b and molecular volume v, ( )
b

r
v

 . The 

ρ(r) of a material is calculated from the products of the number density of j-type atom, Nj, 
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and its scattering length bj. For neutrons, 
N j j

j

N  where bj is the scattering length of an 

atom for neutrons. For X-rays, 
x e j j

j

r N  where re is the classical electron radius and ρj 

is electron density of j
th

 atom. 

  For the molecular length scale, SLD of material oscillates
18

 (Fig. 1.7). In SAS 

experiments, the distances probed are generally much greater than the inter-atomic spacing, 

so the technique is sensitive to changes in scattering length density over distances up to 

~1000 nm rather than the scattering length of individual atoms. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.7 The oscillations of scattering length density at molecular length scale. 

SLD is therefore a very useful concept because it can be used to describe the scattering from 

a large volume (such as particle) without having to specify the position of every atom.   

The advantage and disadvantage of the neutrons and X-rays, as a probe for scattering 

experiments, has been outlined in Table 1.1. From these comparisons, it is evident that both 

neutron and X-rays are potential probes for different types of systems and may complement 

each other in some cases.  The possibility of isotopic labeling is the advantage of small angle 

neutron scattering (SANS) over other SAS methods (such as small-angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) or light scattering). Labeling is difficult to achieve with X-rays, since this involves 

ρ(r) 

r (Å)  

2 Å 
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substitution of heavy atom that changes the sample drastically. SANS has disadvantaged over 

SAXS by the intrinsically low flux of neutron sources (nuclear reactors or spallation sources 

using cold source moderators) compared to the orders of magnitude higher flux for X-ray 

sources (rotating anode or synchrotrons).  

Table 1.1 Comparison of the various scattering parameters for Neutron and X-ray. 

 Neutron  X-ray 

Intensity Low High 

H-sensitivity High None 

Isotope-sensitivity Strong None 

Heavy elements Low High 

Spin-sensitivity Strong Average 

Penetration depth High Low 

Sample size/amount Large Small 

Measurement time  Long Short 

Interaction with Nuclei 

Magnetic Moment 

Unsystematic variation with Z 

Electron shell 

 

Varies as Z
2
 

Radiation damage Negligible High 

 

1.4. Small-angle scattering theory  

Let us assume an elastic scattering of the monochromatic radiation with matter. The 

scattering amplitude and intensity are functions of the scattering vector q, which is defined as 

the difference between the wave-vectors Kf and Ki with modulus 2π/λ having the directions of 

the scattered and incident beam, respectively (Fig. 1.8).  Since Kf and Ki are proportional to 

the linear momentum of the scattered and incident radiation (p=hK, h being the Plank 
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constant), respectively. The difference q=Kf - Ki is the momentum transfer vector. As 

illustrated in Fig. 1.8, the modulus of q is q = |q| = 4π sin(θ)/λ, 2θ being the scattering angle. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.8 X-ray/neutron beam paths from the source to the detector, both elements located far 

away from the sample. The segment AB+BC is the optical path difference from which the 

phase shift is determined. 

  Now, the basic theory
16-18

 of SAS by a three dimensional material whose structure is 

defined by a SLD ρ(r) will be presented. The scattering length density represents the low 

resolution structure – solely accounting for the mesoscopic structural features of the material. 

A low resolution SLD ρ(r) function describes, for example, the shape and size of nano-

objects embedded in a solid or liquid matrix but not their detailed crystallographic structure.   

  The amplitude of the X-ray/neutron wavelet produced by the scattering from the 

scattering centers (for neutron, scattering centers are nucleus and for X-rays, scattering 

centers are electrons) located inside a particular volume element dv is  ( ) ( ) idA q r dve


 

where ρ(r) dv is the number of scattering centers in the volume element dv. ( )r dv


 is the 

modulus of the amplitude of the scattered wavelet and e
i∆ϕ is a phase factor that accounts for 

the phase difference,  ∆ϕ, between the wavelets associated to the scattering by scattering 

centers in a volume element located at  r=0 and in another arbitrary volume element dv . The 

optical path difference, ∆s, associated with two wavelets corresponding to the scattering by 
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scattering centre inside a volume element at r=0 and another at r (Fig. 1.8) is  Δs=AB+BC = - 

(Ki.r- Kf.r) where ˆ
iK  and ˆ

fK  are unit vectors in the directions defined by Ki and Kf, 

respectively. Thus the phase shift defined as ΔΦ = 2πΔs/ λ becomes 

ˆ ˆ .
2 ( ). .

f i

f i

K K r
K K r q r


    

                          (1.1) 

Substituting ΔΦ in eq. 1.1 and integrating over the whole volume V, the total scattering 

amplitude is given by 

. .( ) ( ) i q r

v
A q r e dv

  
                                                              (1.2) 

This is the amplitude of the scattered waves under the assumption of the kinematical theory 

of scattering disregarding multiple scattering and absorption effects. Eq. 1.2 indicates that 

A(q) is simply the Fourier transform of ρ(r). Inversely, the ρ(r) can mathematically be 

obtained by a Fourier transformation of the amplitude function A(q)
16-18

: 

. .

3

1
( ) ( )

(2 )

i q r

qr A q e dv
  

                            (1.3) 

Since,
2*( ) ( ) ( ) ( )I q A q A q A q

   
, the square root of the measured I (q) function provides 

only the modulus of the scattering amplitude: 

1/2
( ) ( )A q I q
 

                    (1.4) 

Thus, eq. 1.3 cannot be directly applied to derive neither the ρ(r) and, consequently, nor the 

material structure. This is known as the phase problem in scattering experiments
16-18

. A 

procedure that can be applied to determine simple low resolution structures, without attention 

to the phase problem, is to begin with a proposed structure model providing an initial, 

guessed, SLD function ρ (r) . The scattering amplitude is determined using eq. 1.2 and then 

the trial intensity 
2

( ) ( )I q A q
 

 is compared to the experimental intensity. Since the 

amplitude of the scattered wave, A(q), cannot be experimentally determined, it seems that it 
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would be useful to derive a relationship connecting the scattered intensity defined in 

reciprocal space, I (q), to a function related to the structure in real space, both functions 

related by a Fourier transformation. 

 The SLD ρ(r) can be written as the sum of an average density ρa and its local deviations 

defined by Δρ(r): ( ) ( )ar r
 

 Substituting this form for ρ(r) in eq. 1.2 the scattering 

amplitude becomes
16-18

 

. . . .( ) i q r i q r

a
v v

A q e dv e dv
   

                 (1.5) 

For a macroscopic sample (with a very large volume compared to the X-ray/neutron 

wavelength), the first integral yields non-zero values only over an extremely small q range, 

close to q=0, that is not reached in typical SAS experiments. 

. .( ) i q r

v
A q e dv

 
                      (1.6) 

Thus, the scattering intensity I (q) becomes 

1 2.( )

1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( )
iq r r

v v
I q r r e dv dv

    
                (1.7) 

Making 1 2r r r
  

 
eq. 1.7 can be written as  

. )

2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) iq r

v v
I q r r r e dv dv

    
                   (1.8) 

Or 
.( ) ( ) iq r

v
I q r e dv

  
                  (1.9) 

Where  

1
( ) ( ). ( ) ( ). ( )

v
r r r r dv r r r

V

      
                    (1.10) 

The bar indicates the spatial average over the analyzed sample volume. The function γ(r) – is 

called correlation function
16-18

 and is defined as the volume average of the product of Δρ(r) in 

two volume elements dv located at r1 and r2 connected by a vector r.  The function γ(r) can 

be determined from an experimental scattering function I(q) by a Fourier transformation: 
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. .

3

1
( ) ( )

(2 )

i q r

qr I q e dv
V

  
                (1.11) 

 The correlation function γ(r) is related to the structure and can easily be determined, 

provided ρ(r) is known, by applying eq. 1.10. But, inversely, from a known γ(r) function, 

ρ(r) cannot generally be unambiguously inferred. 

1.4.1. Small-angle scattering by a macroscopically isotropic system 

In the particular case of an isotropic system, the correlation function is independent of the 

direction of the vector r, i.e., γ(r) can be written as γ(r). Consequently, the scattering intensity 

is also isotropic
16-18

. In this case the function e
-iq.r

 is replaced in eq. 1.8 by its angular average 

for all orientations < > 

. siniq r qr
e

qr

 

                 (1.12) 

Thus, for an isotropic system, eq. 1.8 becomes  

2

0

sin
( ) 4 ( )

qr
I q V r r dr

qr
                 (1.13) 

And eq. 1.10 is given by 

2

3

0

1 sin
( ) 4 ( )

(2 )

qr
r q I q dq

V qr
               (1.14)  

From eq. 1.10 the correlation function for r=0 is  

21
(0) ( ). ( ) ( )

v
r r dv r

V

  
               (1.15) 

From eq. 1.15, it is evident that γ(0) is equal to the spatial average of the square SLD 

fluctuations over the whole volume. Taking the limit r0 in eq. 1.14, we have sin(qr)/qr1 

and thus the integral of the scattering intensity in reciprocal space 2

0

4 ( )Q q I q dq becomes 

equal to (2π)
3
Vγ(0). From eqs. 1.14 and 1.15, one finds that γ(0), Q and 

2( )r


are related 

by 
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2

3

1
(0) ( )

(2 )
Q r

V


                (1.16) 

Thus, the integral of the scattering intensity in reciprocal space, Q, is proportional to the 

spatial average of the square SLD fluctuations over the whole sample volume 2( )r


. 

1.4.2. Small-angle scattering by an isotropic two-phase structure   

The X-ray/neutron scattering by isotropic nanostructured systems composed of two well-

defined homogeneous phases will now be described
16-18

. The volume fractions of the two 

phases are defined by θ1 and θ2 and the constant SLD within each of them are defined by ρ1 

and ρ2, respectively (Fig. 1.9a and 1.9b).  

 

Fig. 1.9 Schematic examples of two-phase systems (a) a set of isolated objects with a constant 

SLD embedded in a homogeneous matrix (b) continuous and interconnected phases, both 

with a constant SLD. 

The correlation function γ(r) for an isotropic two-phase structure model can be expressed 

as
19,20

.   

2

1 2 1 2 0( ) ( )r r                    (1.17) 

where, γ0(r) is the isotropic function named as characteristic function and only depends on the 

geometrical configuration of the two-phases.  

If the system is composed of many isolated nano-objects with random orientations, the 

isotropic characteristic function is given by 0 0( ) ( )r r


. 

Using eqs. 1.13, 1.14 and 1.17, the expressions for scattering intensity and γ0(r) can be 

written as follows: 

a b 
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2 2

1 2 1 2 0

0

sin
( ) ( ) 4 ( )

qr
I q V r r dr

qr
              (1.19) 

2

0 3 2

1 2 1 2 0

1 sin
( ) 4 ( )

(2 ) ( )

qr
r q I q dq

V qr
             (1.20) 

The characteristic function γ0(r) can be defined for any type of two-density systems including 

those with bi-continuous geometries. It can be shown that γ0(r) exhibits a asymptotic behavior 

within the small r range and is independent of the detailed configuration of the interfaces
17

  

0

1 2

/
( ) 1 .... 0

4

S V
r r r                (1.21) 

where S is total interface area of the two-density system within the sample volume V. 

1.4.3. The integral of the scattering intensity in reciprocal space 

From the expression for γ0(r) (eq. 1.20) for r=0 and taking into account that γ0(0) = 1 (eq. 

1.21), the integral of the scattering intensity in reciprocal space, Q, can be written as 

2 3 2

1 2 1 2

0

4 ( ) (2 ) ( )Q q I q dq V                          (1.22) 

Thus, Q only depends on the scattering length density contrast factor (ρ1-ρ2)
2
 and on the 

volume fractions occupied by both phases, but not on their elaborate geometrical 

configuration. For example, in morphological transformations that maintain constant 

scattering length density and the volume fractions of both phases, even though the structure 

and, consequently, the shape of the scattering intensity curves vary, Q remains constant. Q (or 

Q/4π) is often named as Porod invariant  

1.4.4. Asymptotic behavior of scattering curves at high q: Porod law 

The general properties of Fourier analysis tell us that the asymptotic trend, at high q, of the 

scattering intensity I(q) is connected
16-18

 to the behavior of the γ(r) function at small r. By 

taking into account eq. 1.21, the correlation function γ(r) can be approximated at small r by 
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2

1 2 1 2

1 2

( ) ( ) 1
4

S
r r

V
               (1.23) 

This relation implies that the value of the first derivative of γ(r) at r=0 is  

2

1 2(0) ( )
4

S

V
                (1.24) 

Moreover, eq. 1.13 can be rewritten as 

0

4
( ) ( )cos( )

V d
I q r qr dr

q dq
               (1.25) 

A first integration by parts of the integral in eq. 1.25 yields

0 00

( )sin( ) 1
( )cos( ) ( )sin( )

r

r qr
r qr dr r qr dr

q q
            (1.26) 

Since γ(r)0 as r∞ and sin(qr)0 as r0, the first term is equal to zero. The remaining 

one can be written as  

2 2 2 2

0 0 00

1 ( )cos( ) 1 (0) 1
( )sin( ) ( )cos( ) ( )cos( )

r

r qr
r qr dr r qr dr r qr dr

q q q q q
  (1.27) 

In eq. 1.27, if γ″(r) is a continuous function, the second term decreases for q→∞ faster than 

the first one. It has been shown that this condition is always fulfilled unless the interface 

surface contains portions that are parallel to each other, as it happens in the case of spheres 

and cylinders
18-21

. Assuming this condition is satisfied, Eq. 1.25 becomes  

2 4

4 (0) 8 (0)
( )

d
I q

q dq q q
               (1.28)  

and, reminding that γ′(0) is given by eq. 1.24, the asymptotic behavior of  I(q) is given  by 

2

1 2

4

2 ( )
( )

S
I q q

q
               (1.29) 

Eq. 1.29, named as Porod law and it holds for most types of isotropic two phase systems with 

sharp interfaces. This equation is often applied to the study of disordered porous materials 

and to other two-phase systems whose relevant structure feature is the surface area.   
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The behavior of I(q) at high q is analyzed using a Porod plot (I(q)q
4
 versus q

4
) that is 

expected to be asymptotically constant. This plot allows one to determine (i) the asymptotic 

value of I(q)q
4
 and subsequently the interface surface area (ii) eventual positive or negative 

deviations from Porod law
22

. 

The determination of the interface surface area using eq. 1.29 requires the measurement of 

the scattering intensity in absolute units. If the scattering intensity is only known in relative 

scale, it is still possible to obtain the surface area using together Porod‘s law (eq. 1.29) and 

the Porod invariant (eq. 1.22). The surface area per unit volume is then determined from 

4

2

1 2

( )
4

q
I q qS

V Q
                (1.30) 

For the very particular case of identical spherical or cylindrical nano-objects, the oscillations 

remain, even for very high q values. In these cases, the Porod plot asymptotically show 

undamped oscillations superposed to a constant plateau
21-24

.  

1.4.5. Small-angle scattering of a dilute system of isolated nano-objects.  

In the particular case of a dilute and isotropic system composed of a large number, N, of 

randomly oriented and isolated nano-objects, all having the same shape and size, the total 

intensity is represented
16-18 

as 1 1

1 1

1
( ) ( ) ( )

N N

i i
i i

I q I q N I q
N

 
          (1.31) 

The intensity I(q) is N times the individual intensity I1(q) produced by one nano-object of 

volume V1 averaged for all orientations: 1( ) ( )I q N I q


. Thus, one can derive the scattering 

intensity, <I1(q)>, from the characteristic function for a single object averaged for all 

orientations, 0 0( ) ( )r r


, both functions being connected through a Fourier transformation 

(eq. 1.14). The spherically averaged characteristic function, γ0(r), for a single isolated and 
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homogeneous object with an SLD ρ1 embedded in an also homogeneous matrix with a 

density ρ0, has the following properties
17

: 

i)  It can be expressed as   

0 2

1 1 2

( )
( )

( / )( )

r
r

N V V
                (1.32) 

ii)  It is a positive and decreasing function.  

iii) The asymptotic behavior, at low r, can be approximated by   

1
0

1

( ) 1
4

S
r r

V
 

where S1 and V1 are the object surface area and volume, respectively. 

iv) γ0(r) =0 for r > Dmax, Dmax being the maximum diameter of the scattering object.   

(v) The volume integral of γ0(r) is 

max

2

0 1

0

4

D

r dr V  

(vi) The scattering intensity is given by 

max

2 2

1 1 1 0 1 0

0

sin
( ) ( ) ( ) 4 ( )

D
qr

I q I q V r r dr
qr


             (1.33) 

The properties of γ0(r) for a spherically averaged single object, listed above, were derived 

from the general characteristics of the γ0(r) function for arbitrary isotropic two phase systems, 

assuming the basic conditions underlying to an isolated nano-object immersed in a 

macroscopic volume, namely θ1 =NV1 /V and θ2≈1. 

(a) Scattering intensity at q=0 

From eq. 1.33 and taking into account the property mentioned in the previous section, the 

extrapolated value to q=0 of the scattering intensity produced by a single nano-object and by 

a dilute  set of N identical objects are, respectively, given by
16-17

2 2 2 2

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1(0) ( ) (0) (0) ( )I V and I NI N V             (1.34) 
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The differences in the X-ray/neutron path length in the forward scattering direction (q=0), 

associated to the wavelets scattered by each scatterers inside a nano-object, is zero. 

Consequently, all of them scatter in phase so that the amplitude is A1 (0) =Δn, ∆n being the 

excess in number of scatterer inside the objects with respect to the matrix. Thus, the 

scattering intensity results I1(0) = [A1(0)]
2
=Δn

2
 which is equivalent to eq. 1.34.   

The invariant Q, for a dilute set of nano-objects of same size and shape, becomes        

Q=8π
3
N (ρ1- ρ2)

2
V1.  Thus, the volume V1 can be derived, regardless the object shape, from 

the quotient I(0)/Q as follows 3

1

(0)
8

I
V

Q
        

(b) Asymptotic trend of the scattering intensity at small q: Guinier law   

The scattering intensity produced by a dilute set of N identical and randomly oriented nano-

objects is N times the intensity scattered by one object with maximum size Dmax averaged for 

all orientations, I1(q), (eq. 1.33) so that 

max

2 2

1 0 1 0

0

sin
( ) ( ) 4 ( )

D
qr

I q N V r r dr
qr

              (1.35) 

Sin(qr)/qr factor in eq. 1.35 can be substituted, for small q, by its approximated form 

(sinqr/qr)=1-(q
2
r
2
/6) +…..keeping only two first term of the series, eq. 1.35 becomes 

max 2 2
2 2

1 0 1 0

0

( ) ( ) 4 ( )(1 )
6

D
q r

I q N V r r dr              (1.36) 

eq. 1.36 can be rewritten as  

max2 2
2 2 4 2 2 2

1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 0

1
( ) ( ) 1 4 ( ) ( ) 1

6 3

D

g

q q
I q N V r r dr N V R

V
         (1.37) 

Where 

1/2
max

4

0

1 0

1
4 ( )

2

D

gR r r dr
V

              (1.38) 
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Rg being the radius of gyration with respect to the ―centre of mass‖ of the scattering length 

density function that is defined for homogenous object as
16-17

 

1/2

2

1
1

1
g

V
R r dv

V
                             (1.39) 

Since the parabolic shape of I(q) within the small q range (eq. 1.37) is also described by the 

first two terms of the series representing a Gaussian function, the scattering intensity in the 

limit of small q can be written  as 

2 2

2 2 3
1 0 1( ) ( )

gR q

I q N V e                 (1.40) 

This is the well known Guinier law
16

. Guinier plots of the scattering intensity (log I versus q
2
) 

are commonly used in order to derive the radius of gyration Rg from the slope of the straight 

line that is experimentally observed within a more or less wide q range at small q. This linear 

plot is also used to determine extrapolated scattering intensity I(0).  Guinier law also holds 

for dilute sets of objects with arbitrary and variable SLD ρ(r) embedded in a homogeneous 

matrix with density ρ0. In this case the radius of gyration Rg is defined as
16-17

 

1

1

1/2
2( )

( )

V

g

V

r r dv
R

r dv



                  (1.41)  

The radius of gyration of a homogeneous and spherical object is related to its radius R by

3/ 5gR R . 

(c) Small-angle scattering by a dilute system of nano-objects of simple geometry 

The scattering intensity produced by two types of nanostructured materials consisting of a 

dilute set of colloidal particles embedded in a homogeneous matrix
16-17

 will be discussed in 

this section. These systems are (i) nano-objects of constant SLD ρ1 embedded in a matrix 
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with a constant SLD ρ0 and (ii) nano-objects with a centro-symmetrical SLD, defined by its 

density function ρ(r) and embedded in a homogeneous matrix of SLD ρ0. 

Homogeneous spherical nano-objects embedded in a homogeneous matrix 

 

Fig. 1.10 Ensemble of spherical nano-objects embedded into homogenous matrix in dilute 

limit. 

The total scattering intensity produced by a dilute set of N identical homogeneous objects 

with SLD ρ1 embedded in a homogeneous matrix with density ρ0 is N times the scattering 

intensity produced by each nano-object. The scattering intensity produced by a single sphere 

can be derived
25 

from the amplitude A1(q) as follows 

2

2 2

1 1 1 0

0

sin
( ) ( ) ( ) 4

R
qr

I q A q r dr
qr

              (1.42) 

The eq. 1.42 becomes 

2
3

22

1 1 0

4
( ) ( ) ( )

3
s

R
I q F qR                (1.43) 

Where 
3

sin cos
( ) 3

( )
s

qR qR qR
F qR

qR
               (1.44) 

For N identical spheres: 

22 2

1 1 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )p sI q N I q N V F q R               (1.45) 

The Fs
2
(q, R) is said to be from factor P(q, R). 

It is to be noted that I(q) in the above equation is microscopic cross section dζ/dΩ. 
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The Macroscopic cross section dΣ/dΩ can be defined as microscopic cross section per unit 

sample volume 
1 d

V d
 

The eq. 1.45 transforms into  

2 2

1 0( ) ( ) ( , )p

N
I q V P q R

V
                          (1.46) 

Where I(q) is the scattering intensity from per unit sample volume and Vp is the volume of 

the nano-object. Intensity functions predicted by eq. 1.46 are plotted in Fig. 1.11 for two 

sphere radii, namely R1=10 nm and R2=20 nm. As expected, the intensity I(0) (being 

proportional to R
6
) is higher for the larger sphere.  At high q the intensity functions exhibit 

several maxima and zeros, the zeros being located at qR=4.52, 7.54, 10.87,…...These 

oscillations were actually observed in a number of experimental SAS studies of monodisperse 

or nearly monodisperse systems. 

 

Fig. 1.11 The modeled scattered intensity from a monodisperse spheres of 10 and 20 nm. 

Inset shows the Porod plot of the scattered intensity. 
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Form factor of a spherical shell 

Form  factor for a spherical shell is  obtained  by  subtracting  the  empty  core with  a proper 

weighting by  the  volumes: 

2

2 1 1 2 2

1 2

( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

s s
ss SS

V R F q R V R F q R
P q F q

V R V R
           (1.47) 

where  V(R)  = 4πR
3
/3  and R1 and R2 are  the  outer  and  inner  radius  of the  shell,  

respectively.  

 

Fig. 1.12 The modeled scattered intensity for the ensemble of concentric shell of varying 

inner and outer radius. 

Form factor of a concentric spherical shell 
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This form factor is a generalization of the shell form factor.  Let Ri, i=1, N be  the  radii of the  

shells  and  ρi be  their scattering  densities. With this:

2

2

1 1 1 1

2

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )

N

cs cs s i i i s i

i

P q F q V R F q R V R F q R
M

                      (1.48b) 

where M is the scattering mass or scattering volume of the particle, given by: 

1 1 1

2

( ) ( )( )
N

i i i

i

M V R V R

 

 

Similarly, the form factor for a core-shell particle in medium can be estimated as follows: 

2

2 2 2 1 1 1 1

2 1 1

( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

A m s p m

csm csm

A m p m

V R F q R V R F q R V R F q R
P q F q

V R V R V R
    

(1.48b) 

where, ρp, ρA, ρm are the SLD of the core, shell and medium respectively. R1 and R2 is inner 

and outer radius of the core-shell particle. V(R1) and V(R2) are the volumes of spheres having 

radius R1 and R2.  

Form factor of ellipsoid of revolution 

This expression was determined by Guinier
26

. The averaging over orientations has to be done 

numerically. For the semi axes R, R, εR: 

/2

2

0

( , , ) [ , ( , , )]sin( )er sP q R F q r R d               (1.49) 

Where r(R, ε, α) =R(sin
2
α+ε

2
cos

2
α)

1/2
. It is straight forward to generalize for concentric 
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elliptical shells. FS(q, r) has to be replaced by Fcs(q) in which the volumes are V(R) =4πεR
3
/3. 

Note, that the different shells can have different values of ε.   

Form factor of a cylinder 

 

The expression for a cylinder with radius R and length L was given by Fournet
27

.

/2

1

0

2 ( sin ) sin(( cos ) / 2)
( ) sin

sin ( cos ) / 2
cyl

B qR qL
P q d

qR qL
   (1.50) 

where Bl(x) is the first order Bessel functions. An expression for form factor of the cylinders 

consisting of concentric shells can be constructed by an approach similar to the one used for 

spherical particles.  

Isotropic system of polydisperse nano-objects with simple shapes   

The scattering intensity function related to a dilute set of N spherical nano-objects with a 

radius distribution defined by N(R) is calculated by solving the following equation: 

1( ) ( ) ( , )I q N R I q R dR                            (1.51) 

where N(R)dR is the number of spheres with a radius between R and R+dR 

( )withnormalisation N R dR N  and I1(q,R) is the scattering intensity produced by an 

isolated sphere. Thus the total scattering intensity is  

2
2

2 6

1 2 3

4 sin cos
( ) ( ) ( ) 3

3

qR qR
I q N R R dR

qR
                              (1.52) 

The calculated intensity from eq. 1.52 for different size distributions is depicted in Fig. 1.13.   
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Fig. 1.13 The models scattered intensity from an ensemble of polydisperse spheres of median 

size 10 nm with varying polydispersity index σ. Inset shows radius distribution. 

1.4.6. Small-angle scattering of a concentrated set of nano-objects 

Many nano-materials consist of a concentrated set of isolated nano-objects embedded in a 

homogeneous matrix, e.g., colloidal sols (solid nano-clusters embedded in a liquid matrix) 

and nano hybrid materials (solid inorganic clusters embedded in a solid polymeric matrix). 

Often these systems cannot be considered as dilute in the sense that the scattering intensity is 

not simply given by I(q)=N x I1(q) over the whole q range. It will be described in this section 

that how to analyze SAS results corresponding to materials whose structure can be described 

by simple models, namely (i) concentrated systems composed of isolated nano-objects with 

spherical shape and (ii) fractal structures built up by the aggregation of primary nano-objects 

in solid or liquid solutions. 

(a) The hard sphere model 

For a concentrated system of N of nano-objects, I(q)=N<I1(q)> does no longer apply over the 

whole q range. In the case of simple isotropic systems consisting of centro-symmetrical and 
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spatially correlated objects, it is possible to decouple the function defining the q dependence 

of the total scattered intensity I(q) in two terms: the intensity produced by an isolated object, 

I1(q) and the structure function, S(q) , which accounts for interference effects between the 

elementary scattered wavelets from different objects. Thus, the scattering intensity expected 

from this model can be written as  

1( ) ( ) ( )I q N I q S q                             (1.53) 

Eq. 1.53 is rigorously obeyed only when the scattering system is composed of identical 

spheres (more generally centro-symmetrical objects). For dilute systems, S(q) =1 holds over 

the whole q range.  The structure factor corresponding to an isotropic set of spherical objects 

is given by
16

 

2

0

1 sin
( ) 1 ( ) 1 4

p

qr
S q g r r dr

V qr
              (1.54) 

where Vp=V/N is the volume available per object and g(r) is a function defined in such a way 

that 4πr
2
g(r)dr/Vp yields the average number of nano-objects, N(r), at a distance between r 

and r+dr from an object located at the origin. From this definition, we find that g(r) is equal to 

1 corresponds to a random spatial distribution. For a set of completely disordered objects 

g(r)=1 for all r. For any type of system with short-range correlation, g(r) tends to 1 in the high 

r limit. 

The  particles  interact  with  the  hard-sphere  radius  (RHS)  and  have  a hard-sphere  volume  

fraction Φv.  The expression for S(q) has been estimated with the Percus-Yevick 

approximation
29-32

: 

1
( )

1 24 ( ) / ( )
HS

v HS HS

S q
G R q R q

               (1.55) 

The function G(RHS q) is available in the literature. 
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Fig. 1.14 Schematic of systems of hard spheres (a) dilute (b) concentrated (c) g(r) function 

for the hard sphere model (d) Scattering intensity determined using eq. 1.53 with S(q) defined 

by eq.1.55, for different volume fractions Φv starting from 0 (top) up to 0.6 (bottom). 

(b)  Sticky hard-sphere potential 

The model was introduced by Baxter
33

.  The particles have a hard-sphere radius RHS and a 

delta function attractive potential at the surface.  The stickiness of the particles is given by a 

parameter. The expressions for the structure factor can be calculated with the Percus-Yevick 

approximation
33

. 

(c) Fractal structures   

The fractal model has been applied to describe the structure of many materials generated by 

aggregation processes in a liquid or solid medium. Many sols that have been investigated by 

small-angle scattering in situ exhibit this type of structure
18

. Fractal objects can be 

characterized by three relevant structural parameters
18

: (i) a  radius r0, which corresponds to 

the size of the individual primary particles (basic nano-objects that build up the fractal 

structure) (ii) a fractal dimension D that depends on the mechanism of clustering or 

aggregation and (iii) a correlation length ξ that defines the whole aggregate size if the fractal 

a 
b 

c 
d 
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objects are isolated or  a cut-off distance of the fractal structure for percolated systems such 

as fractal gels.   

For a homogenous object or for a fractal aggregate, such as those schematically illustrated in 

Fig. 1.15a and 1.15b, respectively, the total number of primary objects or building blocks N 

located inside a sphere of radius r, measured from the center of mass, is given by   

0

( )

D

r
N r

r
                  (1.56) 

This equation implies that the mass function M(r) is also proportional to r
D
.  

The exponent in eq. 1.56 for homogeneous objects is D=3, while D<3 for fractal structures. 

The value of D depends on the particular mechanism of aggregation. Many mechanisms were 

theoretically analyzed and the respective fractal dimensions of the resulting structures were 

determined. This implies that the experimental evaluation of the dimension D may yield a 

useful insight about the predominant mechanism that governs the aggregation process
18

. 

    

Fig. 1.15 (a) Schematic log-log plot of the mass M(r) of a homogeneous object (b) the same 

for a fractal object (c) scattering intensity corresponding to a fractal object with r0=2 nm, 

ξ=50 nm and D=2.2. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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In order to define the radial distribution function g(r) associated to a fractal structure, Sinha et 

al.
34

 included a cut-off function that makes the number density of primary objects at high r to 

be equal to the average number density. Later on, Chen and Teixeira
35

 have used the general 

theory of liquids in order to define the function g(r) as follows 

3

0

( )
4

r

D

D

N N D
g r r e

V V r
               (1.57) 

Thus, substituting eq. 1.57 in the eq. 1.54, the structure function S(q) becomes

1

( 1)/2
2 2

0

1 ( 1)
( ) 1 sin ( 1) tan ( )

( ) 1 1/ ( )
DD

D D
S q D q

qr q
                       (1.58) 

Since the primary particles are much smaller than the fractal aggregates, I1(q) is a constant 

within a wide q range, so as the variation of the scattering intensity at small and intermediate 

q is dominated by the structure function. At high q, S(q) becomes a constant and so, over this 

q range, the variation in the scattering intensity is governed by I1(q).  

If the condition r0 >> ξ is obeyed, the scattering intensity exhibits three distinct q 

dependences over different q ranges (Fig. 1.15c). The main features of the scattering curves 

are directly and simply connected to the relevant structure parameters of the fractal nano-

objects as shown in Fig. 1.15b. It is a general consensus that, in order to safely establish the 

fractal nature of the aggregates, the ratio ξ/r0 should be larger than about 10.   

1.5. Small angle scattering: Instrumental considerations 

The small angle scattering instruments are primarily based on either neutron or X-rays as a 

probe. Table 1.2 shows the typical parameters of the neutron and X-ray sources.  The 

instruments for SAS are designed in view of the above parameters. The SANS instruments 

are basically low flux and low resolution instruments and ideal for hydrogen containing 

specimens due to isotope labeling. However, the instruments based on X-rays are high flux 

and high resolution especially synchrotron based instrument. The various in-situ experiments 
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can be performed on X-rays based SAS instrument which is not otherwise possible in neutron 

based instruments.  

Table 1.2 Typical values of brightness & fluxes for neutron & X-ray sources 

 Brightness 

(s
-1

 m
-2

 mrad
-2

) 

Energy resolution 

den/E 

(%) 

Divergence 

(mrad
2
) 

Flux 

(s
-1

 m
-2

) 

Neutrons 10
9
 2 10 x 10 10

11
 

Rotating Anode 10
10

 3 0.5 x 10 5 x 10
10

 

Bending 

Magnet 

10
18

 0.01 0.1 x 5 5 x 10
17

 

Undulate  10
27

 0.01 0.01 x 0.1 10
24

 

Flux=brightness*divergence; brilliance=brightness/energy bandwidth 

1.5.1. Laboratory based SAXS instrument 

In a SAXS instrument a monochromatic beam of X-ray is incident on a sample from which 

some of the X-rays get scattered, while most simply go through the sample without 

interacting with it. The scattered X-rays from a scattering pattern which is then detected at a 

detector (typically a 2-dimensional X-ray detector situated behind the sample perpendicular 

to the direction of the primary beam) that initially hit the sample. The scattering pattern 

contains the information on the structure of the sample. In SAXS, the non-scattered beam that 

merely travels through the sample must be blocked without blocking the closely adjacent 

scattered radiation. Most available X-ray sources produce divergent beams and this 

compounds the problem. In principle, the problem could be overcome by making beam 

parallel by a multilayer parabolic mirror (Gobble mirror) in conjunction with slit collimation. 
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A schematic of typical laboratory based SAXS instrument is shown in Fig. 1.16. Laboratory 

SAXS instruments can be divided into two main groups:  

 

Fig. 1.16 A schematic of typical SAXS instrument is shown. 

Point-collimation instruments have pinholes that shape the X-ray beam to a small circular or 

elliptical spot that illuminates the sample. Thus, the scattering is centro-symmetric about the 

primary X-ray beam and the scattering pattern in the detection plane consists of circles 

around the primary beam. Owing to the small illuminated sample volume and the 

wastefulness of the collimation process — only those photons are allowed to pass that happen 

to fly in the right direction — the scattered intensity is small and therefore the measurement 

time is in the order of hours or days in case of very weak scatterers. If focusing optics like 

bent mirrors or bent monochromatic crystals or collimating and monochromating optics like 

multilayers are used, measurement time can be greatly reduced. Point collimation geometry 

allows one to investigate non-isotropic systems such as fibers, sheared liquids. 

  Line-collimation instruments confine the beam only in one dimension so that the 

beam profile is a long but narrow line. The illuminated sample volume is much larger 

compared to that in point-collimation and the scattered intensity at the same flux density is 

proportionally larger. Thus measuring times with line-collimation SAXS instruments are 

much shorter compared to point-collimation and are in the range of minutes. A disadvantage 

is that the recorded pattern is essentially an integrated superposition (a self-convolution) of 
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many pinhole patterns. The resulting smearing can be easily removed using model-free 

algorithms or deconvolution methods based on Fourier transformation, but only if the system 

is isotropic. Line collimation is of great benefit for any isotropic nanostructured materials, 

e.g., proteins, surfactants, particle dispersion and emulsions. 

1.5.2. Synchrotron based SAXS instrument 

A layout of the synchrotron based SAXS beam line
36a

 that is proposed at INDUS-2 

synchrotron source at RRCAT, Indore, India is shown in Fig. 1.17.   

 

Fig. 1.17 Schematic of the proposed SAXS beamline, at INDUS-2 synchrotron at 

RRCAT Indore, India, is presented. 

The white synchrotrons beam emerging from electron storage ring hits the first optical 

element, i.e., double crystal monochromator, selects the X-ray wavelength keeping the exit 

height of the beam fixed. The monochromatic beam falls on the toroidal mirror which focuses 

the 2 dimensional X-ray beam on the detector. The useful energy range is from 5 KeV to 20 
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KeV. The sample to detector distance will be varied to modify the experimental q-range. The 

important parameters are shown in Table 1.3 as estimated by SHADOWVUI calculations. 

Table 1.3 Parameters for SAXS beamline at 8 keV X-ray energy (SHADOWVUI) 

 

 

Flux density 

(photon/sec/mm
2
) 

Beam size Beam divergence 

FWHM (x) 

(mm) 

FWHM (y) 

(mm) 

FWHM (xp)   

(mrad) 

FWHM (yp) 

(mrad) 

Source 8.03 x 10
17

 0.96 0.47 1.97 0.13 

1
st
 Crystal 3.16 x 10

15
 35.22 2.25 1.97 0.17 

2
nd

 crystal 3.29 x 10
10

 35.36 2.25 1.97 0.13 

Mirror 1.55 x 10
10

 43.84 2.76 1.97 0.13 

Sample 3.30 x 10
10

 18.64 2.91 2.94 0.36 

Farthest 

position of 

detector 

7.48 x 10
12

 0.52 0.46 2.94 0.36 

 

1.5.3. SANS instruments 

Typical pin-hole based instrument 

Four steps used in all SANS techniques (as shown in Fig. 1.18
36b

) are following: (1) 

Monochromatisation is performed mostly using a velocity selector/crystal. (2) Collimation is 

preformed through the use of two apertures (a source aperture and a sample aperture) placed 

far (meters) apart. (3) Scattering of the monochromatic collimated beam is from sample 
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liquid or solid. (4) Detection is performed using a neutron area detector inside an evacuated 

scattering vessel.  

 

 

Fig. 1.18 Schematic of a typical SANS instrument is shown. 

The large collimation and scattering lengths make SANS instruments very long (typically 30 

m long) compared to other scattering instruments. The collimation usually consists of a set of 

circular (source and sample) apertures that converges the neutron beam onto the detector. 

Typical adjustable flight path distances are from 1 m to 20 m depending on resolution and 

intensity considerations. The post sample flight path is usually an evacuated cylindrical tube 

(to avoid scattering from nitrogen in air) that permits the translation of an area detector along 

rails in order to change the sample-to-detector distance. The area detector is often a gas 

detector with 0.5 cm to 1 cm resolution.  

Double crystal based instrument 

The typical maximum accessible length scale for a pinhole collimation instrument is ~10
2 

nm. 

But large inhomogeneities as commonly encountered in cements, ceramics, macromolecules, 

magnetic domains are beyond the resolution limit of the conventional pinhole collimation 

instrument. To access larger length scales, non-dispersive (1, -1) double crystal based 

instrument is used. The sample is placed between the two crystals, and the scattering profiles 

of the specimens are recorded by rotating one crystal against other. The instrument consists 
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of a non-dispersive (1, -1) setting of (111) reflections of silicon single crystals with sample 

between the two crystals. The schematic of a double crystal based instrument installed at 

Guide Tube Laboratory of Dhruva reactor, India
36,37

 is shown in Fig. 1.19.  

 

 

Fig. 1.19 Schematic of MSANS instrument at Guide Tube laboratory of Dhruva rector, India. 

In this kind of double crystal based instruments, unlike pinhole collimation instruments, the 

collimation is performed in the reciprocal space only and the resolution in q is independent of 

the beam cross section. Because of the non-dispersive setting of both the crystals, the width 

of the rocking curve is independent of the divergence of the incoming beam.  

1.5.4. Smearing effects in SAS measurements 

Experimentally measured scattering data differ from theoretical curves because of departures 

from point geometry in a real instrument. In a small-angle scattering instrument, there are 

three contributions to the smearing of an ideal curve: (1) the angular divergence of the beam; 

(2) the finite resolution of the detector; and (3) the polychromatic nature of the beam
38

. 

Various methods which are available in literature can be used to correct the smearing 

effects
39-42

. 
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1.5.7. Absolute intensity/scattering cross section 

The SAS data normalized for scattering cross-section per unit sample volume is termed as 

"absolute intensity 
d

d
(q)". The absolute intensity scale for the SAS data is sample 

characteristic dependent only and is independent of probing flux, sample volume etc.  

 

SAS data in the absolute scattering scale requires many details during the measurement. In 

experimental measurements, the neutrons/photons collected by the detector per second, 

namely, the measured scattering intensity Im(q) from a sample is proportional to factors like 

(i) the incident beam intensity I0; (ii) the scattering differential cross-section per unit volume 

of the sample 
d

d
(q)= 

1
( )

d
q

V d
 (cm

-1
 ); (iii) the sample exposure area A  (usually the beam 

size); (iv) sample thickness  t; (v) sample transmission η; (vi) the solid angle ∆Ω subtended 

by the detector pixel at the sample; (vii) the detector efficiency e and can be expressed as 

m 0I ( )
d

q I eAt d
d

 
1 1m

0

I ( )1 qd
cm sterad

d I eAt d
   (1.59) 

During the data reduction, one often use a standard sample of known 
d

d
to deduce the 

common instrument factor f (= IoA∆Ωe), using the Im(q) measured under a specific 

instrumental setting. Sample thickness and transmission can be measured. Water is well 

suited as a calibration standard because of the angle-independent scattering
43

. 
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CHAPTER 2 

____________________________________  

Probing Mesoscopic Morphology of Euclidean 

Nano-ceramics Aggregates 

Present chapter deals with the SAS investigations of non-fractal, i.e., Euclidian aggregates of 

various important nano-ceramics. The nano-ceramics which are covered in this chapter are 

NiO, YCrO3, TiO2 and TiO2-carbon nanotube composites. 

2.1. Evolution of Pore Morphology in the NiO Aggregates 

2.1.1. Introduction 

The Ultra-fine NiO nano-ceramic particles with a uniform size are strongly desirable for 

many applications, e.g., synthesis of composite materials, magnetic, electro chromic, 

heterogeneous catalytic materials etc. However, the functional properties of NiO and its 

applicability significantly depend on factors like pore morphology, pore matrix-interface and 

also porosity.  

  Sintering is a process that controls porosity and pore morphology in ceramics. 

Sintering is a process that bonds particles together into a solid coherent structure by means of 

mass transport mechanism. Initial virgin powder possesses large surface area relative to its 

volume. This surface area/surface energy provides the driving force for sintering, i.e., 

reduction of free surface energy occurs due to high surface area of particles
9
. Pore-size 

distribution and pores connectivity of particles evolve with heat treatment temperature and 

time. In the case of sintering, the porosity shrinkage is mainly governed by the path in which 

the surface energy gets minimized. The spatial evolution in the sintering involves different 
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length scales: atomic, microscopic and macroscopic. Microscopically the sintering of 

crystalline solids is a result of both surface motion and grain boundary motion to minimize 

the total sum of surface energy and grain boundary energy. The sintering mechanisms of the 

crystalline particles are divided into densifying mechanisms (grain boundary diffusion) and 

non-densifying mechanisms (surface diffusion). The rigid body motion of the particles takes 

place in densifying mechanisms. On the other hand, the non-densifying mechanism gives the 

shift of center of the mass of particles but no relative motion.        

  SAS has been found to be a fruitful nondestructive technique to study the mesoscopic 

structures in porous materials
44-46,47

.
 
Compared to other complementary techniques like 

mercury porosimetry, BET etc., to study the pore structure in a porous material, SANS 

possesses some special advantages, in particular probing closed pores in addition to the open 

pores.  

2.1.2. Experiments 

Chemical preparation of NiO nanoparticles (NPs) is composed of two stages: the formation 

of nickel hydroxide precursor precipitate and subsequent transformation to NiO by thermal 

treatment
48

. The virgin powder obtained is also heat treated at 600oC and 900oC. SANS 

experiments on powder samples have been performed using MSANS instrument at Guide 

Tube Laboratory of the Dhruva rector at Trombay, India
36,37

. SANS profiles of the specimens 

recorded by the instrument were corrected for smearing effect using established 

methods
41,42,49

  prior to data analysis.   

2.1.3. Results and discussion 

It is discernible from Fig. 2.1a that the SANS profiles within the experimental q range can be 

subdivided into two zones. The first zone is approximately below q ~ 0.045 nm
-1

 and the 
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other is above q ~ 0.045 nm
-1

 and the nature of the two regions gets modified with heat 

treatment.  This feature of the SANS data indicates the presence of at least two length scale in 

the system. In fact it will be seen later that the present SANS data is within the 

experimentally accessible q range indicating the presence of pore structures with two widely 

separated lengths.  

 

Fig. 2.1 (a) The experimental SANS profiles are depicted. The solid line depicts the fit of the 

model to the data at three different heat treatment temperatures. (b) The model fitting of the 

experimental data with two length scale structure. It is clear from this figure that one length 

scale structure can not fit the experimental data completely. 

The scattering intensity from an ensemble of polydisperse spherical pores                                         

is given by, 

                 (2.1)
    

where P (q) is form factor for spherical pores and D(R) is pore size distribution, i.e., D(R) dR 

represents the probability of having pores with radius between R to R+dR. V(R) is the 

volume (4  R
3
/3) of a pore of radius R. C is a scale factor which is independent of q. It 

depends on the number density of pores and scattering contrast between the matrix and the 

pores.  For the present data, D(R) has been assumed as Weibull distribution
51

,  

dRRqPRVRDCqI ),()()( 2

(a) (b) 
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                 (2.2) 

where a and b are the parameters of the distribution, a is the scale of the distribution and b is 

the shape of the distribution. This distribution has a special feature that it can be skewed in 

both side depending on the values of a and b.  

The experimental SANS profiles has been tried to fit with the model in eq. 2.1. However, it 

has been found that only one distribution could not explain the whole SANS profile but it 

needs at least two distributions to describe the SANS profiles in the whole q range.  It is clear 

from Fig. 2.1b that combination of the two dotted curves which originates from two 

distribution of pores, can give a reasonable good fit to the experimental SANS data (as shown 

by the solid line in  Fig. 2.1b). Hence, to incorporate the effect of two types of pore structures 

(type-1 for the larger pores and type-2 for the smaller pores), the SANS data have been 

analyzed in the light of the following extended model
48

: 

                   (2.3)         

 

Fig. 2.2 Larger length scale pore size distribution of NiO powder samples. Inset shows the 

smaller length scale pore size distribution of the NiO powder sample.  
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The values of C1 and C2 in eq. 2.3 depend on the number density of pores and the scattering 

length density of the porous materials. However, in order to estimate C1 and C2, the scattering 

profiles should be represented in absolute scale. However, sample thickness is required to 

convert the scattering data into absolute scale as shown in chapter-1 (eq. 1.59). In present 

case, scattering experiments have been carried out on powder specimens where sample 

thickness is not defined. One can estimate only the ratio of C1/C2, indicative of the relative 

contribution of two types of pores, when scattering data is available in arbitrary unit only. 

The typical value of the C1/C2 for 300
o
C are found to be ~0.03 whereas at 600

o
C; this ratio 

becomes ~0.0007. It indicates that number density of bigger pores decreases at higher 

temperature. Estimated larger pore size distribution (type-1 pores), for samples heated at 300, 

600 and 900
o
C, respectively, estimated from the analysis are depicted in Fig. 2.2.  It is 

evident from Fig. 2.2 that the distribution becomes somewhat less polydisperse with increase 

in heat treatment temperature. Further, average value of the pore distribution shifts towards 

lower radius side. The high-end tail part of the distribution is significantly modified after heat 

treatment.  

  These observations can be explained on the basis of the morphological modification 

during heat treatment. During the initial stage of heat treatment, neck begins to form between 

the two agglomerated particles. Neck formation is driven by the energy gradient resulting 

from the difference in curvatures of the particle and the neck. In this process, surface 

diffusion is the primary transport mechanism and subsequently the adjacent necks begin to 

impinge upon each other. Densification and grain growth starts in this process. Bulk transport 

mechanisms, such as grain boundary diffusion and volume diffusion, dominate the heat 

treatment process during the later stage. This leads to the shrinkage of the intra-agglomerate 

pores and also this process involves the reduction in the polydispersity of the pore size. The 

type-2 (smaller length scale) pore size distributions for the samples heat treated at 300, 600, 
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and 900
o
C are depicted in the inset of Fig. 2.2. From the figure,  it is discernible that the 

distribution for the type-2 pores lies in the significantly lower length scale than that for the 

type-1 pores and is much less polydisperse in nature compared to the type-1 pores. It is 

observed from the inset that on an average there has not been significant modifications of the 

type-2 pores due to heat treatment.  

2.1.4. Conclusions 

Existence of pore structures at two wide separated lengths in the agglomerates was elucidated 

from SANS. It has been shown that the number density and size of larger pores get 

significantly modified under heat treatment. Shrinkage of the pores occurs with increasing 

heat treatment temperature and is attributed to mass transport by grain boundary diffusion.  

2.2. Evolution of Pore Morphology in YCrO3 Aggregates  

2.2.1. Introduction 

Recently, YCrO3, a rare-earth chromate, has been observed as biferroic in nature
52

. Biferroic 

materials which possess both ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties are of special interest 

because of their potential technological applications
53

. Dielectric properties of porous 

materials have been the subject of an immense interest for quite some time
54

.  

Factors which affect the dielectric constant and loss are broadly classified into two 

categories: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic losses are dependent on the crystal structure and 

can be described in terms of the interaction of the phonon system with the alternating electric 

field. Whereas, extrinsic losses depend on the heterogeneity of the medium such as porosity, 

impurities, grain boundaries, micro-cracks, random crystal orientation etc
55-57

.  

  In an inhomogeneous material, motion of charge carriers may occur easily through 

one phase and therefore motion of charge carriers is constricted at phase boundaries.  For 
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example, in porous materials, pores can be considered as inhomogeneities in a solid matrix. 

Charge carriers movement through solid matrix is relatively easier as compared to 

movements through pores. As a result, charge builds up at interfaces and forms dipole. These 

dipoles can be polarized in the external applied electric field. Such effects are known as 

Maxwell-Wagner effects
58,59

. Thus, Maxwell-Wagner effects or interfacial polarization plays 

a significant role in porous materials as far as its dielectric response is concerned.  

In general, dielectric properties of materials may be represented by a complex electrical 

permittivity, . Complex part of permittivity (ε
//
) is a measure of energy 

dissipation in the material. Dielectric loss is generally described in terms of the loss tangent,

. The effect of the pore morphology on dielectric response have been investigated 

by SANS and dielectric measurements.  

2.2.2. Experimental details  

Nano-crystalline YCrO3 has been prepared by a gel-combustion technique
60

. For the present 

study, the powder has been calcined at 600
o 

C to obtain chemically pure and crystalline 

product. The resulting nano crystalline powder was cold pressed into pellets at a compaction 

pressure of 200 MPa using hydraulic press. The pellets were sintered at temperatures of 1300, 

1400, 1500 and 1600
o
C. The porosity measurements have been carried out by gravimetric 

method. The estimated porosity in percentage (1- (actual density /theoretical density)) x 100 

has been tabulated in Table 2.1. 

  SANS experiments have been performed on pellets using MSANS instrument at 

Guide Tube Laboratory of the Dhruva rector at Trombay, India. To access higher q-range, 

experiments have also been performed using a 5 meter long slit-geometry SANS 

diffractometer at Guide tube Lab at Dhruva, India
61

.  
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Fig. 2.3 SANS profiles for 1600
o
C sintered pellets for two thicknesses are shown. The 

corresponding extracted single scattering profile is compared with the experimental profiles 

for two thicknesses. 

In order to correct the multiple scattering effects
62-65

 for the above specimens, SANS 

experiments were performed for two different thickness of each specimen.  SANS profiles for 

two different thicknesses corresponding to specimen sintered at 1600
o
C are depicted in Fig. 

2.3. The profiles are normalized at the lowest accessible q value in order to compare the 

functionality of two profiles. It is evident from the figure that the profiles are significantly 

modified with variation in the sample thickness and hence the effect of multiple scattering in 

the present case cannot be neglected. Using the methodology as described above, the 

corresponding single scattering profile (SSP), extracted from the multiple scattered profiles 

(for two different thicknesses) is depicted in Fig. 2.3. It is evident that the extracted SSP is 

sharper as compared to the recorded profiles which are affected by multiple scattering. 

Similarly, for other recorded profiles, the SSP was extracted with the above mentioned 

algorithm. The corrected SANS profiles are plotted in Fig. 2.4 for different sintering 

temperatures.  
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 Fig. 2.4 Multiple scattering corrected SANS profiles with fitted model for different sintering 

temperatures in double logarithmic scale. 

  Capacitance and tan (δ) values have been measured using a RLC bridge in frequency 

range 0.02-1000 kHz. Values of the relative permittivity (ε
/
r) at various frequencies have been 

calculated from the measured capacitance values by using the appropriate geometric factor. 

Imaginary part (ε
//

r) has been calculated by multiplying ε
/
r with tan (δ).  

2.2.3. Data analysis and discussions 

  It is observed from Fig. 2.4 that SANS profiles get significantly modified as sintering 

temperature is increased. A shoulder like feature (at q~ 0.15 nm
-1

) starts appearing at 1400
o
C 

and becomes more pronounced at higher sintering temperatures also the shoulder position 

does not shift appreciably with sintering temperature. In other words, the shoulder like 

feature is pronounced as porosity decreases.  It is observed from Fig. 2.4, that the whole 

profile may be segmented in two zones, namely zone-I (below 0.15 nm
-1

) and zone-II (above 

0.15 nm
-1

).  The appearance of shoulder in the scattering profile may originate from one of 

the following possibilities. Firstly, it may appear due to the correlation in the pore structure 
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and manifests in the scattering profile. Secondly, the shouldering effect may be due to the 

modification in the pore-size distribution during sintering. Emergence of bi-modal pore size 

distribution with well separated modes during sintering is also a possibility. The first 

possibility, in the present case, can be disregarded on the basis of the fact that the prominence 

of the shoulder like feature increases with decreasing porosity. For the validity of the first 

possibility it should be other way, i.e., the shoulder like feature should be more pronounced 

when porosity is more. So, the second possibility appears to be a more plausible reason in the 

present case. 

  For the specimen sintered at the 1300
o
C temperature, the shoulder does not exist and 

has been explained by a single pore-size distribution. SANS profiles for specimens sintered 

beyond 1300
o
C were analyzed by introducing a distribution function D(r) which is the linear 

combination of the two distributions (eq. 2.3) in order to explain the whole profile. The 

distribution of size of the pores has been assumed to be lognormal in nature and the basis for 

this assumption is explained in literature
66,67

. 

  

2

0

0 22 2

ln( / )1
( , , ) exp

22

r r
D r r

r
                                                 (2.4) 

where, r0 is the median radius of the distribution; ζ is the polydispersity index of the 

distribution which lies between 0 and 1. Higher the polydispersity index, higher is the 

polydispersity in size. The average size is can be estimated as 2

0 exp( / 2)r . Polydispersity 

can be calculated as
22r r , where <r

2
> is the second moment of the size distribution 

and <r> is the average radius. The estimated polydispersity is shown in Table 2.1 Estimated 

pore-size distributions are depicted in Fig. 2.5. The extracted parameters from the above 

model have been tabulated in Table 2.1.  
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Fig. 2.5 Smaller pore size distribution, at different sintering temperature, is depicted. Inset 

shows the size distributions of bigger pores.  

 Table 2.1 Important parameters from SANS and dielectric measurements. 

 

The number density of the higher size pores was found significantly smaller than that of the 

lower size pores.  The higher pore-size distribution is plotted separately in the inset of the 

figure for clarity. It is interesting to note that the number density of the bigger pores is 

significantly small as compared to that of the smaller pores (typical ratio~10
-4

). However, due 

to the fact that the scattering intensity depends on the sixth power of the radius of the 

particles, it contributes significantly to the scattering intensity. 

Sintering 

temperature 

(
 o
C) 

Porosity 

(%) 

Average 

pore size 

(nm) 

Polydispersity
 

(nm) 

fp 

( Hz) 

m n  (1-n) 

1300 61 14.3 16.9 1.6 x 10
3
 0.42 0.25 -0.75 

1400 59 8.5 9.1 0.8 x 10
3
 0.39 0.28 -0.72 

1500 42 8.8 7.9 5.6 x 10
4
 1.0 0.005 -2 

1600 22 7.6 6.5 4.0 x 10
4
 0.99 0 -2 
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From Fig. 2.5 and Table 2.1, it is observed that average pore-size is reduced and overall 

polydispersity of the pore-size distribution also decreased with increasing sintering 

temperature. It has also been observed from Table 2.1 that, as expected, porosity decreases 

significantly as sintering temperature is increased. These observed variations in pore structure 

and porosity can be explained on the basis of the sintering theory. At higher sintering 

temperature grain size increases, the pores tend to break away from the grain boundaries and 

become spherical. Smaller pores are eliminated, while larger pores can grow.    

 

Fig. 2.6 (a) Real part (ε
/
) of the dielectric response as a function of frequency for different 

sintering temperatures (b) Imaginary part (ε
//
) of the dielectric response as a function of 

frequency for different sintering temperature. 

  From Fig. 2.6a, it is discernible that the frequency dependence of ε
/
 shows a 

significant change above 10
4
 Hz. For samples sintered up to 1400 

o
C, the high frequency 

variation of ε
/ 
shows f

-1 
dependence, i.e., the slope of the straight line in double logarithmic 

plot is -1. However, the situation is significantly different for the samples sintered at higher 

temperatures. In this case the dependence of ε
/ 
at higher frequency regime is ~ f

-2 
yielding a 

slope of the straight line of the log-log plot of -2. So, there is a change of slope from -1 to -2 

as the sintering temperature is increased.  Like the variation in the real part of the 
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permittivity, the imaginary part is also significantly altered by sintering vis-à-vis the pore 

structure modification. 

From Fig. 2.6b, it is the evident that the imaginary part of dielectric response shows some 

kind of peak like feature (at f~ 8x10
4
 Hz) for the specimen sintered at 1500 and 1600

o
 C. A 

closer look to Fig. 2.6b shows a broadened peak/hump like feature at around frequency         

~ 2x10
3
 Hz. However, it is seen that the anomalous increase near low frequency region 

shadows the exact peak position. It means, peak like structures exist even in this case but it is 

not very pronounced as compared to the profiles for pellets sintered at 1500 and 1600
o
C. It is 

also interesting to observe that the dielectric loss increases as frequency decreases in low 

frequency regime.  

The dielectric loss peak is represented empirically by Jonscher model
68

, which is also known 

as universal dielectric response (UDR) and can be expressed as 

                                                            (2.5) 

where fp characterizes the peak frequency. Here exponents, m and 1-n are both vary in the 

range 0-1. A Debye type response corresponds to both these exponents being equal to unity, 

i.e., the situation with m=1 and n=0. When the exponent m and (1-n) are both close to unity 

then the response is called a near-Debye type. And when exponent the m and (1-n) are far 

from unity then the response is called non-Debye response.  It is noteworthy that a classical 

Debye type response corresponds to a non-interacting dipolar system. A non-Debye type 

response corresponds to an interacting dipole systems and the parameters m and (1-n) 

represents the degree of correlation between dipoles.    

However, the eq. 2.5 does not take into account the anomalous increase in low frequency 

regime. This can be accounted by a modification of eq. 2.5 by adding a power law term in the 

3

m 1 n

p p

c
(f )

f f

f f
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same
69

.  Thus, to fit the whole spectrum including the low frequency anomalous increase, the 

following expression was used 

                                                                      (2.6) 

Thus, in eq. 2.6 the first term corresponds to dielectric response which involves a relaxation 

process, which occurs primarily in dipolar systems. The second term corresponds to the 

response from the charge carrier‘s movement such as conduction, hoping, jump, diffusion etc, 

which is mainly responsible for the loss in the dielectric materials at lower frequencies. If the 

contribution from second term is not considered, one gets a frequency independent response 

at low frequencies (f<<fp). Frequency independent response (for f<<fp) corresponds to the 

pure dc conductivity which is due to motion of ions and electrons. However, Jonscher et al
69

 

has shown that the motion of a bound charge has a different frequency response in 

comparison to that of the motion of free charge. The motion of bound charge carriers, such as 

ionic diffusion, hoping etc in medium results into frequency dependant loss term of dielectric 

response at low frequencies. So the dielectric response of the samples can be broadly divided 

into two parts, low frequency contribution due to charge carrier transport and high frequency 

contribution due to dipolar relaxation process.  

It is clear from  Table 2.1 that for the pellets sintered at 1300 and 1400
o
C, the imaginary part 

of the dielectric response are best fitted for m=0.42, 0.39 and n=0.25, 0.28, respectively. As 

described earlier that this situation, i.e., the strong deviation of m and (1-n) from unity 

correspond to a non-Debye type response.  In contrast, for the case of pellets sintered at 1500 

and 1600
o
C the imaginary part of the response is best fitted with m=1.0, 0.99 and n=0.005, 0, 

respectively. This situation corresponds to the near-Debye type dielectric response. This 

indicates a transition of dielectric response from non-Debye type to near-Debye type. This 

occurs with increase in sintering temperature vis-à-vis with modification of pore structure and 

1m3
4m 1 n

p p

c
(f ) c f

f f

f f
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pore connectivity. The analysis for real part of the permittivity also confirms the transition 

from a non-Debye type to near-Debye dielectric response
66

. 

  As mentioned earlier interfacial polarization across pore boundary results into a 

dipolar system. Pore network at relatively lower sintering temperature (below 1400
o
 C) is 

expected to be somewhat random and polydisperse in nature. At this temperature pores are 

connected to some extent and porosity is larger and results to an interacting dipolar system. 

With increase in the sintering temperature, the pores become more isolated and less 

polydisperse. So when the sintering temperature is below 1500 
o
C a non-Debye type of 

response appears and is primarily attributed to the interconnected polydisperse pores with 

rough pore-matrix interface. When the sintering temperature is enhanced beyond 1400
o
C, the 

overall polydispersity of the size distribution and also porosity decreases significantly. 

Further, the connectivity of pores breaks as sintering temperature is increased. Sintering at 

higher temperature gives rise to a smoothening of the pore-matrix interface
70-75

.  Thus, 

geometrical modifications in the pore structure upon sintering at higher temperature results to 

a non-interacting dipole system leading to a near-Debye type response.  

 2.2.5. Conclusions 

Reduction in polydispersity of the pore-size distribution, in nano-crystalline YCrO3, occurs as 

sintering temperature is enhanced. A shoulder like feature in SANS data beyond sintering 

temperature of 1400
o
C is attributed to the significant modifications in the pore structure and 

emergence of bi-modal pore-size distributions with well separated modes upon sintering.  

  Dielectric response in frequency range 0.02 kHz-1000 kHz showed a strong 

dependence on the pore characteristics. A transition from non-Debye response to near Debye 

response was observed as sintering temperature is increased beyond 1400
o
C and is 

corroborated by the results obtained from the SANS analysis. This is attributed to the 

combined effect of pore-matrix interface smoothening, reduction of polydispersity of the pore 
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size distribution and breaking of connectivity of the pores with increasing sintering 

temperature. 

2.3. Investigation on TiO2 and TiO2-CNT Composite Submicrospheres  

2.3.1. Introduction 

In recent years, Titania (TiO2) has been in the forefront of materials research due to its crucial 

applications
76,77

 in solar cells, portable lithium ion batteries, hydrogen storage etc.  Further, it 

has drawn a lot of interest in photocatalytic degradation of toxic and non-biodegradable 

organic effluents for decontamination of waste water and environment purification
78

.  It has 

been found that surface area and nature of crystalline phase plays an important role in 

deciding the efficiency of photo catalysis. Titania exits in three crystalline forms anatase 

(tetragonal, space group I41/amd), rutile (tetragonal, space group P42/mmm) and brookite 

(orthorhombic, space Pcab). Anatase and brookite are metastable states which irreversibly 

transform into a stable rutile phase. At very small particle dimensions, the surface energy is 

an important part of the total energy and it has been found that the surface energy of anatase 

is lower than those of rutile and brookite. Surface energy considerations accurately describe 

the observation of a crossover size of about 30 nm where anatase nanoparticles transform to 

rutile
79

. Photocatalytic activity of amorphous phase is reported to be rather poor than that of 

crystalline phase
79

. Among crystalline phase anatase phase is found to be most effective. 

  Doping of various transition metals has been investigated for improvement towards 

photo catalytic applications. NiO is a p-type semiconductor that with excess oxygen in NiO 

produces a Ni 
2+

 vacancy, which leads to the creation of a hole on two adjacent Ni 
2+

 ions, 

thus producing Ni
3+

 ions
80

. It acts as a co-catalyst in TiO2 for UV induced water splitting
81

.  

Recently, Nagamine et al. reported a simple method for preparing a TiO2 microsphere. Water 

is sprayed, by using a commercial nozzle with N2 as the carrier gas, into an organic solution 
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of titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP)
82

. Nagaoka et al. prepared the carbon/TiO2 microsphere 

composite from the cellulose/TiO2 micro-sphere composite
83

.  

In present work, we report synthesis of sub-micrometric TiO2 powders using a facile one step 

synthesis method of spray hydrolysis
82-84

. Further, it will be shown in this section that NiO 

doped TiO2 can be successfully used as a substrate for growing carbon nanotubes.  

2.3.2. Experiments 

Different concentration of Ni(NO3)2 has been mixed with 5 ml of deionized water.  The 

concentration of nitrate has been chosen in such a way that the weight of Ni varies as 2, 5, 10 

and 15 wt% of TiO2 in composites.   

 

Fig. 2.7 Schematic of the spray hydrolysis method used for synthesizing TiO2 

submicrospheres. 

The nitrate mixed water is sprayed by a two fluid nozzle into mixture of 10 ml of titanium 

isopropoxide (TTIP) and 90 ml Hexane under stirring as shown in Fig. 2.7.  

A greenish color precipitates obtained within a few seconds. Resulting precipitates was 

filtered, washed and dried. The specimens were named as 2Ni_TiO2, 5Ni_TiO2, 10Ni_TiO2 

and 15Ni_TiO2 according to Ni weight percent
85

. Electron micrographs were obtained using 
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CAM Scan (UK) instrument (Model 2300CT/100). To probe the internal morphology of the 

submicrospheres, SAXS experiments have been performed on TiO2, 5Ni_TiO2 and 

10Ni_TiO2 specimens. SAXS experiments have also been performed on the heat treated 

specimens at 600
o
C for 4 hrs.  To probe the microscopic stability of the submicrospheres high 

temperature XRD experiments have been performed using a diffractometer (CuKα source) in 

θ-θ geometry with 2 deg/min scanning speed. 

2.3.3. Results and discussion 

The SEM micrographs of the doped-TiO2 specimens are shown in Fig. 2.8. The grains are 

approximately spherical having size less than a micron. Similar morphology has also been 

observed for only TiO2 specimens
86

.  

 

Fig 2.8 SEM micrograph of (a) 2Ni_TiO2 (b) 5Ni_TiO2 (c) 10Ni_TiO2 and (d) 15 Ni_TiO2 

composite submicrospheres. 
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Fig. 2.9 The SAXS profiles of the TiO2, doped TiO2 and heat treated specimens. 

The scattering profiles are shown in Fig. 2.9. It is evident from Fig. 2.9 that scattering 

profiles of TiO2 specimens is quite different as compared to that for doped specimens. 

Similarly, the SAXS profiles of the heat treated samples are sharper as compared to that of 

the un-treated samples. 

  

Fig. 2.10 (a) The primary TiO2 NPs radius distribution, estimated by SAXS analysis. The 

inset shows the higher size contribution which may arise due to aggregation of primary NPs  

(b) TiO2 NPs size distribution for the specimens heated at 600
o
C.  r indicates the radius of the 

NPs.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Ensemble of polydisperse spheres (eq. 2.1) has been taken as a model to fit the scattering 

data. It is seen that the contribution from two type of size distribution is required to fit the 

data (eq. 2.3).  The estimated size distribution is sown in Fig. 2.10a. 

From Fig. 2.10a, it is evident that size of TiO2 NPs is quite polydisperse. The average radius 

is typically ~1.5 nm. However, size of TiO2 NPs for doped specimens is relatively less 

polydisperse with average radius less than 1 nm. The average radius of bigger NPs is 

approximately 15 nm with varying polydispersity.  The effect of heat treatment is quite 

significant and is manifested in scattering profiles as well. The scattering profiles become 

sharper for the heat treated specimens indicating growth of NPs. The estimated size of TiO2 

NPs for heat treated specimens is shown in Fig. 2.10b. It is evident that the radius of TiO2 

NPs grows to approximately 5 nm at 600
o
C for all the specimens. 

  The evolution of the microscopic structure has been depicted in Fig. 2.11.  

 

Fig. 2.11 High temperature XRD patterns of the Ni-TiO2 microspheres.* marked peaks 

corresponds to Pt peaks. Anatase to rutile phase transition is observed beyond 600 
o
C. A and 

R denotes the anatase and rutile phase. 
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It is evident from Fig. 2.11 that TiO2 NPs exists in anatase phase having substantial 

amorphous contribution at ambient temperature. The broadening of the peak is quite 

significant at lower temperatures. There is no clear phase transition of TiO2 below 600
o
C. 

The weight fraction of anatase (WA) and rutile (WR) in both the specimens were estimated 

from the Spurr equations
87

 

1

1 1.26 /
A

R A

W
I I

 
1

1 0.8 /
R

A R

W
I I

      (2.7) 

where IA and IR are the intensities of peaks corresponding to (101) plane of anatase and (110) 

plane of rutile phase, respectively. The fractions of anatase and rutile phases, at different 

temperatures, have been tabulated in Tables 2.2.  

Table 2.2 The parameters obtained from analysis of XRD patterns for NiO-TiO2 specimens. 

Temperature (
o
C) Weight percent Average  anatase 

crystallite size 

(nm) 

Average rutile  

crystallite size (nm) Anatase Rutile 

27 100 - 4.1 - 

200 100 - 3.8 - 

400 100 - 3.8 - 

600 100 - 7.2 - 

700 93.3 6.7 19.3 14.6 

850 35.5 64.3 30.1 19.2 

950 8.9 91.1 34.5 30.4 

 

Mean crystallite size for anatase and rutile phases was calculated from the broadening of the 

X-ray reflections (101) crystallographic plane for anatase and (110) for rutile, using the 

Scherrer‘s formula
50

. It is evident from Table 2.2 that average crystallite size for virgin 
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powder is typically 4.1 nm and it grows to 7.2 nm at 600
o
C. A rutile phase appears at 700

o
C 

with an average crystallite size of 14.6 nm. The anatase crystallite size is 19.3 nm at 700
o
C 

and it grows to 30 nm. The weight fraction of rutile phase increases with increasing 

temperature.    

  Let us understand the mechanism of formation of TiO2 submicrospheres: 

The hydrolysis reaction for TTIP can be written as: 

Ti{OCH(CH3)2}4 + 2 H2O → TiO2 + 4 (CH3)2CHOH 

We consider a spherical water droplet surrounded by a hexane phase containing TTIP (see 

Fig 2.12). The diffusion of TTIP into water droplet takes place only after it gets partially 

hydrolyzed at the water–hexane interface because of its low solubility in water. Titanium 

hydroxide, yielded by partial hydrolysis, is hydrophilic and diffuses toward the droplet center 

through the water–hexane interface. In the course of diffusion, titanium hydroxide undergoes 

to further hydrolysis and condensation reaction. This leads to the formation of TiO2 NPs 

which subsequently form submicrosphere. The formation of submicrospheres is not possible 

with out the presence of the oil-water interface. 

 

Fig. 2.12 The schematic of the mechanism for the formation TiO2 submicrospheres in the 

spray hydrolysis technique.   
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  To synthesize the CNTs, catalytic Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) was used. 

NiO-TiO2 (1gm) was taken in a ceramic boat and kept inside the horizontal quartz tube. 

Initially, the boat with the supported catalyst was allowed to pass at the flow rate of 1 

liter/min in order to create the inert atmosphere inside the tube as soon as the desired 

temperature (750
o
C) is obtained, the boat is pushed into the effective heating zone and the 

acetylene (C2H2) gas was allowed to flow at the rate of 100cc/m for 15 min. After the growth 

of CNT the residue was purified by acid treatment process
40,41

. The SEM micrograph of the 

CNT grown TiO2 is depicted in Fig. 2.13. It is to be noted that it is not possible to 

differentiate the nature of the carbon nanotubes from the SEM or SAS measurements. 

However, in future, one can perform the detailed studies on the correlation between the 

ceramic parameters and type of CNTs which is grown on it. 

 

Fig. 2.13 The SEM micrographs of the CNTs on (a) 5Ni_TiO2 (b) 15Ni_TiO2 substrate. 

The CNTs grown TiO2 were also characterized by XRD and are shown in Fig. 2.14a.The 

TiO2 in the composite exists in the rutile phase. The contribution of the peak corresponding to 

graphite increases with increasing Ni weight percent. The yields of CNTs have been 

estimated by the XRD data and are shown in Fig. 2.14b. It is evident from figure that the 

yield of CNTs increases with increasing Ni weight percent. 

2 μm 
5 μm 

a b 
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Fig. 2.14 (a) The XRD patterns of the CNTs grown on TiO2 microspheres. The * marked peak 

corresponds to the CNT. (b) Yield of CNTs, as estimated from the peak intensity 

corresponding graphite peak, is shown with different Ni concentration.   

One can estimate the quantitative yield of CNTs by thermogravimetric analysis by measuring 

weight loss during burning of the CNTs at high temperature. It is also possible to estimate 

yield of CNTs by differentiating the weight of the powder before and after growth of the 

CNTs. We purpose that Ni-TiO2 doped CNTs composites can be utilized as a novel material 

for hydrogen generation and subsequently storage of produced hydrogen.  

2.3.4. Conclusions 

The submicrospheres of NiO doped TiO2 have been synthesized by spray hydrolysis 

technique. Size of NPs increases with heat treatment.  The initial phase of the TiO2 is anatase 

due its small size. Rutile phase appear beyond 600
o
C due to growth of NPs beyond 14 nm 

size.  NiO-TiO2 composite is good candidate as a substrate to synthesize the CNTs. The yield 

of CNTs increases with increasing Ni content in the composite.     

 

 

a 

b 
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CHAPTER 3 

____________________________________ 

Probing Mesoscopic Morphology of the Non-

Euclidean Nano-ceramics Aggregates 

 

3.0. General Introduction  

In many natural and synthetic objects, the structures manifest in such a way that introduction 

of a new outlook, different from those adopted for normal Euclidean objects, becomes 

imminent for mathematical description and quantification of its structures. Since Benoît 

Mandelbrot first brought the idea of fractals
90

, the self-similarity/self-affinity has wormed its 

way into various branches of sciences as well as in psychology and even in abstract arts. 

Many naturally occurring materials like rocks
91,92

, coals
93,94

, cauliflowers, some special 

coastlines etc. are some examples of such natural fractal objects. Synthesized objects like 

hydrated cement pastes
95,96

, surfaces prepared by molecular beam epitaxy etc. also are known 

to be fractal in nature and its fractal nature depends strongly on their synthesis route. The 

formal mathematical definition of fractal is defined by Benoit Mandelbrot. It says that a 

fractal is an object for which the Hausdorff dimension is less than the Euclidian object where 

it is embedded and may fall between the integers. Generally, we can define a fractal as a 

rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be subdivided in parts, each of which is a 

reduced-size copy of the whole. Consider the number N(r) of balls of radius r required to 

cover fractal object completely. Hausdorff dimension or fractal dimension is the unique 

number D such that N(r) grows as 1/r
D
 as r approaches zero. 
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  An object, which is fractal over a wide length-scale, can be either of mass fractal
97

 or 

of surface fractal
97

 in nature. For a mass fractal object, the mass or the volume is proportional 

to r
Dm

, where Dm is known as mass fractal dimension, which is less than 3. For a surface 

fractal object, the self-similarity or the self-affinity exists only on the surface of the object. In 

this case the surface area scales with r
Ds

, where Ds is known as surface fractal dimension. The 

value of Ds lies between 2 and 3. It is noteworthy that for a smooth surface, the surface area 

scales with r
2
.  A mass fractal object, by default, is also a surface fractal but a surface fractal 

object need not be a mass fractal object.  

 It is noteworthy that due to the power law correlation in the fractal systems in real space, 

SAXS profile also manifests a power law
98,99

 in q.   The exponent of that power law is a non-

integer and depends on the nature of the fractal. For a mass fractal object, scattering intensity 

I(q) follows q
-α

 behaviour. In this case the mass fractal dimension (Dm) is equal to the value 

of α. For a surface fractal object 4≥ α ≥3 and in this case the surface fractal dimension (Ds) is 

equal to 6- α and lies between 2 and 3. 

   Present chapter of the thesis deals with the SAS investigations of fractal, i.e., non-

Euclidian aggregates of various important nano-ceramics. The nano-ceramics which are 

covered in this chapter are Y3Al5O12 (YAG), Nd2O3 doped CeO2 and hydration of calcium 

silicates. 

3.1. Evolution of Y3Al5O12 Fractal Aggregates under Thermal Annealing  

3.1.1. Introduction 

The instabilities during growth, evolution and construction of systems with non-equilibrium 

morphologies that imitate the spontaneous pattern formation in nature, play an important role 

in Physics, Chemistry, Materials science and Biology
100-107

. In general, precipitation and sol-

gel synthesis methods are widely used to prepare nano-ceramic powders. The growth of NPs 
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aggregates may result into unstable dendrite structures with a large surface to volume ratio 

depending on thermodynamical environments
108

. The concept of fractal geometry is widely 

used to describe such spatially inhomogeneous systems
90,109,110

. Although growth 

mechanisms for fractal structures have been studied extensively, subsequent structural 

relaxation after growth remains an important issue. It is worthy to mention that a fractal 

cluster is thermodynamically metastable
111

 as the ratio of its surface to volume is 

significantly large. Therefore, it is of importance to analyze possible pathways of relaxation 

processes towards more stable configurations with respect to some thermodynamical 

variable.  Excess surface energy of fractal objects gives rise to a number of evolutionary 

processes that leads to significant structural modifications during its relaxation. Pertinent 

physical examples include annealing of dendrite inclusions in solids, healing of cracks in 

ceramics during sintering, temperature-induced transformations in composites, relaxation of 

rough surfaces and aging of colloidal particles
112-116

. In all the above cases, the total amount 

of mass remains conserved during the evolution that is driven by the excess interfacial 

energy.  

  There are two broad types of restructuring of fractal clusters during sintering. In first 

case, fractal aggregates of weakly bonded primary particles tend to collapse and become 

more compact during annealing
117,118

. In second case,  fractal aggregates of  strongly bonded  

particles  retain  their  general  topology with a decrease  in  the radius of  gyration and an 

increase  of  size of the  subunits  due to sintering
119,120

. In recent studies
111,121,122

, simulations 

for thermal annealing of 2D fractals have been carried out
123-130

.  

  In a structural relaxation of fractals during sintering, two major parameters that 

govern the evolution are temperature and time.  Considering a linear sintering law for two 

spherical particles in terms of the total surface area reduction can be written as, 
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s fda / dt (a a ) /  where  as is  the  final surface  area  of coalesced particle with 

conserved volume  and f is  the  characteristic  sintering time
124,131,132

. It is evident from 

above equation that the evolution under sintering depends
133

 on the characteristic sintering 

time f which is given by 
4 a

f p

E
Ad exp

kT
, where A is the pre-exponent factor, Ea is the 

activation energy of the diffusion process, k is the Boltzmann constant, T represents the 

temperature and dp is the diameter of individual particle.  

3.1.2. Experiments 

YAG has been synthesized by homogeneous precipitation technique using aqueous solution 

of aluminum nitrate, yttrium nitrate and urea
134

. As formed powder were sintered at 800, 900, 

1000, 1100, 1200 and 1300 
o
C, respectively. SANS

 
experiments have been carried out using a 

MSANS instrument at the Guide Tube Laboratory of the Dhruva rector at Trombay, India. 

SANS profiles have been shown in Fig. 3.1a. 

 

Fig. 3.1 (a) SANS profiles in log-log scale for specimens sintered at different temperatures. 

Solid line represents the fit of the model to the scattering data. The profiles are shifted 

vertically for clarity. (b) Size distribution of the primary particles with increasing sintering 

temperature. 
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3.1.3. SANS data analysis 

From Fig. 3.1, it is evident that scattering profiles show a linear domain over a wide q-range 

when plotted in double logarithmic scale. The extent of linear domain varies with sintering 

temperature while slope of linear region remains invariant for all profiles. In view of the 

above fact, scattering profiles of the specimens have been analyzed by assuming fractal type 

correlation of the primary NPs. In such a case, the scattered intensity may be represented as,  

2

avI(q) C D(r)V (r)P(q, r)dr S(q, r )                                                                               (3.1)  

where P(q, r) is the spherical form factor for primary NPs, V(r) is volume of particle having  

radius r and C is q independent scale factor. In present case, a normalized lognormal 

distribution is assumed as size distribution of the primary particles of aggregates
134,135

. In eq. 

3.1, S (q, rav) represents the structure factor (eq. 1.58), due to fractal correlation
98,99

(eq. 1.57) 

of the particles in the aggregate with fractal dimension Df and average size rav of primary 

particles which is assumed as the lower cutoff of fractal aggregate,  is the upper cutoff. 

Estimated size distributions of the primary particles at different sintering temperatures have 

been depicted in Fig.3.1b.  

3.1.4. Computer simulation 

To interpret the experimental observations, a computer simulation has been carried out. In 

last two decades, various computer models have been developed to simulate random fractal 

objects originated from the agglomeration of the smaller particles. Some of these models are 

diffusion limited aggregation (DLA)
136

, cluster-cluster aggregation (CCA)
137

, tunable 

dimension cluster-cluster aggregation (tCCA)
138,139

 and reaction limited cluster-cluster 

aggregation (RLCCA)
140

.  
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  It is observed from scattering experiments that YAG nanoceramic possesses a fractal 

type of aggregates. The fractal dimension Df has been found to be approximately 2.3 0.2 

indicating a diffusion limited aggregate type of fractal morphology of the aggregates 

embedded in 3 dimension. It is important to mention here that fractal dimension for 2D DLA 

is 1.7 whereas fractal dimension for DLA in 3D is 2.5. Fractal dimension in case of CCA 

process varies from 1.7 to 2.4. Thus, CCA process may give fractal dimension very close to 

experimentally observed value. However, our aim was to validate the sintering mechanism 

for the coarsening of the aggregate. The choice of the DLA aggregate was based on its 

simplistic aggregation model as well as modest requirement of computation. Fractal 

dimension of 3D DLA is not very different from experimentally observed value. DLA model 

is one of the simplest models of these kinds. Such fractal cluster can develop during the 

diffusion control growth and choice of DLA like fractal cluster is physically motivated. It 

important to note that, simulation on 3D DLA can facilitate the estimation of scattering 

profiles directly. Due to computational complexity, present simulation has been restricted to 

two dimensional DLA cluster as a starting aggregate model. In present simulation, a DLA 

cluster consisting of 10000 particles is generated on a square lattice. At the beginning of the 

simulation, the mass and radius of particle have been taken to be 1.0 unit and 0.5 units, 

respectively.  

  We know that the particles in fractal aggregates are connected by attractive forces 

such as van der Waals or other molecular forces resulting covalent bonding. The bonds 

between the particles represent an energy-barrier that prevents rearrangement. A minimum 

energy is required to overcome such energy barrier. It is important to note that for 

restructuring of aggregate, it is not necessary to break the bonds completely. Therefore, it is 

expected that the activation energy Ea for rearrangement of the aggregate is lower than the 

bond energy Eb
141

. It is interesting to mention that driving force for the mass transport during 
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sintering is high surface energy of the aggregate of fine particles. Diffusion transports matter 

along free surfaces and volumes of particles along grain boundaries between them and also 

transportation of matter are mediated through a vapor phase around them. The diffusion 

coefficients, for different processes involved, are different from each other. A numerical 

simulation of sintering process is engrossed as various diffusion processes are relevant at 

different stages of sintering, albeit, we attempted a model for simulation to explain the 

experimental observations.  In present simulation, an effective diffusion coefficient has been 

defined to account all diffusion transport mechanisms.  

  A localized sintering model
131

 has been adopted to simulate the structural evolution of 

fractal clusters as a function of sintering temperature. This model is based on the 

experimentally observed phenomenon that sintering starts with the merging of neighboring 

particles that are in contact in aggregate
124

. It is interesting to note that model of local group 

merge sintering involves the diffusion of matter locally and detailed kinetics of the sintering 

is ignored. 

Diffusion length in a sintering process is defined as,  

2

effr (t) D t                                           (3.2)  

where Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient and t is time. In present model, diffusion of 

particles occurs locally. Thus, sintering distance s is assumed to be equal to diffusion length. 

From Arrhenius equation, diffusion coefficient Deff is related to temperature T, 

eff 0 aD D exp( E / kT)                                                                                                         (3.3) 

where D0 is constant. Here, activation energy has been assumed to be independent of 

temperature for small temperature variation. From eq. 3.2 and 3.3, a relation between s and 

sintering temperature at a fixed time may be derived as, 
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a a 1

2 2 2

0 s 0 s 2 s

E / k E / k C
T

log(D t /  ) log D t log(1/ ) C log(1/ )
                      (3.4)                                                                                        

From eq. 3.4, it is evident that s increases with increasing sintering temperature.  It is 

interesting to note that sintering distance s is not only the function of the temperature but 

also depends on the size of the particle formed by merging of smaller particles. In present 

model, Ostwald-ripening type of evolution of fractal aggregates under conservative 

conditions is adopted. It means that larger the particle size in the cluster, larger is s. A bigger 

particle would grow at the expense of the smaller ones keeping mass conserved.  

  The local group merge restructuring is carried out according to following algorithm. 

At first, any particle in cluster is chosen randomly. The neighboring particles have been 

calculated according to some fixed sintering distance s. They were grouped and merged to 

form a new particle. The mass of this bigger particle will be sum of masses of all merging 

particles and radius is calculated in accordance with the mass conservation of the system. The 

centre of the new primary particle will be situated at the centre of mass of the merged 

particles. An off-lattice model is used to displace the new primary particles, formed by 

merging of the smaller particles, towards centre of mass of the DLA aggregate with condition 

that all neighboring particles remain in contact.  Then another random particle is chosen for 

same s and the above mentioned process is reiterated. This process is carried out repeatedly 

until we could find some neighbours for same s. Simulation steps are performed for 

increasing s by using above algorithm as sintering temperature increases. The evolution of 

fractal cluster with s is shown in Fig. 3.2.  
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Fig. 3.2 Evolution of the DLA clusters with different s. (a) Initial 2D DLA  (b) modified DLA 

for s =10 (c) modified DLA for s =30   (d) modified DLA for s =150.     

 

Fig. 3.3 Evolution of the size distribution of the primary particles as function of s (T). 

Fractal dimension of the cluster before and after the sintering restructuring can be calculated 

by the power law relationship between mass and radius, M  R
D

f, where R is radius of 

searching circle assuming centre of mass of cluster as origin
134

. It is interesting to note that 

Original 

DLA 

Unit 

5 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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for a fixed s, the chosen random particle in DLA cluster may have different numbers of 

neighbours. Accordingly after first step of simulation, primary particle size will be 

polydisperse in nature. The evolution of size distribution of primary particles with s is 

shown in Fig. 3.3.  

 

Fig. 3.4 Computed lower cutoff from simulation and observed lower cutoff from SANS at 

different temperatures are depicted. Inset shows computed upper cutoff from simulation and 

observed upper cutoff from SANS. 

Lower cutoff of fractal aggregate for each s have been estimated by taking avreage of  the 

size distribution. The upper cutoff is assumed as the radius of gyration Rg of fractal cluster,

2 2

g i i i

i i

R m r / m  where mi is mass of i
th

 particle in cluster, ri is distance of i
th

 particle 

from centre of mass of cluster. Evolution of the cutoffs of fractal aggregate have been shown 

in Fig. 3.4.         

3.1.5. Results and discussion 

From Fig. 3.1a, scattering profiles of YAG nanoceramic indicate fractal morphology of 

aggregates at all sintering temperatures under study. But extent of linear region of profiles in 
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log-log plot decreases with increasing sintering temperature exhibiting modification in upper 

and lower cutoffs of the fractal aggregate. From Fig. 3.2, the evolution of the DLA cluster has 

been shown for different s vis-à-vis different simulation sintering temperature. Initially, 

DLA aggregate is not very compact and many sites, in particular, edge sites of cluster have 

relatively fewer neighbours leading to higher surface area of the cluster. Sintering provides 

required activation energy to the atoms for diffusion. Diffusion of the atoms plays an 

important role to decide the morphological change during sintering. Two types of diffusion 

mechanisms are possible. In one case, diffusion occurs in small steps, i.e., the mobility of the 

cluster atoms is lower and in second case, diffusion occurs over an extended zone in large 

steps with higher mobility of the cluster atoms. Depending upon the type of diffusion process, 

the morphology of cluster gets modified accordingly. In case of present model, the small step 

diffusion dominates over extended zone diffusion. This process leads to smoothening of the 

aggregate branches locally by keeping overall cluster morphology unaltered. But at 

significantly high temperature, even the low resolution morphology gets modified as evident 

from Fig. 3.2.  

The experimental and simulated fractal cutoffs at different sintering temperatures (normalized 

scale) have been depicted in Fig. 3.4. It is evident that the variation of experimental and 

calculated cutoff lengths corroborates each other within experimental error bars. In real 

situation, sintering process involves different mass transport mechanisms at different stages 

of sintering. It is to be noted that initial DLA cluster consists of monodisperse particles; 

polydispersity in size distribution of the particles creeps in as sintering proceeds.   

3.1.6. Conclusions 

Scattering experiments reveal that YAG nano-ceramics are made of fractal aggregates. The 

cutoff lengths vary with sintering temperature while fractal dimension of cluster remains 
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same. A local group merge sintering model has been adopted to modify the 2D DLA cluster 

for explaining the experimental observations. Results of numerical simulations corroborate 

the experimental observations. Main effect of thermal relaxation under annealing of YAG 

fractal cluster is coarsening of fractal structure keeping the fractal dimension invariant. 

Coarsening of fractals aggregate indicate the nature of binding of the primary particle within 

aggregate. The particles are binding each other strongly, i.e., mobility of the atoms is less and 

at elevated temperature and they can move locally to the branches of the fractal clusters. In 

future, the restructuring of the 3D DLA aggregates under annealing will be tried and 

scattering profiles will be estimated directly, in order to compare the experimental results. 

3.2. Smoothening of Non-Euclidean Surface of Nd2O3 Doped CeO2 under Sintering 

3.2.1. Introduction 

Nano-crystalline materials, which have gained a tremendous attention in basic sciences as 

well as in technology since last decade, often form agglomerates because of their very small 

size. Often such agglomerates vis-à-vis the surface roughness of these nano-crystalline 

materials can be viewed as self-similar or self-affined fractal structures. Its fractal dimension 

defines the quantitative measure of such fractal agglomerates, which is different from its 

normal Euclidean dimension. Micro-structural evolution of such nano-crystalline ceramics 

under sintering is a crucial aspect as far as their various potential applications are concerned.  

In general, in sintering process, densification occurs via the path where surface energy is 

reduced by elimination of solid-pore interfaces. The reduction of free energy is facilitated by 

movement of materials from the region with higher radius of curvature to the lower radius of 

curvature causing densification. The surface microstructure as well as the agglomeration 

behaviour changes with the advancement of sintering process and mainly depends on 

sintering temperature/time.  
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  Doped Ceria is an important material
142,143

 in view of its potential applications
144,145

 as 

a solid electrolyte for its use in oxygen concentration cells and in solid oxide fuel cells. In 

present section, evolution of mesoscopic surface of Ce0.50Nd0.50O1.75 have been investigated 

using ultra small angle X-ray scattering (USAXS) under sintering. An attempt has been made 

to understand the USAXS results by performing a Monte Carlo based simulation. 

3.2.2 Experimental 

AR grade cerium nitrate [Ce(NO3)3
.
6H2O], Nd2O3, and glycine (NH2CH2COOH) were used 

as the starting reagents
144

. The further heat treatment of the Ce0.50Nd0.50O1.75 powder has been 

carried out at three temperatures namely, 800, 1000 and 1200
o
C, respectively.  USAXS 

experiments have been carried out using a triple bounce channel cut crystal based USAXS 

instrument mounted on a rotating anode source
146

. Fig. 3.5a shows the USAXS profiles in 

double logarithmic scales and Fig. 3.5b depicts the same profiles in Porod plot (I(q)q
4
 vs q) in 

order to show the variation of the slope of the different profiles at higher q.  

 

Fig. 3.5 (a) USAXS profiles in double logarithmic scale. The solid lines are model fit to the 

data. (b) USAXS profiles in Porod plot (I(q) q
4
 vs. q).  

 

a 

b 
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3.2.3. Data analysis 

From Fig. 3.5a, it is discernible that scattering profile for non-sintered sample shows a 

straight-line behaviour in log-log plot (i.e., a power law relationship with q). In addition, 

there is a slight change in slope at around q ~ 0.1 nm
-1

 where appears a small hump. From 

Fig. 3.5b, it is evident that the slope of the profile is not equal to 4 at any part of the q range. 

The exponent of power law for q > 0.1 nm
-1

 is ~3.4 for non-sintered sample. It is also evident 

from Fig. 3.5b that high q part of the profile is significantly affected by sintering; particularly 

slope at high q region.  With increase in temperature of sintering, value of slope at high q part 

tends to be ~4 and hump at q≈0.1 nm
-1

 disappears. The above observations, along with the 

nature of the high q region, guide us to analyze the data in terms of fractal model. For non-

sintered sample, negative exponent of power law (for 0.1 nm
-1

< q <1 nm
-1

) is estimated to be 

nearly 3.4. This hints that the surface of agglomerated particles may be viewed as a fractal 

surface. It is observed from Fig. 3.5b that negative exponent of power law gradually reaches 

to 4 with increasing temperature indicating a smoothening of surface. For non-sintered 

samples, intensity also increases below the hump at around q≈0.1 nm
-1

. The total intensity 

profile I(q) for the samples has been modeled as following. 

5
( )

1 2 2 12
2 2

( ) (1 ) sin(( 1) tan ( ))
(1 )

sD

a

s s s s n

a

C
I q C q q D q

q                   (3.5) 

where first term corresponds to scattering from fractal surface
147

 and second term is Debye-

Büche term
148,149

 to account for increase below the hump.  Such increase is due to 

agglomerated volume at relatively larger length scale.  Shah et al.
149

 have used the Debye-

Büche function to interpret their data on dense highly polydisperse fractal aggregates. Cs and 

Ca are scale factors and ξs is upper cut-off of surface fractal.  For sample sintered at highest 

temperature (1200
o
 C), first term alone is able to describe the whole profile (which follows a 
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Porod behaviour (q
-4

) at high q region) and in this case surface becomes smooth in nature, 

i.e., Ds becomes 2. 

3.2.4. Monte Carlo based computer simulation and discussions 

Monte Carlo method provides a platform to simulate various stochastic processes in materials 

science. The area of fractals has also been enriched, since last two decades, by applying this 

technique. Self-similarity and fractal nature of a rough interface has been studied using two-

dimensional Monte Carlo technique
150

 by Mon et al. Scaling of rough surfaces under surface 

diffusion has been investigated using a random deposition model in two dimensions
151,152

. 

Very recently, a stochastic simulation model has been applied to model the three-dimensional 

morphology of nano-scale aggregates formed by concurrent coagulation and sintering
153

.  

  To understand the USAXS results, i.e., the smoothening of the fractal surface under 

sintering, a Monte Carlo based simulation has been attempted. The basic steps of the 

simulations are the following.  Initially, a fractal surface with a particular surface fractal 

dimension is generated using Fourier filtering based spectral synthesis method
154

. 

Based on the Fourier filtering spectral analysis method
154

, an initial self-affined surface (200 

X 200 system size) having a fractal dimension of 2.6 has been generated and is shown in Fig. 

3.6a. The left part of Fig. 3.6a shows surface morphology and right part shows contour of the 

same surface.  At this point, it should be mentioned that spectral density S(k) for a self-

similar objects exactly follow a power law, i.e., a straight line behaviour in log(S(k)) vs. 

log(k) plot. Verification of fractal nature (with fractal dimension 2.6) is done by calculating 

the linearity of log(S(k)) vs. log(k) curve as shown in Fig. 3.6b.  
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Fig. 3.6 (a) The initial self-affined fractal surface simulated using spectral synthesis method 

for a fractal dimension 2.6 (b) log(S(k)) vs. log(k) for the initial fractal surface with fractal 

dimension 2.6. 

 Once fractal surface is generated, effect of sintering under different temperature conditions 

has been studied by modifying the surface according to movement of materials via diffusion 

mechanism. The algorithm followed in the present case is as follows. 

Let h(x, y) defines the height of any randomly chosen point P(x, y) on the fractal surface. 

First, it is checked whether the point P has a positive local roughness which is defined as the 

difference between the height of P and the average height of all the nearest neighbours. Then 

another point   P
/
(x

/
, y

/
) on surface is chosen randomly. If the point P1 (at height (h

/
(x

/
, y

/
)) 

has a negative local roughness, then local roughness difference (Δγ) and height difference 

(Δh) is calculated. If the activation energy is ΔE at temperature T, then diffusion coefficient 

is proportional to Exp(-ΔE/KBT). The probability (Ω) of material movement from one site to 

another will depend on activation energy due to local roughness difference. Hence, 

probability of material movement can be written Exp(-Δγ/T1), where T1 is a factor which is 

proportional to temperature T.  Depending on the above probability, mass transfer takes place 

during sintering, i.e., height of the point P(x, y) is modified to h(x, y) - Ω x (Δh/2) and that 

for the P
/
(x

/
, y

/
) is modified to h

/
(x

/
, y

/
) + Ω x (Δh/2). The average width (W=

2 2[h(x,y)- h] / N , where h  is the average height and NxN is the system size) of the surface 

(a) (b) 
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is calculated at each iteration. The average width W starts decreasing sharply initially and 

decreases slowly after a reasonably large time step when surface is nearly equilibrated at a 

particular temperature. Long time width (W) of the surface is noted for various T1 values. 

Equilibrated surface has been registered. The spectral density S(k) of the surfaces at various 

T1 values is calculated. The modification in fractal nature of the initial surface is noted by 

plotting the log(S(k)) vs. log(k) for different values of k. If the fractal correlation exists in the 

structure, the curve log(S(k)) vs. log(k) can be fitted to a straight line and fractal dimension 

can be estimated
154

 from slope of the straight line. Here it should be mentioned that in reality 

mass transfer from one site to the other distant site could occur via the nearest neighbours 

only. However, in the simulation process this corresponds to a very huge number of Monte 

Carlo steps vis-à-vis an enormously large computation time. However, as we are presently 

interested only in the effect of sintering temperature under large sintering time, mass transfer 

from one source site to another distant target site, other than the nearest-neighbours sites, was 

also allowed keeping the number of Monte Carlo steps constant for all temperatures. In fact, 

this corresponds to the sintering phenomenon at various temperatures for a fixed sintering 

time. It also important to mention at this juncture that in the activation driven process, 

particles can also move from a point having lower local roughness to a point having higher 

local roughness with a small probability. However, this process will take long time and is 

difficult to handle as far as computation time is concerned. However, this approximation may 

lead to different shape of the width vs. temperature curve. 

The contour of the surface at various T1 (T1  Temperature) value are plotted in Fig. 3.7. It is 

evident from the figure that surface roughness is getting reduced gradually as T1 is increased. 

At high enough temperature the surface roughness almost remains absent.  
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Fig. 3.7 The surfaces for increasing T1 values are depicted. It is evident that the surface 

becomes smoother with increase in T1.  

 

Fig. 3.8 The reduction of the surface width and the decrease of the fractal dimension with 

increase in T1 are depicted.  

The variation of the surface width (W) and the calculated fractal dimension of the sintered 

surface with varying T1 values are plotted in Fig. 3.8. It is seen that the value of W decreases 

gradually with temperature. The fractal dimension decreases more sharply than the width.   
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At this juncture, it is to be noted that the present simulation aims to understand the effect of 

annealing on the fractal morphology. Since, in present case, the annealing time is sufficient to 

reach equilibrated surface morphology at each temperature, the time dependent simulation i.e. 

Brownian dynamics is not needed. However, at high temperature activation dependent 

diffusion will increase. Hence, it was important to take account the diffusion during MC 

simulation in present work. 

3.2.5. Conclusions 

USAXS study revealed that a relatively high surface fractal dimension (~2.6) in the non-

sintered ceramic gradually reduces to the normal Euclidean surface dimension of 2.0 at high 

sintering temperature. Monte Carlo based computer simulation establishes that such 

smoothening of fractally rough surface under sintering is possible due to diffusion transport 

of materials from regions of higher local roughness to lower one. Surface fractal, being in 

meta-stable state, tries to minimize its surface energy during sintering; a smooth surface 

gradually develops with increase in sintering temperature.  

3.3. Temporal Evolution of Characteristic Length and Fractal Dimension for a Non-

Euclidean System 

3.3.1. Introduction 

Temporal evolution of mesoscopic structures in condensed systems has received a 

considerable attention in recent years altogether from experimental, computational and 

theoretical points of view. This is due to the relevance of this phenomenon in a wide variety 

of materials including technologically important materials like cements
95,96,129

, alloys
155-166

, 

ceramics
167-169

, xerogels
170

, polymer
171-176

, glasses
177-188

, liquid mixture
189-195

 etc. The new 

phase formation is an example of first order phenomenon and is a highly non-linear process 
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far from equilibrium. The second phase starts growing in size, after the formation, with time 

and is influenced by several thermodynamical parameters. The phenomenon indicates an 

emergence of morphological pattern of the domains at earlier times looking  statistically 

similar to patterns at later times, apart from the global change of scale implied by the growth 

of a characteristic length L(t)-a measure of the time dependent domain size of the new phase. 

The characteristic length L(t) is estimated from scattering profiles as follows, 

1

qI(q, t)dq
L(t)

I(q, t)dq
.For a non-Euclidean system

90
, like hydrating cement paste, 

understanding the growth of second phase constitutes an important area of research because 

porosity, microstructure, interconnectivity etc., are important properties of final cement 

product.  

  Hydrated cement paste has been known to possess non-Euclidean geometry over a 

wide length scale. Hydration reaction on a fractal network of cement grains eventually gives 

rise to space filling effect and interlocking between the cement grains. During hydration 

reaction, calcium silicates, main constituent of cements, react with water and produce 

calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gel and calcium hydroxide. The gel, formed by hydration 

reaction, starts filling space around and between cement particles by diffusion based mass 

transport, locking the mass together. By this dynamical process of hydration, fractal 

morphology of hydrated mass evolves with time and object with non- Euclidean geometry 

gradually gets modified towards a consolidated Euclidean mass. The hydration kinetics 

determines the rate of dynamical evolution of the fractal dimension and the overall 

characteristic length scale. The kinetics depends on cement ingredients, cement to water ratio, 

humidity etc.  
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  To understand the new phase formation and the evolution of new phase in non-

Euclidean systems, real time ultra small-angle neutron scattering (USANS) 

investigations
95,96,129

 on hydrated paste of tri-calcium-silicate (3CaO.SiO2  C3S), di-calcium-

silicate (2CaO.SiO2  C2S), ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and calcium sulphates were 

performed. It is worthy to mention that these studies indicated non-uniqueness in the trend of 

dynamical evolution in these systems. It is to be noted that C3S and C2S are the two major 

components of ordinary Portland cement which is actually a mixture of several silicate and 

calcium aluminate phases. The hydration kinetics of C2S and OPC is same as that for C3S at 

least in qualitative manner
96

. It was shown
95,96

 that hydration reaction of calcium silicates 

(C3S and C2S) and ordinary Portland cements (OPC) with light water, the fractal dimension 

starts increasing just after the onset of the hydration reaction and then it reaches a plateau. 

Further, temporal evolution of the square of the characteristic length (L) of the system mimics 

the functional trend of evolution of the fractal dimension (Df) (Fig. 3.9a for C3S with cement 

to water ratio 30 %).  

It is interesting to note that these observations indicate that two physical quantities, 

characteristic length and fractal dimension, having different dimensionality (as fractal 

dimension is a dimension less quantity while characteristic length has a dimension of length) 

reaches to a plateau almost at the similar time and almost in a similar fashion (Fig. 3.9a). 

What remains to be understood is whether the similarity of temporal evolution patterns of 

altogether two different physical quantities an accidental one. But repeated measurements
96

, 

varying over wide range of composition, brought out this phenomenal accidental similarity.  
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Fig. 3.9 (a) Evolution of fractal dimension and square of the characteristic length with 

hydration time as observed from the USANS experiments (b) Evolution of USANS intensity at 

q~0 with hydration time.    

In fact, such incomprehensible observation prompted us to understand the evolution in detail 

by performing a model simulation.  Further, the scattering intensity at the minimum 

accessible q also showed a similar trend (Fig. 3.9b), i.e., it reaches a plateau after a transient 

time as shown by fractal dimension and characteristic length.  

  In the present section, a model simulation has been attempted in order to understand 

some of the above USANS experimental observations on dynamical evolution of mesoscopic 

structure during cement hydration. 

3.3.2. Computer model and the results on structure evolution during cement hydration 

It is well established that during hydration reaction cement particles and C-S-H gel system 

constitute non-Euclidean fractal morphology
167-169,198

. For simplicity, the initial structure (i.e., 

the structure just after onset of hydration reaction) of the cement-gel system, in the present 
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case, has been represented by a DLA kind of fractal structure. Further, to avoid the huge 

computation time while modeling for the evolution of this structure during hydration, the 

simulation has been restricted in two dimensions only.  

 

Fig. 3.10 The initial fractal object generated using DLA model, just at the onset of the 

hydration. 

Fig. 3.10 depicts the initial structure (consisting of 3000 lattice points) obtained from DLA 

approach. It is noteworthy to mention that the Fractal dimension for a 2D DLA cluster is 

~1.67 and the corresponding Euclidean dimension is two. Any lattice site with all nearest 

neighbor sites filled is denoted as a ―saturated site‖ while a site with unfilled neighbours is 

denoted as an ―unsaturated site‖. In the next step, the evolution of this structure has been 

investigated in the light of cement hydration.  

  The initial DLA structure gets modified because of the onset of the hydration reaction 

at the available sites (Fig. 3.10). As the time proceeds, the gel fills the available space and 

gradually, the structure tends to be a consolidated one. However, the speed of the 

smoothening process depends on the rate of the reaction kinetics. The present simulation 

proceeds in the following way. A lattice site N(X, Y) on the cluster is chosen at random. Let 

us consider that the probability of onset of hydration reaction is p. If the site is an 

‗unsaturated’ one, then one of the available sites is selected according to the given 
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probability p. In this simulation, the available sites were restricted within a zone of maximum 

linear extent of the initial cluster.  This restriction arises because of the fact that another 

cluster adjacent to this present cluster will not allow the growth beyond the zone of maximum 

linear extent of the former cluster. Once, the site is chosen for the onset of hydration reaction, 

the site is filled and becomes a part of the cluster.  The fractal dimension at various instance 

of the evolving cluster is calculated using box counting method. The evolution of the fractal 

dimension with Monte Carlo steps for different p values is plotted in Fig. 3.11a. The effective 

characteristic length was considered as the square root of the total area of the evolving cluster 

at any particular instant. The evolution of the characteristic length L with Monte Carlo 

simulation, as obtained from the present simulation, has been depicted in Fig. 3.11b.   

  

Fig. 3.11 (a) The evolution of fractal dimension with Monte Carlo steps (b) The evolution of 

characteristic length with Monte Carlo steps. 

The functionality of the evolution of the fractal dimension and the characteristic length are 

compared in Fig. 3.12 for p=1.The shapes of the evolving cluster for different Monte Carlo 

steps for p=1 is depicted in Fig. 3.13.   
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Fig. 3.12 Evolution of the fractal dimension and square of the characteristic length with 

Monte Carlo steps. 

 

       Fig. 3.13 The morphology of the evolving cluster at different Monte Carlo steps for p=1. 

From Figs. 3.11a and 3.11b, it is evident that the onset of hydration reaction leads to the 

attainment of more compact structure as both the fractal dimension (Df) and the square of 

characteristic length scale (L) increases. From, Fig. 3.12, it is evident that the nature of the 

evolution for Df and L
2
 are almost similar and both of them reaches a plateau at the same 
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value of the Monte Carlo steps. This corroborates with the trends as observed from the 

USANS experiments on normal light water hydration of C3S, C2S and OPC. Instead of 

possessing different dimensionality, two physical quantities, fractal dimension (dimensionless 

quantity) and characteristic length (having a dimension of length) reaches a plateau almost at 

the same time and almost at same fashion. This may be explained by the fact that the increase 

in the fractal dimension by the space filling gel occurs within the zone of maximum linear 

extent of a cluster due to the spatial constraint of the adjacent cluster and hence the 

modification in the fractal dimension is associated with the similar modification in 

characteristic length scale. The exact functional variation of Df and L
2
 obtained by the present 

model simulation differs slightly at initial time. This may be due to appearance of closed pore 

during hydration. The model will be refined in near future to account the effect of presence of 

closed pores during hydration.    

3.3.3. Conclusions  

Monte Carlo based model simulation showed that the evolution of the fractal dimension of 

non-Euclidean cluster of hydrated cement paste proceeds by space filling effect of the C-S-H 

gel during hydration reaction. The model corroborates well with the trend of evolution of the 

fractal dimension and the characteristic length as observed by USANS measurements on 

calcium silicates (C3S and C2S) and ordinary Portland cements (OPC). Further, it also 

supports the appearance of plateau for the above physical quantities nearly at the same time 

during hydration.  
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CHAPTER 4 

____________________________________ 

Hierarchical nano-composites via evaporation 

induced assembly under non-buckling regime 

4.0. General Introduction 

Self assembly
10,11

 is generally considered as the most promising means for designing and 

controlling the bottom up approach to synthesize structures with varied geometries like 

spheres, doughnuts, sheets, tubes, wires etc. A process of fabricating micrometric solid 

particles with internal nano structures is of potential interest for a variety of practical 

applications
199,200

, especially in fabricating nano devices.  

  In recent years, spray drying
12

 has been found a special place in synthesizing 

hierarchically structured grains by atomizing a colloidal suspension into droplets and then 

converting these droplets into nanostructured grains. Micrometer-sized particles possessing 

mesoscopic pores may be synthesized by this technique. These porous materials are potential 

candidates for various applications, such as catalysis
201-204

, chromatography
205-208

, drug 

delivery
209,210

, hosts for optically active compounds
211,212 

etc. Control of morphological 

properties of assembled grains is a crucial factor as far as the design of functional 

materials
213-218,219-223

 is concerned.  It is important to note that in this process, droplets do not 

remain in contact with any substrate. Due to absence of contact line with any substrate, 

surface tension does not play significant role.  

  During drying process, colloidal droplets undergo a variety of mechanical processes 

that are of both fundamental and practical interest
224-227

. The receding surface of drying 

droplet gives rise to a particle-dense region at surface of the droplet during drying. As drying 
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continues, particles on air-water interface eventually reach a limit of jamming such that inter-

particle repulsions resist further packing. The solvent, however, continues to evaporate 

through the porous membrane formed by particles interstices. The decrease in solvent volume 

results the fluid menisci between the closely packed particles. This causes the formation of 

the menisci at air-water interface and the droplet pressure to decrease
225-228

.
 
The decrease in 

droplet pressure exerts a compressive capillary stress on the particle shell. If stress due to 

capillary force on the drying droplet is less than the repulsive force between particles, the 

shell manifests viscoelastic bevaiour
229-231

 and droplets shrink isotropically resulting to a 

spherical grain. Drying in this case is said to occur in non-buckling regime. If the stress on 

the drying droplet is larger than the repulsive force between particles, shell behaves as elastic 

shell and responds to the stress leading to a buckling of the shell which may results into 

hollow or buckled grains. In such a case, the drying is said to occur in buckling regime.  

  The quantitative measure of the strength of drying is represented by Peclet number Pe 

and is defined as the ratio of R
2
 and Dη, where R is radius of droplet, D is diffusion 

coefficient of colloidal particles in droplet and η is drying time. If Peclet number Pe>>1, 

drying is said to be fast or in buckling regime and there is a formation of hollow or crumpled 

grain during drying. However, if Peclet number Pe<< 1, drying process is regarded as slow 

process or in non-buckling regime and the droplets shrink isotropically throughout the drying 

process resulting into spherical grain
12,231-233

.   

4.1. Evaporation-induced Self assembly of Nanoparticles in Non-buckling Regime: 

Effect of Initial Colloidal Concentration 

4.1.1. Introduction 

In the slow drying condition, NPs get enough time such that they assembled in a uniform 

fashion in the grain. However, this should also depend on the diffusion coefficient of the 
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particles inside the drying droplet. Diffusion coefficient, in turn, depends on the viscosity of 

initial suspension. Thus, uniformity of packing may be modified by varying colloidal 

concentration vis-à-vis viscosity. In order to investigate the effect of colloidal concentration 

on packing of NPs inside grains in slow drying regime, spray drying experiments have been 

performed on silica colloids with different concentration of initial suspension.  

4.1.2. Experimental methods 

 

Fig. 4.1 The schematic of the spray dryer utilized for slow drying experiment. 

Initial 40 wt% silica colloidal dispersion was diluted to make 20%, 10%, 5% and 2.5% 

dispersions. Spray drying of the dispersions was carried out using an in-house spray dryer 
234

. 

A schematic diagram of the spray dryer is depicted in Fig. 4.1. The instrument consists of a 

cylindrical drying chamber of ~10 cm in diameter and of 100 cm in length. The droplets were 

generated using an ultrasonic nebulizer at the bottom of the spray dryer. The feed rate was 

kept at ~ 60 ml/hr. The temperature of the oven was kept at 160 
o
C. The aspiration value was 
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kept at 40 liter/ min. The dried micrometric powder grains were collected at the end of the 

drying chamber using a wire mesh filter. Powders collected from wire mesh, for 2.5%, 5%, 

10% and 20% colloid dispersions were denoted as sp-2.5, sp-5, sp-10 and sp-20, respectively. 

 

Fig. 4.2 SEM micrographs of (a) sp-2.5 and (b) 5sp-5 (c) sp-10 and (d) sp-20 specimens.  

The assembled dried grains were characterized using SEM, SANS and DLS. Micrographs of 

sp-2.5, sp-5, sp-10 and sp-20 samples have been depicted in Fig. 4.2.  

In order to access a wide range of q, SANS experiments on spray dried samples were 

performed using two instruments: (i) a double crystal based SANS facility and (ii) a 5 meter 

long conventional slit geometry instrument at Guide Tube Laboratory of Dhruva reactor, 

Mumbai, India. Fig. 4.3a depicts the SANS profiles in Porod representation (I(q)q
4
 vs. q) in 

absolute scale (cm
-5

) for different specimens.  

a 

10 μm 

b

a 

10μm 

c

c 

10μ

m 

d 

10μm 
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Fig. 4.3 (a) SANS profiles in Porod plot (I(q)q
4
 vs. q) indicating two level structures (b) 

SANS profiles in log-log plot and corresponding fit of profiles in line. The profiles are shifted 

vertically for clarity.  

Size distributions of the dried grains as obtained from DLS measurements are depicted in Fig. 

4.4. The average size of the grains has been estimated by DLS measurements. The 

polydispersity in the grains has been represented as percentage ratio of standard deviation to 

the average size of the grains. The estimated size of the grains and polydispersity has been 

tabulated in Table 4.1. 

 

Fig. 4.4 Estimated size distribution of the grains from analysis of DLS data. 

 

(a) (b) 
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4.1.3. Results and discussion  

Peclet number Pe for present experimental conditions has been estimated
240

 to be 0.05 which 

is much less than unity. Thus, it is evident that spray drying of colloidal silica has been 

carried out in a slow drying regime.  The spherical shape of self assembled grains for all the 

samples is evident from Fig. 4.2. This in turn also indicates that present situation for drying 

complies with slow spray drying regime, i.e., a non-buckling regime. It is also evident from 

SEM micrographs that size of dried grains increases with increasing colloidal concentration. 

It is noteworthy that polydispersity in size of assembled grains has been observed because of 

fluctuations in atomization process.   

  Scattering profiles for sp-2.5, sp-5, sp-10 and sp-20 samples indicate two length scale 

structure of assembled grains as evident from two distinct zones in Fig. 4.3.  It is evident 

from SEM micrographs that dried grains are of one to two micrometer in size. The maximum 

accessible length scale by MSANS facility is approximately 1000 nm. Thus, present SANS 

data could reveal the internal structure of grains well and only a part of size distribution of 

assembled grains. The total scattering intensity I(q) from dried grains may be represented by,  

1
0 s

2 2

C
I(q) C I (q)

1 q
                                                                                                 (4.1) 

where, C0 and C1 are q independent scale factors that depend on volume fraction, contrast etc. 

Is(q) corresponds to the scattering contribution from jammed silica particles and is given by 

2

S

0
S

0

P (q, r)D(r)v (r)S(q, r)dr

I (q)

v(r)D(r)dr

                                                                                    (4.2) 
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where, PS(q,r) represents the normalized spherical form factor of colloids with radius r.     

S(q, r) is inter-particle structure factor. It depends on the type of interaction and also on 

volume fraction ( v)g of silica NPs in the grain.  D(r) represents size distribution of NPs 

inside grains. It is important to discuss that SANS data for the internal structure of spray 

grains (eq. 4.2) has been analyzed by assuming local monodisperse approximation
235

 to 

include the effect of polydispersity on the structure factor S(q, r). This approach works 

better
218,235

 than the decoupling approximation
236

 for the systems with larger polydispersity 

and higher concentration. It is to be noted that the polydispersity in the initial silica colloids, 

taken for spray drying experiments, is significant hence local monodisperse approximation 

works better in present case
240

.  

The second term is Debye–Bueche type term in order to take into account the scattering 

contribution from overall grains. The parameter  represents typical higher length scale of 

self assembled grain. Here, it is worthy to mention that this term validates Porod behaviour 

for =2 at high q and also obeys Guinier behaviour at low q. The fit (Fig. 4.3b) of the model 

to the SANS profiles for the samples remain reasonable.  

  At this juncture, it is interesting to mention that self assembly of NPs during spray 

drying will also lead to some interstitial pores. The specific surface area meso of such 

mesopores has been estimated from scattering data as below,     

4

q

meso 2

s

lim(Iq )

2 d
                                                                                             (4.3) 

where, represents scattering length density contrast between silica and air, ds is density of 

silica NPs. It is important to note that calculation of specific surface area by the above 

equation require SANS profiles in absolute scale. SANS data analysis for powder samples is 

not quite simple as sample thickness is not known in such a case. In recent past, Spalla et 
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al.
237

 presented a methodology for the analysis of SAS profile for granular media. The SANS 

data may be put in absolute scale (cm
-1

) by using the effective thickness of powder sample 

which is estimated by transmission measurements. The estimated specific surface area of the 

mesoscopic pore interface for different specimens has been tabulated in Table 4.1.  

  The parameters obtained from SANS and DLS analyses are also tabulated in Table 

4.1. The grain size distributions obtained from DLS data were in agreement to that evidenced 

from SEM micrographs in a qualitative manner.  It is seen from Fig. 4.4 that grain size 

distributions shift towards higher side of size with increasing initial colloidal concentration.  

Table 4.1 Parameters obtained from SANS and DLS  

Colloidal 

concentration 

(wt%) 

Silica volume 

fraction in dried grain 

( v)g 

(nm) meso 

(m
2
/gm) 

Average 

grain size 

(μm) 

Polydispersity in 

the grain size (%) 

2.5 0.64 .01 189  10.4 1.59 40 

5.0 0.52 .03 189 20.0 1.73 36 

10.0 0.35 .05 189 30.0 1.97 39 

20.0 0.25 .08 223 48.0 2.73 41 

The average atomized droplet size by an ultrasonic nebulizer may be written as, 

3
d 2

R k
f

                                                                                                                        (4.4) 

Where, γ is the surface tension of solution, ρ is the density of the solution, f is the ultrasonic 

frequency and k is proportionality constant. 

Let us see the effect of silica volume fraction on density and viscosity of the dispersion prior 

to spray drying. Density of the dispersion with varying silica concentration has been 
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estimated by taking into account the proper weightage of silica and water in the dispersion. 

The effect of colloidal concentration on the relative density of the dispersion (ρr) has been 

depicted in Fig. 4.5.  It is evident from the figure that ρr varies only 10 % when concentration 

is increased from 2.5 % to 20%. 

However, the effect of increase in silica volume fraction (θv)d in the initial dispersion on 

viscosity of dispersion is much more significant as describe below (eq. 4.5)
238,239

. It is to be 

noted that the silica volume fraction (θv)d in the dispersion is estimated by dividing the silica 

mass fraction (θm)d by the density of the silica (2 g/cc). On expansion of r in terms of v, we 

obtain 

r=1+2.5 v+6.2 v
2
+ higher order terms                                                                              (4.5) 
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Fig. 4.5 The effect of the colloidal silica concentration on the relative density and relative 

viscosity of the dispersion. X-axis represents the percentage silica volume fraction. The solid 

lines represent guides to the eye in both the curves.   
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  Variation of relative viscosity of the dispersion with silica volume fraction is depicted in 

Fig. 4.5. Please note that in Fig. 4.5, the values of relative density and relative viscosity have 

been normalized at lowest concentration value for clarity. It is interesting to see that relative 

viscosity varies up to 40% when colloidal concentration is increased from 2.5 % to 20%.   

Thus, the effect of the silica volume fraction on relative viscosity of the dispersion is much 

more prominent as compared to the effect on relative density of the dispersion. 

   A relation between droplet size and grain size may be derived from mass conservation 

principle if coalescence of droplets during drying is neglected
240,241

. Suppose, ( v)d is silica 

volume fraction of colloid, Vdroplet=4 /3 Rd
3
 is volume of droplet with radius Rd and ds is the 

silica density. ( v)g is volume fraction of the silica in dried grain, Vgrain=4 /3 Rg
3
 is volume of 

grain with radius Rg, 

3 3

v d droplet s v g grain s v d d v g g

4 4
( ) V d ( ) V d ( ) R ( ) R

3 3
          

1
3 3

g v d m d
g d3

v g v gd

R ( ) ( )
R R

( ) 2( )R
                                                                                  (4.6) 

Where, m d w v d s( ) d ( ) d   and ( m)d is the silica weight fraction in initial colloidal 

dispersion. Silica density ds is assumed to be 2.0 gm/cc. 

 It is evident from the eq. 4.4 that size of the droplet depends on density of dispersion. It is 

shown in Fig. 4.5 that density of silica dispersion increases up to 10% when concentration of 

dispersion is increased to 20 wt%. Size of the initial droplet depends on cube root of the 

density, thus the effect of concentration of initial dispersion on droplet size may be 

approximately 3%, when concentration of dispersion is increased to 20%. Therefore, it is a 
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good approximation that initial droplet size obtained by ultrasonic nebulizer is approximately 

independent of initial concentration of silica dispersion.   

From eq. 4.6, it is discernible that radius of grain Rg and ( m)d should follow a power law 

relationship with an exponent 1/3, if volume fraction of silica NPs in the grain ( v)g is 

constant. In Fig. 4.6a, grain radius Rg, as estimated by DLS, is plotted as a function of 

colloidal concentration ( m)d in log-log plot. This shows a non-linear behaviour indicating 

that ( v)g is not constant but depends on the initial colloidal concentration. Specific surface 

area meso due to mesopores between silica NPs is plotted with colloidal concentration m 

(Fig. 4.6b). It is observed that the specific surface area meso increases with increasing m. In 

case of isotropic shrinkage of colloid droplets with constant packing fraction silica NPs 

specific surface area should remain invariant for all the samples because it is the ratio of the 

surface area and volume. 

 

Fig. 4.6 (a) Average grain size for various concentrations of silica colloid as estimated by 

DLS. (b) The specific surface area of the mesopores form SANS measurements. 
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From Fig. 4.6b, it has been inferred that packing of silica NPs is not same for all samples but 

indeed is a function of colloidal concentration. From eq. 4.6, ratio of packing fractions for 

different samples may be estimated by average size of dried grains 
240,241

.   

                                                                                                                                              (4.7) 

 

It is evident from the eq. 4.7 that the silica volume fraction in dried grains is decreasing with 

increasing colloidal concentration. Thus, silica volume fraction is highest in sp-2.5 sample 

and lowest in sp-20 sample. Assuming the silica volume fraction in dried grain for sp-2.5 

sample is equal to that of random close packing (RCP) value ~0.64, silica volume fraction for 

other samples can be calculated. Silica volume fractions for sp-5, sp-10 and sp-20 have been 

estimated to be 0.49, 0.34 and 0.25, respectively. The silica volume fractions have also been 

estimated from SANS profiles and are tabulated in Table 4.1. It has been found that silica 

volume fractions in grains for different samples calculated from eq. 4.7 are supported by 

SANS results. It is interesting to note that although, spherical grains have been obtained for 

all the specimens, packing of NPs did not remain invariant when silica volume fraction is 

changed even in slow drying regime. 

  The above experimental observations during drying of droplets of colloidal 

suspensions may be understood as follows. Initially, atomized colloid droplets behave like 

pure liquids and shrink isotropically. As droplets get dried in the drying chamber, a 

viscoelastic shell of densely packed particles forms at its interface
229

. Initially, the shell yields 

and thickens as droplet shrinks. As water evaporates, tiny menisci form in the gaps between 

particles at the surface of the shell. This gives rise to a capillary force which is exerted on the 

shell. As volume of droplet decreases during drying, new particles join the shell. In addition, 

surface area of droplet shrinks as it dries, forcing the shell to thicken and its particles to 
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rearrange. The volume fraction of NPs in the shell is always greater than that in rest of the 

droplet. Thus, colloidal droplets have different volume fraction of particles at the shell and at 

the bulk. Although, packing fraction of NPs at the shell of the dried grain is constant and is 

closer to the random close packing value. But boundary between the shell and the bulk of 

droplet depends on time ( dry) for water to evaporate and time ( mix) required for 

homogenizing droplet. In other words, shell thickness is a function of drying parameters dry 

and mix. Mixing time is the time, that a suspended particle takes to diffuse across the radius 

of the droplet, i.e., mix~ Rd
2
/D, D is diffusion coefficient of particle. It is to be noted that if 

dry decreases, NPs get less time to rearrange itself leading to a thinner shell. Further, the 

particles in the bulk of droplets do not get enough time to jam leading to a relatively lower 

volume fraction at the bulk of the grain as compared to that at the shell. Similarly, if mix 

increases, NPs take longer time to mix leading to thinning of the shell and loosely packing of 

NPs in the core of the dried grain.  These ratio of mix and dry is nothing but Peclet number Pe 

(= mix / dry). Larger the value of Peclet number Pe in non-buckling regime larger is the 

difference between jamming of NPs at shell and the bulk. Thus, ratio of packing fractions of 

NPs at the shell and in the bulk depends on Peclet number Pe. Since, packing fraction at the 

shell of dried grain is fixed to random close value; packing fraction in the bulk of grain 

depends on the Peclet number.  

  It is already discussed that viscosity of the dispersion increases with concentration of 

colloids.  From Einstein diffusion theory, diffusion coefficient D of a particle with radius r in 

a medium can be written as, D=kBT/6 r, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is 

temperature in Kelvin,  is the viscosity of the medium. Diffusion coefficient D of a particle 

decreases with increasing viscosity of the medium. From Fig. 4.5, it is evident that the 

relative viscosity increases up to 40% when colloidal concentration is increased from 2.5% to 
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20%. Thus, Peclet number Pe increases with concentration due to reduction in D although it is 

less than unity. It indicates that shape of the assembled grains remains spherical in all the 

cases but the average packing of NPs in the grains is different. In sp-2.5 specimen, starting 

colloidal concentration was lowest; therefore, Peclet number Pe was smallest. This leads to 

least difference in packing of NPs at the shell and in the core. It is experimentally verified by 

SANS and DLS that average packing fraction in the grain of sp-2.5 is equal to that of random 

close packing (0.64) which implies that packing of the NPs is uniform throughout the grain.  

However, for sp-5, sp-10 and sp-20 specimens, initial colloidal concentration was higher and 

that leads to larger difference between the packing at shell and core of the grain. From SANS 

and DLS, average silica volume fractions for sp-5, sp-10 and sp-20 have been found 0.49, 

0.34 and 0.25, respectively. The volume fraction at the shell will be same as that of RCP 

value (0.64) for all the specimens, which results to a somewhat smaller volume fraction in the 

core of dried grains. It is possible that hollow structure may exist at the core of the dried 

grains for sp-10 and sp-20 specimens. The packing mechanism for smaller and higher initial 

concentration of the NPs, during spray drying, has been depicted schematically in Fig. 4.7.  

 

Fig. 4.7 Schematic of the proposed mechanism of the drying process of silica colloid (a) for 

small concentration (b) for large concentration.  
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4.1.4. Conclusions 

Spray drying experiments of silica colloids with varying initial colloidal concentration have 

been carried out under slow drying regime. The average size of the dried grain increases as 

the initial colloidal concentration was increased. Although overall morphology of the 

assembled grains remains spherical for all concentrations, packing of NPs in the grains 

depends on the concentration of initial colloidal dispersion as evidenced from scattering 

studies. It has been found that average packing fraction of NPs in the grains reduces with 

increasing concentration. Further, packing of NPs in the assembled grains is not uniform at 

higher colloidal concentration. These results were attributed to variation in Peclet number 

because of modification of viscosity of initial colloidal dispersion.  

4.2. Evaporation-induced Self Assembly of Nanoparticles in Non-buckling Regime: 

Effect of Charge Variation of the Colloid  

4.2.1. Introduction 

In general, a droplet containing stable dispersion of colloidal NPs, shrinks in an isotropic 

manner and in such a situation the final arrangements of NPs inside an assembled grain, 

corresponds to a packing due to random jamming of the constituent particles
232,233,240,241

. For 

particles with spherical geometry, in an ideal random jamming situation, volume fraction 

corresponds to nearly 0.6 and the correlation may be considered as of hard sphere type. 

However, such packing of the constituent particles inside assembled grains may be modified 

by altering the physico-chemical parameters of the self-assembly process. By doing so, one 

can also alter the available interfacial area inside the assembled grains, which may be an 

important parameter in any catalytic application. The present study aimed at modification of 

internal structure in such assembled grains by addition of electrolyte in the initial colloidal 

dispersion and thus by altering the jamming mechanism.   
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  In this section, modifications of internal structure in self-assembled grains of silica 

NPs, synthesized by spray drying, have been demonstrated. It will be shown that inter-

particle correlation of colloidal particles and available specific surface area of silica void 

interfaces in grains get modified significantly by adding electrolyte in colloidal dispersion 

prior to spray drying. 

4.2.2. Experimental methods 

Silica dispersions (5wt %) with varying NaCl concentration (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 % in 

weight) has been prepared for further spray drying purpose. It was found that for NaCl 

concentration beyond 1.5 %, dispersion became unstable and got phase separated. Spray 

drying of the above silica colloidal dispersions was carried out using an in-house spray 

drier
234

 in a slow drying regime
233

. The dried micrometric/sub-micrometric powders (P0.0, 

P0.1, P0.2, P0.5, P1.0 for 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 wt % NaCl, respectively) were collected at the 

end of the drying chamber using a wire mesh (400 mesh) filter. The samples P0.1 - P1.0 were 

washed carefully and thoroughly with water and dried in order to remove electrolytes. SEM 

micrographs of P0.0, P0.5 and P1.0 powder samples are depicted in Fig. 4.8.  

    

 

Fig 4.8 SEM micrographs of the self-assembled grains are shown. It is seen that the powder 

grains are mainly spherical in shape for all cases.  

P0.0 P0.5 

 

P1.0 

 

2 m 1 m 1 m 
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Fig. 4.9 SANS profile from diluted virgin silica colloidal dispersion. The size distribution of 

the NPs is shown in the inset.   

The scattering data from diluted (2wt %) silica dispersion is depicted in Fig. 4.9. Estimated 

size distribution of colloidal particles is shown in the inset. 

 

Fig. 4.10 SANS profiles of the self-assembled grains are shown in Porod representation. (b) 

Fit of the scattering model to the combined scattering data. Solid lines show the fit. The 

profiles are shifted vertically in order to show the fits clearly. 

Although SEM gives overall shape of the grains, it can‘t give information about the inter-

particle correlation of constituent particles for which SANS measurement is required. SANS 

a 
b 

Zone-

I 

Zone-II 
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experiment has been performed using MSANS and pinhole collimation based instrument at 

the Guide Tube Laboratory of Dhruva reactor, Mumbai, India. Combined data from both the 

two facilities, for assembled-grain powder samples, are depicted in Fig. 4.10.  

4.2.3. Results and discussions 

It is discernible from the SEM micrographs (Fig. 4.8) that the assembled grains are spherical 

in shape for all salt concentration although little polydispersity in size of the assembled grains 

could not be avoided due to some unavoidable fluctuations during the ultrasonic atomization 

process
13,229

.   

  From Fig. 4.10, it is evident that scattering profiles for samples P0.1-P1.0 are 

significantly different than that of P0.0 sample, particularly in intermediate and large q range. 

This clearly indicates that even though the external morphology remains unaltered 

(spherical), the internal arrangement of NPs inside the grains gets significantly modified with 

addition of electrolyte. It is observed that scattering profiles follow power law behavior     

(~q
-Dm

 where Dm is the fractal dimension) in a wide q range of ~10
-2

 to 10
-1

 nm
-1

 for the P0.1, - 

P1.0 indicating the fractal like correlation between silica NPs.  

From Fig. 4.10a, it is discernible that for all the samples, SANS profiles within the accessible 

q range (~0.003-2 nm
-1

) may be subdivided into two distinct zones. Zone-I (for q range 

~0.003 to 0.2 nm
-1

) primarily bears the information about larger structure (i.e., information 

about overall assembled grains) while Zone-II (for q range ~0.2 to 2 nm
-1

) mainly bears the 

information about silica NPs that constitutes each grain. It is worthy to mention that in recent 

past, the model for analyzing scattering data from spray dried grains has been 

developed
242,13,15,232,233

. Further, it is noteworthy that such model assumes that the final grains 

are produced via isotropic shrinkage of the initial droplet and have constant packing fraction 
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of the constituent NPs. For such two level structures, expression of scattering intensity may 

be written as 
13,15,232,233 242

 

2 2

S S S g g g

S

( I (q) v P (q))
I(q)                  (4.8) 

where S is the volume fraction of silica NPs in a grain of volume vg. If S is scattering length 

density of silica, then S= S - int ( int being the scattering length density of interstices 

between silica NPs). As interstices between silica NPs is void (when electrolyte is removed), 

int= 0 and hence S can be taken equal to S. g
2
 represents the average scattering contrast 

of the grains hence g= S S + int. As the medium in which grains are embedded and the 

medium of interstices are both void/air in this case, int=0 and thus g= S S. Here, Pg(q) 

is the normalized form factor of the grains. 

2 2

g g g g g

0 0

P (q) f (q, r)v (r)D (r)dr / D (r)dr                 (4.9) 

where fg
2
(q, Rgrain) represents the spherical form factor of the grains of radius Rgrain. Dg(r) 

represents the size distribution of the assembled grains and is assumed as a lognormal 

distribution.  

The first term in the numerator of the eq. 4.8 corresponds to the scattering from the colloidal 

particles in the grains. When the colloidal particles have a distribution in their size, then Is(q) 

may be represented as following, 

2

S nano S nano nano nano nano

0
S

nano S nano nano

0

P (q, r )D (r )v (r )S(q, r )dr

I (q)

v(r )D (r )dr

             (4.10)    

S(q, rnano) is the inter-particle structure factor. DS(rnano) represents the size distribution of the 
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NPs. PS(q, rnano) represents the normalized form factor of NPs with radius rnano. For P0,0 

sample, a sticky hard sphere type
33,243

 potential, i.e., a repulsive hard sphere potential along-

with an attractive tail, could well explain the functionality of scattering profile. For, P0.1, - P1.0 

samples, where initial colloidal dispersion contained electrolyte of various concentration, 

sticky hard sphere type interaction could not explain the scattering data particularly in the 

intermediate q range. This is due to following fact. With addition of electrolyte, repulsive 

potential between silica NPs, that keep silica NPs stable, starts decreasing. This leads to small 

agglomerated clusters of silica NPs inside drying droplet. During the shrinkage and assembly 

processes, these clusters come closer and make larger clusters within droplet. Thus, inter-

particle correlation gets modified. For P0.0, i.e., for the case without electrolyte, self-assembly 

occurs by jamming of individual NPs in an isotropic manner. But, for the samples with 

addition of salts, self-assembly occurs by jamming of small flocculates instead of individual 

NPs. The structure factor may be approximated by of a fractal model for such agglomerated 

structure
98,99

. The fractal dimension has been estimated by fitting the scattering profiles for 

the P0.1, - P1.0 specimens by taking fractal structure factor (eq.1.58). The fits of above models 

to the data are shown in Fig. 4.10b by solid lines. Parameters obtained from SANS analysis 

are tabulated in Table 4.2. The specific surface area (Σmeso) of the mesopores in the silica 

interstices in assembled grains may be calculated using eq. 4.3. From SANS results, it is seen 

that fractal dimension remains nearly 1.8 for the samples with added electrolyte and it does 

not vary much with amount of added salt.  
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Table 4.2 Parameters, obtained from SANS analysis, are tabulated. 

Sample Σmeso (m
2
/gm) Average size of silica colloids (nm) Fractal dimension 

(Dm) 

P0.0 19 2 8.0 0.5 --- 

P0.1 26 2 8.0 0.5 1.8 0.1 

P0.2 26 2 8.0 0.5 1.7 0.1 

P0.5 31 2 8.0 0.5 1.9 0.1 

P1.0 38 2 8.0 0.5 1.8 0.1 

 

  Due to continuous evaporation of solvent during the drying process, concentration of 

salt in a grain increases continuously as drying progresses. Up to a particular concentration of 

salt, aggregation structure of colloids depends on instantaneous salt concentration. If salt 

concentration crosses a particular maximum limit before particles are jammed, then fractal 

dimension may not change much after that. From Table 4.2, it is also seen that the specific 

surface area/effective available interfaces increases to some extent for samples where 

electrolyte has been added. This occurs because of following reason: the interparticle 

correlation gets modified with addition of electrolyte from hard sphere type to fractal type 

and thus some excess surface is exposed. When electrolyte is leached out from the grains 

after self-assembly, this gives rise to some more silica-void interfaces. The situation with and 

without addition of electrolyte is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.11. 
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Fig. 4.11 Schematic representation of the drying process of colloidal droplets, without and 

with presence of electrolyte, is shown.   

4.2.4. Conclusions 

It has been shown that self assembly of NPs and their internal arrangement during droplet 

drying may be modified by addition of electrolyte in initial dispersion even at relatively 

slower rate. However, overall spherical shape of the grains remains unaltered. A sticky hard 

sphere type inter-particle correlation results in the absence of electrolyte while a fractal like 

correlation appears when electrolyte is present. Modifications of the inter-particle correlation 

in turn affect the available specific surface area of NPs-void interface.  
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CHAPTER 5 

____________________________________ 

Hierarchical Nano-composites via Evaporation 

Induced Assembly under Buckling Regime 

 

5.1. Origin of Buckling Phenomenon during Drying of Micrometric Colloidal Droplets 

5.1.1. Introduction 

Particle engineering in micrometric length scale is a relatively new field in science and 

technology that combines the knowledge of colloidal chemistry, nanotechnology, heat and 

mass transfer vis-à-vis the kinematical balance at fluid interfaces
244

. Spray drying
12

 has found 

a special place in synthesizing hierarchically structured grains of NPs. The instability driven 

morphological transition, during drying of micrometric colloidal droplets, depends on several 

parameters that can be mainly classified into two categories. (i) Parameters related to 

physico-chemical properties of colloidal dispersion such as, initial concentration
240

, size of 

NPs
13

, interaction between the particles
233

, viscosity, surface tension. (ii) Parameters related 

to drying such as, drying temperature and time, droplet size. Depending on the above 

parameters, various morphologies of the dried grains, such as spherical
13,231,233,240

, 

doughnut
13,231

, are observed. However, origin of such complex morphological transition 

during EISA in fast drying regime
240

 is not fully understood yet
218

.  

   In recent past, two hypotheses
231,229 

have been proposed to explain possible 

mechanism for formation of doughnut like grains. In the first hypothesis
231

, it was assumed 

that structural instability of initial droplet leads to deformation leading to doughnut type of 

grains. As stability of liquid droplets depends on interplay between inertial force and surface 
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tension effects, it is likely that inertial effects try to deform the droplet, while interfacial 

tension acts to maintain the spherical shape. Quantitative measure of stability of droplet has 

been expressed by Bond number β, which is defined as

24( )gR
, where ρ is difference 

in densities of droplet and surrounding medium, g is the gravitational acceleration, R is radius 

of droplet and γ is interfacial tension. As β→0 droplet remains spherical and it tends towards 

a flat shape as β increases. Apart from structural instability of initial droplets, it has also been 

assumed in this model that hydrodynamic instabilities during drying help in doughnut 

formation. It is worthy to mention that hydrodynamic instability depends on thermocapillary 

force ( γ/ T), and Rayleigh number Ra, where T represents temperature
231,251

.  

  The second hypothesis in this direction is relatively recent
229,225,245

. This is based on 

the fact that colloidal droplet shows a combination of fluidic and elastic behaviour during 

drying. Experiments, on drying sessile droplets, have shed some light on this particular 

problem
225,245

 suggesting that morphologies of buckled droplets can be interpreted using the 

theory of thin elastic shell.  

5.1.2. Experimental 

In present case, spray drying experiments have been performed in fast drying regime on 

stable 2 wt% silica colloidal dispersion using a spray dryer LU228
246

. The schematic of the 

spray dryer is shown in Fig. 5.1. The droplets were generated using compressed air spray 

nozzle. The feed rate was kept at 2 ml/min. The inlet temperature was kept at 170 
o
C. 

Average size of silica NPs is ~12 nm
233

. To see the effects of droplet size on grain 

morphology, spray drying of 2 wt% silica colloids has been carried out for varying 

atomization pressure from 0.5 kg/cm
2
 to 4.0 kg/cm

2
. The spray dried powders with 
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atomization pressure 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kg/cm
2
 are designated as Spt5, S1, S2 and S4, 

respectively. 

 

Fig 5.1 Schematic of the LU 228 advance spray dryer. 

The mesoscopic structure of the dried grains was probed using SEM. The micrographs for 

Spt5, S1, S2 and S4 samples are shown in Figs. 5.2.   

 

Fig. 5.2 Morphology of the spray dried grains obtained by varying atomization pressure (a) 

0.5 kg/cm
2
 (b) 1.0 kg/cm

2
 (c) 2.0 kg/cm

2
 (d) 4.0 kg/cm

2
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SANS experiments have been performed using the facilities KWS 1
247

 and KWS 3
248

 at the 

high flux reactor FRM-II, Germany. Scattering profiles are depicted in Fig. 5.3. 

 

Fig. 5.3 (a) SANS data for the specimens in double logarithmic scale. Solid lines represent fit 

to the data. Profiles have been shifted vertically for clarity. (b) SANS profiles for the 

specimens obtained at different specimens in Porod representation. 

5.1.3. Results and discussion 

From SEM micrographs, it is observed that grains possess doughnut like morphology.  

Further, from Fig. 5.1a, it is observed that some broken/fractured shells (marked in red circle) 

are also present for Spt5 specimen. From Fig. 5.1, it is evident that size of doughnut grains 

decreases with increasing atomization pressure. Size of central hole of doughnut decreases as 

a pressure is increased. Image analysis of grain has been performed by ImageJ software. Fig. 

5.4 shows histogram of size of grains by analysis of SEM micrographs. It is observed that 

distribution of the grains extends to somewhat larger size at lower atomization pressure 

compared to that at higher pressure. It is also evident that grains possess significant 

polydispersity in their size for low atomization pressure. 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 5.4 Histogram for size distribution of the spray dried grains at different atomization 

pressures by SEM micrograph analysis.  

 

Fig. 5.5 (a) Average size of the grains at different atomization pressures. The inset shows 

polydispersity in the size of the grains. (b) Variation of the size of central hole of doughnuts is 

depicted.  
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Average size of grains at different pressure has been depicted in Fig. 5.5a; inset of Fig. 5.5a 

shows polydispersity in grain size 
251

. It is evident from Fig. 5.5b that size of central hole of 

doughnut decreases significantly with increase in atomization pressure. We define aspect 

ratio of doughnut as ratio of size of central hole to size of doughnut. It is related to degree of 

buckling. It is observed from Fig. 5.6a that aspect ratio of the doughnut decreases with 

atomization pressure.  

  

Fig. 5.6 (a) The ratio of the size of doughnut hole to the overall size of grain with atomization 

pressure is shown. (b) The ratio of Porod levels at high and low q as a function of 

atomization pressure.  

  In order to probe internal structure of assembled grains, SANS measurements have 

been carried out. Fig. 5.3a indicates that scattering data consist of two distinct zones. Zone-I 

represents scattering contribution from overall grains whereas zone-II represents scattering 

contribution from constituent silica NPs. In present case due to existence of two level 

structures of grains, two distinct Porod levels are observed (Fig. 5.3b). Porod level at high q 

represents interstices surface area (Si) that originates due to jammed silica NPs inside grains. 

The other Porod level at the low q region represents grain surface area (Sg). It is observed 

from Fig. 5.6b that ratio of two Porod levels, i.e., ratio of Si to Sg, decreases with increasing 
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atomization pressure. This ratio may be treated as another measure of degree of buckling 

during drying. It is evident from SEM analysis that size of grains decreases with pressure 

resulting smaller surface area of grains. Further, shape of the grains tends towards spherical 

shape as pressure is increased leading to further reduction in overall surface area of grain. 

However, this could lead to increase in ratio of Porod levels if surface area of NP-interstices 

remains constant. However, opposite behavior of the ratio of Porod level is observed which 

indicates that surface area of NP-interstices is not a constant but depends on atomization 

pressure. The interstitial surface area Si decreases faster as compared to grain surface area Sg. 

This indicates that nature of jamming of NPs inside grains varies with pressure.  The 

jamming of NPs is not uniform throughout the grains at low atomization pressure leading to 

large interstitial surface area. This kind of non uniform jamming of the NPs may be regarded 

as anisotropic jamming. As atomization pressure increases, jamming of NPs approaches 

towards uniform or isotropic in nature leading to smaller interstitial surface area. As 

mentioned earlier (Fig. 5.1a), broken shells are observed for Spt5 specimen which suggests 

anisotropic jamming of NPs during drying at low atomization pressure. Broken shells are not 

observed at higher pressure where grains are less buckled indicating relatively more isotropic 

jamming throughout a grain.  

The SANS data have also been modeled in view of two level structure of grains for which the 

scattering intensity may be expressed as 

1 2( ) ( ) ( )I q I q I q                                                                            (5.1) 

where I1 (q) represents the scattering contribution due to overall grains. In present case, 

scattering contribution from doughnut grains has been represented by a Debye-Bueche type 

term
19,249

.   
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1 0 2
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1

m

I q C
q

                                                                     (5.2) 

where ξ is typical correlation length of scatterer, m is Porod exponent and is typically 2 for 

objects with a sharp boundary. I2(q) is scattering contribution from jammed silica NPs within 

the grains. The expression for I2(q) may be written as below if an interacting polydisperse 

spherical particle model is assumed under local monodisperse approximation
250
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0
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3
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C P q r r D r r S q r dr

I q
r D r r dr

                                                          (5.3) 

where P (q, r) is spherical form factor, D(r, r0, ζ) is lognormal size distribution of jammed 

silica NPs with a median r0 and polydispersity index ζ. Jamming behaviour during drying of 

colloidal droplet give the exact idea about interaction between jammed NPs
251

. In present 

case, S(q, r) is adopted as sticky hard sphere. The fit of the above model to the SANS data is 

shown in Fig.5.3a.   

  Let us understand the origin of doughnut morphology. Size of droplets and 

atomization pressure are related by an empirical formula
12

. Size of droplets from two fluid 

nozzle decreases with increase in pressure
12,251

. Since, size of grain size is proportional to 

initial droplet size hence size of grain decreases with increasing pressure. Thus, reduction of 

average grains size with pressure may be understood in terms of reduction of droplet size 

with pressure. However, transformation of grain morphology from spherical to doughnut is to 

be understood on the basis of existing hypothesis.  

  In present case, typical size of droplets may be estimated by using conservation of 

silica NPs in droplets during drying if an isotropic shrinkage of droplets is assumed during 

drying
240

. Typical droplet size for present case is approximately 10 μm
251

.  With this estimate 
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of droplet size, extent of deformation of initial droplets due to inertial instability can be 

estimated by calculating Bond number β by assuming that variation in surface tension with 

NP concentration remains relatively insignificant
254

. The Bond number β for 10 μm droplet is 

estimated
251

 to be 1.4 x 10
-5

, which is quite small as compared to unity. Thus, possibility of 

instability of initial droplet due to inertial deformation is ruled out in present case. Similarly, 

this fact may also be verified by using the concept of Leidenfrost drops
255, 251

.  

  According to first hypothesis droplet instability, during drying which arises due to 

hydrodynamic instability
256

, depends on thermocapillary force ( γ/ T) and Rayleigh number 

Ra. It is known in literature
257

 that Rayleigh number Ra and Reynolds number Re are related 

by a power law. Reynolds number for present spray drying condition turns out to be less than 

one for a micrometric droplet leading to smaller Rayleigh number Ra. At this juncture, it is 

important to note that during drying of colloidal droplets, various processes are diffusion of 

colloidal particles, solvent diffusion and heat transport in droplet. Different characteristic 

time may be assigned to different processes. Larger the characteristic time, slower is the 

processes. During drying of the micrometric droplet, characteristic time for heat conduction 

through droplet is very small as compared to those for other processes
258-260

. This implies that 

temperature of droplet reaches steady state before other processes. Thus, thermocapillary 

force, which arises due to temperature gradient, may be neglected during drying of 

micrometric droplets. Hence, it is evident that origin of doughnut type grains in spray drying 

of micrometric droplets is not significantly related to hydrodynamic and inertial instabilities.  

  Other hypothesis, proposed by Taspis et al., has been assumed for possible 

explanation of present experimental results. According to this hypothesis, shell formation 

during drying of colloidal droplets and its behaviour in response to capillary force play 

crucial roles in deciding morphology of dried grains. At very initial stage of drying, a 

viscoelastic shell forms and droplet shrinks isotropically. As drying proceeds, new particles 
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join the shell and at the same time the droplet tend to shrink. However, this leads to a 

rearrangement of the NPs, which depends on the force balance between colloidal particles. It 

is interesting to note that formation of shell and its thickness during drying depend on the 

drying time dry and mixing time mix. The two characteristic time scales are related by Peclet 

number Pe ( mix/ dry=R
2
/D dry). Peclet number is considered as dimensionless mass transport 

number that characterizes relative importance of diffusion and convection
261

. If the drying of 

the droplet is very slow, Pe <<1, colloids get enough time to diffuse through droplet leading to 

uniform colloidal concentration through out droplet. Hence, formation of shell in slow drying 

regime is less likely and droplets shrink isotropically leading to spherical dense grains. If 

drying of droplet is very quick, Pe >> 1, NPs do not have sufficient time to diffuse from 

surface to center of droplet and instead accumulate near drying front of droplet
262

. As droplet 

evaporates, and particles accumulate on the free surface, capillary forces will draw NPs 

together and ultimately van der Waals type forces
263-265

 can lock them in place. At the end of 

this process evaporating front transforms into a shell enclosing remaining solution. Further, 

liquid evaporates from interstices of the shell and remaining NPs joins inner surface of the 

shell
266

. A menisci form between NPs leading to capillary pressure on the shell. Initially, 

shell behaves as viscoelastic shell and isotropic shrinkage of droplet occurs. A situation 

arises, when rheological nature of shell undergoes a transition from viscoelastic to elastic. In 

this case the droplets do not shrink but buckle leading to doughnut type of morphology.  

  Peclet number Pe, for present drying condition is estimated
251

 to be 3.5. Thus, drying 

experiments resides into fast drying regime. Doughnut type of grain morphology is expected 

for drying of 2wt% silica colloids in present experimental condition. It is interesting to note 

that shell thickness decreases with increasing Peclet number in fast drying regime
251

. Thinner 

shell during drying of droplet is more vulnerable to buckling and hence may result to a 

doughnut grains under capillary pressure. For larger atomization pressure, droplet size is 
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smaller resulting in smaller Peclet number although drying is still in fast drying regime. In 

this case shell thickness will be larger as compared to that in the previous case leading to less 

buckling. This in turn results into formation of doughnut with smaller hole size. It has been 

observed from Fig. 5.6a that normalized strength of buckling decreases with increasing 

atomization pressure which is clearly understood by the hypothesis described above. When 

atomization pressure has been 0.5 kg/cm
2
, broken/fractured grains have been observed, as the 

shell thickness was lowest and some of them could not sustain the capillary stress and gets 

fractured. A schematic of proposed mechanism based on shell formation theory for different 

atomization pressure is shown in Fig. 5.7.  

 

Fig. 5.7 The mechanism for formation of doughnuts and spherical grains from spherical 

droplet in different drying regimes. 

5.1.4. Conclusions 

Buckling induced morphological transformation of micrometric liquid droplets to doughnut 

like grains during evaporation induced self assembly (EISA) of NPs has been observed. 
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Doughnut characteristics depend on initial droplet size. The possible mechanisms of 

formation of such doughnut like grains during drying of micrometric droplets have been 

differentiated on the basis of two existing hypotheses. The hypothesis based on inertial 

instability of initial droplet and hydrodynamic instability fails to explain the experimental 

results. Hypothesis based on formation of shell of jammed NPs at air water interface and its 

buckling explains experimental results wells.  

5.2. Control of Buckling in Colloidal Droplets during Evaporation Induced Assembly of 

Nano-particles  

5.2.1. Introduction 

Recent advances in area of self-assembly of NPs have encouraged for exploring various 

synthesis techniques in fabrication of micrometer sized grains with tailored morphology. In 

particular, anisotropic grains have been the subject of various studies in recent years. Such 

anisotropic micrometric grains can be obtained through different approaches, for example, 

either by deformation of spherical colloidal droplets during drying
267–269

 or by forming 

clusters of NPs
270–273

. It has been demonstrated that such grains are potential candidates to 

generate anisotropic colloidal crystals
270,274,275

. Hollow anisotropic grains are particularly 

interesting for variety of applications such as drug delivery, catalysis, biotechnology and 

contrast agents for ultrasound or echographic imaging
276,277

. Microemulsion templated 

colloidal assembly
278-283

 and spray drying
12,13,15,218,232,233,284-288

 are most widely utilized 

techniques for fabrication of hierarchically structured micrometer sized grains.  

  It is shown in previous section that origin of buckled grains is attributed to the 

mechanical behaviour of elastic shell formed under capillary stress during drying of colloidal 

droplets
251

.  Deformation of a spherical shell under external pressure has been investigated 

recently, both experimentally and numerically
289–291

 due to the pertinent engineering 
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situations as well as biomechanics point of view. It is worthy to mention that mechanical 

deformation of thin elastic sheet of graphitic oxide
292

, polymerized Langmuir monolayer
293

 or 

cytoskeletons of biological membranes
294

 has been well studied in past. However, curved 

shells exhibit quite different elastic behaviour under external pressure because of the coupling 

between stretching and bending effects
295

. This interplay between bending and stretching 

leads to a reduced flexibility of shell
225,296-298

.  

  Some experimental and theoretical works
229,245,299-304

 show complex geometry 

(wrinkled or dimpled) of grains due to buckling of shell formed during drying. The 

morphology of spherical shell under external pressure is a result of the minimization of the 

energies due to extensional and bending deformations. For larger deformation, extensional 

deformation is not energetically favorable and bending deformation is preferred. It is 

important to mention here that for small deformations, potential energy of buckled state is 

higher as compared to that for unbuckled state and vice versa
301

. It has been shown that for a 

homogenous spherical elastic shell, two modes of deformation may be combined by the 

Föppl-von Kármán (FvK) number γ. Recently, it has been shown by simulations that higher γ 

coupled with high rate of compression may lead to multiple numbers of the indentations on 

the shell leading to buckyball type of morphology
299-300

.  

  Elastic shell, formed during drying of colloidal droplet, may be treated as an 

experimental model for shell under external pressure. It is interesting to note that nature of 

shell buckling can be controlled by altering pressure on shell or by introducing 

inhomogeneity in shell. In real systems, shells are not always homogenous such as in 

engineering materials or soft materials or living cells etc. They always possess some degree 

of inhomogeneity. Effect of shell inhomogeneity on buckling phenomenon has not been well 

studied because of its complexity and needs attention. 
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5.2.2. Experiments 

Drying experiments have been carried out in fast drying regime using LU228 spray dryer. 

0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 gm of PEG400 (Poly ethylene glycol MW: 400) were mixed one by one with 

100 ml of 2 wt% silica colloids and stirred well. Similarly, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 gm of PEG1450 

(Poly ethylene glycol MW: 1450) were mixed with 2 wt% silica colloids. Spray dried powder 

specimens were calcined at 500
o
C for 4 hrs in order to remove the polymer from assembled 

grains. Spray dried specimens obtained for PEG400, are designated as S1 in general and 

S1pt5, S1p1, S1p2 and S1p3 for 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 wt%, respectively in particular. 

Similarly, specimens, obtained from spray drying of dispersion containing PEG1450, are 

designated as S2pt5, S2p1, S2p2 and S2p6 for 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 6.0 wt%, respectively (S2 in 

general). SEM micrograph of grains, obtained for 2wt% silica only, is shown in Fig. 5.8. 

Micrographs of calcined specimens for S1 and S2 specimens are shown in Fig. 5.9 and 5.10, 

respectively. Removal of polymer from assembled grains has been monitored by 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and Differential thermal analysis (DTA)
305

. TGA-DTA 

curve, for the removal of PEG400 and PEG1450 polymers from assembled grains, have been 

shown in Fig. 5.11. 

 

Fig. 5.8 SEM micrograph of the self-assembled grains obtained for drying of only 2 wt% 

silica dispersion.  

5 μm 
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Fig. 5.9 SEM micrographs of calcined specimens  of  (a) S1pt5 (b) S1p1 (c) S1p2 (d) S1p3. 

 

Fig. 5.10 SEM micrographs of calcined specimens of (a) S2pt5 (b) S2p1 (c) S2p2.  

10 μm 4 μm 

4 μm 
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c 
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(a)  

 

(b) 

Fig. 5.11 (a) Heat flow and weight loss curves for spray dried grains for varying PEG 400 

concentrations. (b) Heat flow and weight loss curve for the spray dried grains for varying 

PEG1450 concentrations.  
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SANS experiments have been performed on KWS1 and KWS3 instruments at the high flux 

reactor FRM-II, Germany (Fig. 5.12). 

  

Fig. 5.12 Normalized SANS profiles of calcined assembled silica grains obtained for different 

concentrations of (a) PEG400 (b) PEG1450. The solid lines are fit of model to the data.  

It is to be noted that normalization of SANS profiles of calcined specimens has been 

performed at q= 0.72 nm
-1

 in order to compare the functionality of scattering profiles
305

.     

5.2.3. Results and discussion 

From SEM micrographs (Fig. 5.8), it is evident that grains, obtained from spray drying of 

only 2 wt% silica colloids, possess doughnut morphology. However, grains, obtained from 

dispersion modified by PEG400, possess spherical morphology as depicted in Fig. 5.9. It is 

found from Fig. 5.9a that spherical grains with small dimple have been observed for S1pt5 

specimen. This dimple disappears when PEG400 concentration is increased to 1, 2 and 3 

wt%. Spherical grain morphology without dimple has been observed for S2pt5 (Fig. 5.10a). 

As PEG1450 concentration is increased further to 1 wt%, morphology of grains undergoes a 

shape transition from spherical to buckyball (Fig. 5.10b). The morphology of the grains has 

a b 
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well defined multiple indentations on nearly spherical matrix. Similar grain morphology has 

also been observed for S2p2 specimens with an increase in size of indentations (Fig. 5.10c).  

  It is observed that heat flow and weight loss curves for S1 and S2 grains are quite 

different.  From Fig. 5.11a, it is found that for S1pt5 and S1p1 specimens, an exothermic 

peak appears nearly at 300
o
C due to calcination of PEG. Some weaker endothermic peaks 

like structure are also observed before this exothermic peak. When concentration of PEG400 

is increased to 2 and 3 wt%, additional exothermic peak appears at relatively lower 

temperature. This exothermic peak is not preceded by any endothermic peak. It is known that 

removal of trapped and free polymer shows different thermogravimetric behavior
306

. Free 

polymers manifest exothermic peak at relatively low temperature. However, for trapped 

polymers, exothermic peak appears at relatively higher temperature as it requires larger 

amount of energy for dissociation. The presence of endothermic peak, before the exothermic 

peak due to trapped polymers, indicates that some amount of heat is required to desorb the 

attached polymers. Smaller endothermic peak indicates the non-covalent nature of interaction 

between silica and polymer. In present case, polymers may get attached on silica NPs via 

physisorption or through hydrogen bond because of presence of –OH groups on silica 

colloids. Weight loss curves, during removal of polymer, show a consistent behaviour with 

calculated weight loss. Fig.5.11b shows thermo gravimetric behaviour of S2 grains. It is 

evident that exothermic peak due to free PEG1450 appears even at 1 wt% concentration 

while appearance of exothermic peak in case of PEG400 was at 2 wt%.  

  TG analysis of PEG incorporated grains provide crucial information regarding 

interaction of PEG and silica NPs. IR measurement indicates
305

 presence of the Si-OH 

functional groups on its surface even after calcinations at 500
o
C,  heat flow curves indicate 

the existence of both trapped as well as free polymers in grains. Based on these results, it is 
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believed that PEG interacts with silica NPs via Si-OH groups and gets absorbed on silica 

NPs. These polymers covered NPs get assembled in a random jamming process during drying 

of droplet. Thus, coated polymers in this case are trapped in interstices of jammed NPs and 

manifest exothermic peak at higher temperature. When concentration of polymer is increased 

to higher weight percent, absorption of polymer on NPs gets saturated and additional PEG 

polymers become free and may also form smaller aggregates. It is also evident from heat flow 

curve that for high molecular weight polymer, free polymer appears at lower concentration as 

compared to that of low molecular weight polymer. It shows that absorption of polymer on 

NPs saturates at lower concentration for higher molecular weight. 

  Scattering measurements provide information of internal morphology of grains. It is 

evident from Fig. 5.12 that a wide q range enables us to examine two level structures of 

grains. The scattered intensity from two level structure is modeled as I (q) = I1 (q) + I2 (q) 

where I1(q) is scattering contribution from overall grains. Scattered intensity from overall 

grains I1(q) is modeled in the light of polydisperse spheres having lognormal distribution (eq. 

2.4). I2(q) is scattering contribution from jammed polydisperse silica NPs having volume 

fraction Ф within grains. Expression for I2(q) may be assumed as an interacting polydisperse 

spherical particle model.  

  The two level structures model is successful to fit scattering profiles for S1pt5 and 

S1p1. Scattering profiles of S1p2 and S1p3 could not be fitted by realistic parameters without 

considering additional scattering contribution in Zone-II (as scattering in Zone-II is 

increasing with increasing polymer concentration) which originates from templated pores by 

PEG aggregates (Fig. 5.12). Similarly, scattering profiles for S2 specimens could not be 

modeled using two level structures model. The additional scattering contribution I3 (q) from 

pores templated by PEG aggregates is also modeled as ensemble of polydisperse pore having 
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lognormal distribution (eq. 2.4) with polydispersity index ζ. Volume weighted averaged grain 

size distribution for S1 and S2 specimens have been depicted in Fig. 5.13 and its inset, 

respectively.  

 

Fig. 5.13 Pore size distribution for S1p2 and S1p3 calcined specimens is depicted. Inset 

shows the pore size distribution for S2p1 and S2p2 specimens. It is to be noted that these 

pores are templated by the free PEG aggregates. 

 

Fig. 5.14 Pore size distribution for S1p2 and S1p3 calcined specimens, as obtained from the 

SANS analysis. Inset shows the pore size distribution for S2p1 and S2p2 specimens.  
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Pore size distribution, as estimated by SANS analysis, is depicted in Fig. 5.14. It evident from 

Fig. 5.14 that typical size of PEG templated pores is 10 nm hence these pores can not be seen 

in SEM micrographs due to resolution limitation. Existence of such small pores in calcined 

specimens is evident from existence of free PEG aggregates in non-calcined samples through 

TGA. It is to be noted that size of PEG templated pores is comparable to silica NPs size and 

hence should not be confused with hole size of buckyball as their size is in order of 

micrometer.   

Average radius of silica NPs is found
305

 to be 5.8 nm with polydispersity index 0.43. 

Although, size distribution of NPs remains constant, local packing fraction Φ of NPs does not 

remain constant at higher weight fraction of PEG400. For S1pt5 grains, local packing fraction 

Φ of NPs is 0.60 and it decreases to 0.50 when PEG400 concentration is increased to 1 wt%. 

It remains constant for further higher concentration. Similarly, local packing fraction Φ was 

nearly 0.60 for S2pt5 specimens and decreases to 0.5 when concentration is increased to 

1wt%. The pore size distributions for S2 specimens are shown in inset of Fig. 5.14. Some 

parameters obtained by SANS analysis for PEG400 and PEG1450 are tabulated in Table 5.1 

and 5.2, respectively.  

Table 5.1 The fitting parameters obtained from SANS data analysis for calcined S1 specimens. 

Specimen 

(calcined) 

Volume fraction 

(Φ) of jammed 

silica NPs 

Pore size distribution parameters templated by free PEG 

aggregates 

Average radius (nm) Polydispersity  index(ζ) 

S1pt5 0.58 No contribution 

S1p1 0.49 No contribution 

S1p2 0.49 5.2 0.42 

S1p3 0.49 6.4 0.40 
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Table 5.2 The fitting parameters obtained from SANS data analysis for calcined S2 

specimens. 

  As mentioned earlier, grains for only 2 wt% silica colloids possess doughnut 

morphology. However, spherical morphology is achieved on just addition of PEG400 

polymer in 2wt% silica colloids. Slightly dimpled spherical morphology is observed for 

S1pt5 specimens. The arrest of buckling phenomenon on addition of PEG400 polymer may 

be understood as follows.  

Capillary pressure on the shell formed during droplet drying, originates due to menisci 

formed in gaps between NPs at shell. This capillary pressure drives the deformation of shell. 

Pressure difference across the menisci is 2γ/rM (capillary pressure), where rM is the local 

radius of curvature. Stress on the shell due to capillary pressure may be controlled by 

modification of colloidal particle size. At this juncture, it is important to mention that a 

critical pressure 
2

04 /c cp Y h R is required to induce the buckling of a homogenous shell
300

. 

If stress due to capillary pressures exceeds the critical pressure, shell buckles. Buckled grain 

with single indentation (doughnut grains) is observed for the case with only silica colloids.  

When PEG is added to silica colloids, it interacts with silica NPs via hydrogen bond and gets 

adsorbed on NPs to form a coating. Due to polymer coating, silica NPs could not come closer 

as compared to that in case of only silica NPs case. Thus, local curvature of menisci rM is 

Specimen 

(calcined) 

Volume fraction (Φ) of 

jammed silica NPs 

Pore size distribution parameters templated by free 

PEG aggregates 

Average radius (nm) Polydispersity Index (ζ) 

S2pt5 0.60 No Contribution 

S2p1 0.50 4.4 0.39 

S2p2 0.50 7.3 0.34 
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relatively large in this case resulting in smaller capillary pressure, which is not sufficient to 

induce buckling. For 0.5 wt% of PEG400, buckling of shell is not fully arrested and dimpled 

grains are observed. Coating of polymers on NPs increases when concentration is increased 

to 1 wt% leading to lower packing fraction of NPs as was observed from SANS analysis. 

Thus, increase in coating amount on NPs leads to further reduction of capillary pressure 

resulting in spherical grains without any dimples. If concentration of PEG400 is increased 

further to 2 and 3 wt%, coating of polymer saturates and free polymers in form of aggregate 

appears as supported by TGA-DTA curve. Since, size of PEG aggregates is similar to that of 

silica NPs size; they become part of shell. Thus, shell formed during drying is not 

homogenous as far as its rigidity is concerned. However, for small molecular weight polymer 

(PEG400) number of aggregates is not significant even for 3 wt%. If molecular weight of 

PEG is increased from 400 to 1450 (approximately 4 times) free PEG appears even at 1 wt%. 

It was observed from SEM micrographs that assembled grains of S2p1 and S2p2 are of 

buckyball type morphology, which is quite intrigue observation. It is to be noted that addition 

of polymer of low molecular weight, as in present case, does not modify the viscosity of 

initial dispersion significantly
307

. Also, drying parameters remained identical for both the 

cases, i.e., for only silica colloid and polymer treated colloid.  It is argued earlier that 

capillary pressure on the shell decreases on addition of polymer. Also, relative shell thickness 

(h/Rc) may increase on addition of polymer due to presence of free PEG aggregates on shell 

at higher concentration. This will lead to lower γ value and smaller external pressure as 

compared to those for un-modified silica colloids case. Thus, according to elastic 

homogenous spherical shell theory, buckling should have been arrested in case of S2p1 and 

S2p2 specimens in contrast to present observation. Hence, in present scenario, theory of 

homogenous elastic spherical shell fails to explain origin of buckyball type morphology for 

S2p1 and S2p2 specimens. However, if inhomogeneity on shell is invoked, the present 
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experimental observation may be explained satisfactorily. Elastic shell, formed during 

assembly, will comprise of both silica and soft PEG aggregates as they are of comparable 

sizes. In this process, shell becomes inhomogeneous as far as their shear modulus is 

concerned. It is important to mention that deformation of shell under external pressure also 

depends on Young modulus of the shell. PEG aggregates on surface of shell act as centre for 

buckling. Also, critical pressure for this kind of inhomogeneous shell will be lower as 

compared to that of the homogenous shell of silica. It was observed that although free PEG 

aggregates in case of S1p2 and S1p3 are available, but their number is lesser as compared to 

that for S2p1 and S2p2 case due to higher molecular weight. Thus, buckling could not be 

induced for the shell having less number of PEG aggregates. Hence, the origin of such 

buckyball holes on the grains is attributed to buckling of inhomogeneous shell.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.15 The schematic shows drying of droplets containing (a) silica colloids coated with 

polymer, no PEG aggregate (b) silica colloids coated with  polymer, PEG aggregates are 

small in number (c) silica colloids coated with polymer, PEG aggregates are larger in 

number. 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
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A schematic regarding the mechanism for the origin of the buckyball type grains has been 

depicted in Fig. 5.15.   

5.2.4. Conclusions 

 It has been shown that phenomenon of morphological transformation to doughnut like shape 

during drying of droplets containing single type of colloid can be comprehended in terms of 

buckling theory of elastic homogenous spherical shell. Further, such buckling phenomenon 

can be arrested by covering NPs by poly ethylene glycol. Buckyball type morphology of 

grains could be realized for higher molecular weight and concentration of the polymer. Origin 

of such buckled grains could not be explained by theory of elastic homogenous shell for 

present experimental condition. SANS results show appearance of soft PEG aggregates at 

higher polymer concentration. It is revealed that a threshold number of soft PEG rich zones 

on shell are necessary to induce buckling. Relatively small elastic modulus of soft zones 

induces buckling at various centers resulting into buckyball type of grains.  

5.3. One Step Fabrication of Thermally Stable TiO2/SiO2 Nanocomposite Microspheres 

by Evaporation Induced Self-assembly 

5.3.1. Introduction  

Nanostructured Titania (TiO2) is used in a wide range of applications, such as photocatalysis, 

separations, sensor devices, paints and dye-sensitized solar cells
308,309

. The properties of TiO2 

NPs depend on their crystal structure, size and morphology
310-312

. For practical applications, 

it is important to design a TiO2 based functional material having improved efficiency as far as 

its photocatalytic properties are concerned. TiO2 exists in three main phases: anatase, 

brookite and rutile. It is reported that anatase form has higher photoactivity than those in 

rutile form
313-316

. Under ambient conditions, macro-crystalline rutile is thermodynamically 
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stable in comparison to macro-crystalline anatase or brookite
317

. However, the 

thermodynamic stability depends on particle-size.  For particle diameter below ~ 14 nm, 

anatase phase is more stable than rutile phase
317

.  If TiO2 nano-crystals are heated, crystal 

growth leads to alteration of phase stabilities and, ultimately, conversion of anatase to rutile 

takes place. Such, polymorphic transformation of anatase to rutile phase is considered to be 

one of the drawbacks that limits the photocatalytic activity
318-321

.  

  In order to get a TiO2 based photocatalyst, having improved properties, a method is 

desired to develop meso/macro porous TiO2/SiO2 micrometric grains. In past, mesoporous 

TiO2 composites have been synthesized by sol-gel method
322

. However, this method results in 

an inhomogeneous phase distribution due to macroscopic reactions, leading to non-optimal 

performance. Therefore, it is essential to develop a process for rapid and controlled 

preparation of TiO2/SiO2 based nanocomposites.  

  Meso/macro porous micrometric grains can be prepared from spray drying of 

micrometric droplets having nanosized TiO2 and SiO2 colloids. Fabrication of complex 

composite assemblies from drops containing mixture of two or more different type of colloids 

is not well studied in particular for the case of colloids consisting of two different species 

with different size and polydispersity of the primary particles.  

5.3.2. Experimental methods 

Spray drying experiments have been performed on 2 wt% SiO2 (Ludox HS-40) and 2 wt% 

TiO2 dispersion using a spray dryer LU 228 in fast drying regime. SiO2 and TiO2 dispersions 

were mixed with ratio of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 weight percent keeping overall solid content 

constant. The specimens obtained from spray drying of 2 wt% SiO2 and TiO2 colloids were 

named as SI and TI, respectively. The specimens, obtained after spray drying of mixed 
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dispersions having TiO2 to SiO2 weight ratio as 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5, were designated as TiSi2, 

TiSi1 and TiSipt5, respectively. 

Virgin dispersions of SiO2 and TiO2 have been characterized by laboratory based SAXS 

instrument.  SAXS experiments have also been performed on freshly prepared specimen of 

SiO2 and aged specimens of SiO2, TiO2 and its composites grains. Further, SANS 

experiments have been carried out on KWS 1 and KWS 3
 
at FRM II, Germany.  Thermal 

stability of assembled grains has been monitored by TGA and DTA.  The microscopic 

characterization of composite grains has been performed using a diffractometer using CuKα 

source in θ-θ geometry with 2 deg/min scanning speed.  

5.3.3. Results and discussion 

Micrograph of SI and TI grains are depicted in Figs. 5.16a, 5.16b, respectively.  

 
 

Fig. 5.16 The micrographs of assembled grains consist of (a) only SiO2 NPs, inset show the 

cross sectional view of the hollow grains (b) only TiO2 NPs, inset of shows the doughnut type 

of grains. 

It is observed from SEM micrographs (Fig. 5.16a) that grains of SI specimen possess 

spherical morphology. Hollow grains with large shell thickness are evident from the fractured 

grains. It is discernible from micrograph (Fig. 5.16b) that TiO2 grains are somewhat doughnut 
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shaped. Micrographs of grains obtained for mixed dispersion of TiO2 and SiO2 are shown in 

Fig. 5.17. Spherical grains are observed for the composite grains.  

 

Fig. 5.17 The micrographs of assembled grains consist of mixed colloids in weight ratio of 

(a) TiO2/SiO2=2.0., Inset shows a magnified grains, the rough surface of grains indicate that 

the presence of bigger NPs on the surface (b) TiO2/SiO2=1.0 (c) TiO2/SiO2=0.5.  

In order to estimate size of SiO2 and TiO2 NPs in dispersions, SAXS experiments have been 

performed individually on 2wt% SiO2, 2wt% TiO2 and mixed dispersion as well (Fig. 5.18a).   

  

Fig. 5.18 (a) SAXS profiles of the SiO2 and TiO2 dispersion. SAXS profiles of the mixed 

dispersion having SiO2 and TiO2 in equal proportion. The lines represent the model fit to the 

data. (b) Bimodal size distribution of the TiO2 NPs is shown. Inset shows the SiO2 radius 

distribution.   
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It is observed from scattering experiments that interaction between SiO2 and TiO2 NPs in 

mixed dispersion remains insignificant. It is apparent from Fig. 5.18a that SAXS profile of 

mixed dispersion is mimicked by adding individual SAXS profiles of SiO2 and TiO2 NPs 

with appropriate weighting factor without invoking any extra structure factor.  SAXS profiles 

for dispersion have been analyzed by assuming ensemble of polydisperse spheres. Volume 

weighted radius distributions of NPs in 2 wt% TiO2 and SiO2 dispersions have been shown in 

Fig. 5.18b.  It is observed that TiO2 NPs possess a bimodal type size distribution. Average 

radius of the smaller TiO2 NPs has been found to be 3.1 nm having 0.8 nm polydispersity 

(standard deviation). Similarly, average radius of the bigger NPs is 8.5 nm bearing 4.5 nm 

polydispersity. Size distribution of SiO2 NPs is depicted in the inset of Fig. 5.18b.  Average 

radius of SiO2 NPs is found to be 8.2 nm with a polydispersity 1.0 nm. It important to 

mention here that size distribution of TiO2 NPs possesses an extensive tail in higher radius 

size.  However, size distribution of SiO2 NPs is relatively narrow and do not possess broad 

tail in contrast to the size distribution of TiO2 NPs.    

    

 

Fig. 5.19 (a) SANS profiles of the assembled composite grains. Inset shows the profiles in 

Porod representation (b) SANS profiles of the assembled composite grains in a magnified 

view.  
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  Combined SANS profiles of assembled grains have been shown in Fig.5.19a. 

Existence of two Porod levels is evident from the inset of the Fig. 5.19a. It is evident from the 

figure that assembled grains possess hierarchical length scale structure.  In order to see the 

variation in correlation peak due to the jammed SiO2 NPs, SANS data of composite grains 

have also been depicted in zoomed q range of 0. 1 to 0.9 nm
-1

 (Fig. 5.19b). The correlation of 

SiO2 NPs in assembled grains is manifested in scattering profile at q~0.45 nm
-1

as peak. Due 

to narrow polydispersity of SiO2 NPs, oscillations of form factor are also visible in scattering 

profile of SiO2 grains. It is also evident that scattering profile of TI specimens does not show 

any prominent peak because of significant polydispersity in size of TiO2 NPs. The correlation 

peak corresponding to SiO2 NPs gets broadened for composite grains with addition of TiO2 

NPs. The broadening of correlation peak is related to volume fraction of SiO2 NPs in 

composite grains. Higher the broadening of the peak, lower is the packing fraction of silica 

NPs. This observation can be understood in terms of homogenous mixing of TiO2 and SiO2 

NPs. The local packing fraction of SiO2 NPs gets reduced due to presence of TiO2 NPs in 

vicinity, which is also reflected in the slight shift of the correlation peak towards lower q. The 

broadening of the correlation peak increases with increase in concentration of TiO2 NPs.     

SAXS profiles for freshly prepared SiO2 grains, aged SiO2, TiO2 and its composite grains 

have been depicted in Fig. 5.20 in Porod representation (I(q) q4 vs. q).  Silica correlation 

peak in assembled grains is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.20. Observations from SAXS results 

corroborate with the SANS results. SAXS profiles of composite grains have also been 

analyzed to get specific surface area due to jammed NPs.  It is important to note that electron 

density for TiO2 is approximately two times to that of SiO2. This results into higher Porod 

level for TI grains as compared to that of SI grains. However, specific surface area of SI 

specimens is higher as compared to that for TI grains as estimated (Table 5.3). 
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Fig. 5.20 SAXS profiles of the assembled grains in Porod representation. Inset shows the 

magnified view of correlation peak. 

  Table 5.3 The parameters obtained from SANS/SAXS analysis. 

 

  SAXS experiments on freshly prepared SI specimen (SI_t=0) and one year aged SI 

specimens (SI_t=1year) reveal that specific surface area for aged SI specimen is significantly 

reduced as compared to that for fresh specimen. This observation indicates that smaller SiO2 

Sample 

Specific surface 

area (m
2
/gm) 

Silica NPs correlation 

peak position (nm
-1

) 

Guinier radius of the 

grains (nm) 

SI_t=0 118.8 0.445 281±6 

SI_t=1year 62.6 0.420 ____ 

TI 33.8 _____ 340±7 

TISIpt5 85.7 0.399 258±7 

TISI1 70.0 0.399 316±11 

TISI2 52.7 0.399 293±7 
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NPs coalesced into bigger NPs at ambient condition over a long period of time in order to 

reduce specific surface area.  From Table 5.3, it is evident that specific surface area of 

TiO2/SiO2 composite grains lies between specific surface area of TI and SI_t=0 specimens. It 

is interesting to note that specific surface area of TiSipt5, TiSi1specimens is higher as 

compared to aged SI specimen. It indicates that ageing effect (i.e., coalescence of SiO2 NPs) 

on the composite grain is not significant. Coalescence of SiO2 NPs is inhibited by presence of 

TiO2 NPs.  

 

Fig. 5.21 SANS/SAXS profiles of the self-assembled grains of TiO2 and SiO2. The scattering 

profiles of assembled grains at two different times to compare the effect of aging on the 

grains. 

  SANS data collected for freshly prepared SI and TI specimens have been compared to 

the corresponding SAXS data of aged specimens (Fig. 5.21). SANS profiles have been 

shifted to match SAXS profiles at high q. It is evident from figure that SAXS and SANS 

profiles of fresh and aged TI specimens resemble reasonably well in overlapping q regime. It 

indicates that there is no aging effect on the TiO2 grains. The temporal stability of the TiO2 

grains may be attributed to small specific surface area of the grains. Further, SAXS data of 

aged SI specimens do not match with SANS/SAXS profile of freshly prepared SI specimens. 
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These observations may be understood in terms of aging effect of SI grains due to high 

specific surface area of SI grains as discussed above.  

  Thermogravimetric results of composite grains have been depicted in Fig. 5.22. 

Weight loss curves of the grains show that there is no significant weight change up to 1000
o
C 

in all cases. The slight weight (~2 wt %) loss is due to evaporation of physically absorbed 

water from assembled grains during heat treatment. Heat flow curves for the all composite 

grains are mostly identical except presence of an additional small exothermic peak for TI 

specimens at ~750
o
C and it may be related to some crystalline phase transition of TiO2. 

However, no exothermic peak is observed for TiO2/SiO2 composite grains.  

 

Fig. 5.22 The heat flow and weight loss curves for composite grains with different TiO2/SiO2 

ratio. 

  To confirm the above results, structural characterization has been carried out by X-ray 

diffraction. The observed diffraction profile of TI specimens at room temperature have been 

compared with the anatase and rutile phase of TiO2 corresponding to JCPDS card nos. 21-

1272 and 21-1276, respectively.  It is observed that TiO2 NPs in TI grains exist in a mixed 
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phase comprised of both anatase and rutile phases.  The diffraction profile of TISIpt5 grains 

has both crystalline TiO2 and amorphous SiO2 contribution with appropriate weight factor 

(Fig. 5.23a).  

  High temperature XRD on TI specimen reveals an anatase to rutile phase 

transformation below 850
o
C (Fig. 5.23a). It shows that assembled grains of only TiO2 NPs 

are not thermally stable as far its crystalline phase is concerned. The XRD profiles of TiSipt5 

specimens at different temperatures (Fig. 5.23b) show an interesting observation. Anatase to 

rutile phase transformation is not observed below 850
o
C in contrast to that for only TI case. 

 

Fig. 5.23 (a) The X-ray diffraction pattern of the TI specimens for different temperatures.(b) 

The X-ray diffraction pattern of the TiSipt5 specimens for different temperatures. The * 

marked peaks originate from Pt sample holder and should not be considered in the present 

perspective.   

The weight fraction of anatase (WA) and rutile (WR) in both the specimens were calculated 

from the Spurr equations
87,323

 which is shown in chapter-2 as eq. 2.7. The fractions of anatase 

and rutile phases, at different temperatures, have been tabulated in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 for both 

the specimens. Mean crystallite size for anatase and rutile phases was calculated
323

 from the 

(a) (b) 
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broadening of the X-ray reflections (101) crystallographic plane for anatase and (110) for 

rutile, using the Scherrer‘s formula
50

. 

Table 5.4 The parameters obtained from analysis of XRD patterns for TI specimens. 

Temperature (
o
C) Weight percent Average  anatase 

crystalline size (nm) 

Average rutile  

crystallite size (nm) Anatase Rutile 

27 85.2 14.8 19.4 23.5 

400  84.5 15.4 19.3 23.1 

600  83.9 16.1 19.0 22.7 

850 7.4 92.6 - 21.5 

 

Table 5.5 The parameters obtained from analysis of XRD patterns for TISIpt5 specimens. 

Temperature (
o
C) Weight percent Average anatase 

crystalline size (nm) 

Average rutile  

crystallite size (nm) Anatase Rutile 

27 82.4 17.6 18.6 26.7 

200 84.0 16.0 19.7 24.6 

400  83.0 17.0 20.2 25.3 

600 83.4 16.6 18.5 22.4 

700  83.1 16.9 17.7 24.0 

850
 
 81.2 18.8 16.3 23.0 

 

It is evident from above tables that average weight fractions of anatase and rutile for TI 

specimens are approximately 85% and 15%, respectively. The crystallite size estimated from 

XRD analysis shows that average crystallites size of anatase and rutile are typically 19 nm 
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and 24 nm, respectively. It is interesting to note that the size distribution of TiO2 NPs has a 

tail towards higher size. The average size of NPs is ~16 nm, which is closer to anatase 

crystallite size. However, tail part of the size distribution contains larger size particles of 

typical size 25 nm. Thus, the tail part of the distribution (higher size) possesses rutile NPs in 

contrast to average NPs which are in anatase phase. 

  In following section, a mechanism of formation of such novel composite via EISA 

will be explained. 

Peclet number Pe, for present drying condition  for 2 wt% silica (Ludox HS-40) dispersions is 

estimated
323

 to be 3.6. This confirms that present drying condition falls under relatively fast 

drying regime. It is to be noted that all the physical conditions were kept invariant during 

drying of SiO2, TiO2 and mixed dispersions. Peclet number for the drying of 2 wt% TiO2 

dispersion remains nearly same since average size of TiO2 and SiO2 NPs are comparable. 

However, it is important to mention here that Peclet number is inversely proportional to 

diffusion coefficient of NPs inside the drying droplet. Thus, Peclet number for bigger TiO2 

NPs which falls in the tail of size distribution turns out to be higher as compared to the 

smaller ones.  

  Relative shell thickness plays an important role in deciding the morphology of drying 

droplet and hence grain morphology. The capillary pressure drives the deformation of the 

shell. However, a critical pressure 

2

04c

c

h
p Y

R
is required to induce the buckling of a 

homogenous shell
300-301

. Where h/Rc is the relative shell thickness and Y0 is the Young‘s 

modulus of the shell. If the stress on the shell due to capillary pressures exceeds the critical 

pressure, shell buckles. In case of SiO2 dispersion, size distribution of NPs is quite narrow 

with mean radius 8.2 nm. During drying of 2 wt% SiO2 dispersion, a shell forms and gets 
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thickened as drying proceeds. The relative shell thickness h/Rc is large enough and thus 

requires higher critical pressure. Capillary pressure, acting on the shell, is not sufficient to 

overcome the critical pressure required for buckling. However, formation of hollow grains is 

a possibility if water evaporates through the porous shell of jammed NPs. In present 

experiment, hollow spherical silica grain has been observed and is well understood by 

aforementioned mechanism. EISA during drying of the 2 wt% TiO2 dispersions is different 

due to higher polydispersity. The diffusion of bigger TiO2 NPs is smaller as compared to that 

of smaller NPs. During shrinkage of the drying droplet bigger NPs are less mobile towards  

core of the droplet. This leads to accumulation of  NPs at drying front leading to shell 

formation in early stage as compared to the drying of the droplet containing SiO2 colloids 

resulting  lower relative shell thickness. The critical pressure required to deform a shell 

having lower relative thickness is smaller. Thus the capillary pressure acting on the shell is 

sufficient to deform it. For mixed colloids of SiO2 and TiO2, fraction of smaller NPs 

increases. The effective NPs size distribution becomes narrower as compared to only TiO2 

dispersion. The relative shell thickness formed during drying of mixed colloidal droplet will 

be higher. Thus, the droplets of mixed dispersions do not buckle during drying and lead to 

spherical morphology of the grains.   

  It is to be noted that due to above mentioned EISA process of the stable mixed 

dispersion of the SiO2 and TiO2 of comparable size, uniform composite grains have been 

fabricated except surface layer of grains. On the surface layer of  grains, bigger TiO2 NPs are 

present in a dominant way which is evident from inset of Fig. 5.19a.   

  It is clear from XRD analysis that rutile is stable phase for higher size of TiO2 NPs; 

however, for smaller TiO2 NPs anatase phase is more favorable
324

. At relatively small particle 

dimensions, the surface energy is an important part of the total energy and it has been found 
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that the surface energy of anatase is lower than those of rutile
317,325

.  Anatase to rutile 

polymorphic phase transformation follows a nucleation-growth mechanism
326

. Upon thermal 

treatment, anatase crystallites grow until they reach a critical nuclei size. Once the crystallites 

size overcome the critical nuclei size, the rutile nucleation starts,
327

 involving the breaking of 

anatase Ti–O bonds, followed by a cooperative motion of these atoms
328

.The anatase to rutile 

transformation of NPs in TI specimens may be well understood by the above mechanism.  

However, anatase to rutile phase transformation has not been observed in case of the 

composite grains. It may be understood by the mesoscopic morphology of composite grains. 

As TiO2 NPs are uniformly jammed with SiO2 NPs in the grains, growth process of TiO2 NPs 

is inhibited and vice versa. Thus, size and hence, anatase phase of TiO2 NPs remains constant 

with temperature in composite grains.    

A schematic of the EISA mechanism of single colloidal droplet and mixed colloidal droplet is 

shown in Fig. 5.24.   

 

Fig. 5.24 The schematic of the formation of assembled grains of TiO2 NPs and composite 

grains. 
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5.3.4. Conclusions 

TiO2/SiO2 mesoporous microspheres have been synthesized by EISA of mixed colloids.  

Origin of different morphology of SiO2, TiO2 and its composite grains has been related to 

average size and polydispersity of the NPs. SAXS and SANS experiments reveal that 

composite grains do not show aging effects in contrast to only SiO2 grains and is related to 

specific surface area of grains. X-ray diffraction experiments show that composite grains are 

thermally stable against the anatase to rutile phase transition. This is attributed due to 

inhibition of growth of TiO2 NPs due to confinement in SiO2 matrix.  
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CHAPTER 6 

___________________________________ 

Buckling Induced Morphological Transformation of 

Droplets of Mixed Colloidal Suspensions during 

Evaporation Induced Self assembly 

 

6.1. Morphological Transformation of Droplets of Silica Colloids and E-coli 

Suspensions  

6.1.1. Introduction 

Morphological transformation has been realized experimentally for drying of droplets for 

single type of colloidal suspension
13,229,329

.
 
However, understanding of such transformation 

in droplets that contain mixed colloids is not fully understood yet, both experimentally and 

theoretically. This is because of difference in their size, shape or elastic modulus. It is 

noteworthy to mention here that if initial droplets contain mixed colloids of organic and 

inorganic components, then porous grains may be synthesized by removal of organic 

template species from assembled grains.  In the present section, the effect of incorporation of 

E. coli on sphere to doughnut like morphological transformation during the EISA of 

colloidal silica suspension is presented. It is interesting to mention that present study was 

motivated from the fact that the E. coli being soft and anisotropic in shape may facilitate 

buckling driven shape transformation by modifying the elastic modulus of the formed shell 

of jammed particles at the boundary of the drying droplets.  
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6.1.2. Experimental section 

Mixed colloidal dispersion of 2wt% silica and varying E. coli (0%, 2%, 4% and 6% in 

weight) was prepared and spray drying was carried out using a spray dryer LU222 in fast 

drying regime. Removal of the imprinted materials was carried out by incineration in muffle 

furnace at 300 
o
C for 10 hrs. The powders with 0, 2, 4 and 6% of E. coli are labeled as E0, 

E2, E4 and E6, respectively.  

6.1.3. Results and discussions 

SEM micrographs for E0, E2, E4 and E6 specimens are shown in Fig. 6.1.  

 

Fig. 6.1 SEM micrograph of (a) Sample E0 (b) Sample E2 (c) sample E4 (d) sample E6 

From SEM micrograph (Fig. 6.1a), it is evident that the assembled grains of the sample E0 

are doughnut with almost no deformation.  Further, relatively large multi-faced deformed 

doughnuts have been observed in case of grains with higher E. coli fractions (Figs. 6.1b-d). 

a b 

c d 
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It is also evident from micrographs that deformation/asymmetry increases with increasing 

volume fraction of the E. coli. These observations clearly indicate that the concentration of 

the E. coli in the initial liquid droplet plays an important role in deciding the distortion and 

morphology of central hole of the multi-faced doughnuts during the assembly.  

SANS experiments on spray dried grains were performed using two instruments at 

the Guide Tube Laboratory of Dhruva reactor at Trombay, Mumbai, India.  For the 

assembled grains, combined SANS data from both the above instruments are shown in Fig. 

6.2 in double logarithmic scale. Inset depicts the data in Porod representation.  

 

Fig. 6.2 SANS data from self assembled macro/mesoporous silica grains plotted in double 

logarithmic scale. The inset shows the Zone-III of the profiles plotted in Porod 

representation. 
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The average size of the virgin silica colloids was found
218

 to be ~12 nm. From Fig. 

6.2, it is evident that for all the specimens, SANS profiles may be subdivided, for clarity, 

into three distinct zones, namely, Zone-I, Zone-II and Zone-III. Zone-I primarily bears the 

information about larger structure (a part of size distribution of assembled grains and also 

scattering from cylindrical macropores which are imprinted by E. coli). Zone-II mainly 

contains information about macropores templated by E-coli. Zone-III bears the signature of 

small silica colloids which constitute the solid skeleton of the grains. It is worth mentioning 

that the number of macropores in a grain increases with E. coli volume fraction, while the 

total amount of silica particles gets reduced from sample E0 to E6 leading to reduction in 

microporosity (if it is assumed that the initial droplet size is constant). 

At this juncture, it is important to mention that quantitative analysis of SANS data, 

by fitting the whole profile, becomes significantly complex for systems with structures in 

hierarchical length scales. In addition, further complicacies creep in because of following 

factors: (i) Firstly, the grains are not spherical in nature and possess a significant size and 

shape distribution. (ii) Secondly, most of the grains seem to be hollow and are not isotropic 

in nature. (iii) Macrospores are not spherical but cylindrical in nature. (iv) Ratio of size of 

grains to the size of cylindrical macropore is not significantly high.   However, an empirical 

approach has been adopted to fit the experimental profiles and discussed in detail 

elsewhere
218

.  

In following section, deformations of doughnuts due to increasing concentration of E. 

coli have been discussed.  For present experimental conditions, Peclet number Pe is 

estimated
218

 to be 1.2 for droplet containing only silica colloids and 124.7 for droplet 

containing only E. coli. Hence, addition of E. coli effectively increases the Peclet number 

vis-à-vis the instability of drying droplet. Size, shape and elastic modulus of the particles in 

the droplets are important factors as far as buckling deformations are concerned. As the 
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Peclet number is more for bigger particles, the deformation during buckling is more when E. 

coli is present. E. coli being a bacteria is much softer (Longitudinal Young‘s modulus ~25 

Mpa and circumferential Young‘s modulus ~75 MPa density ~1.1 gm/cm
3
)
330

 than silica 

(~75000 MPa, density ~2.5 gm/cm
3
). Thus, incorporation of bacterial component results in 

decrease in elastic constants vis-à-vis enhancement of buckling probability of the formed 

shell of NPs at boundary of drying droplets. Further, non spherical shape of E. coli causes 

somewhat anisotropic variation of capillary forces at different zones of shell resulting to 

multi invagination zone on surface of shell. This enhances the deformation during buckling 

and dimpled multi-faced deformed doughnuts grains are realized. The evolution of the 

droplet during drying has been presented more in Fig. 6.3. 

 

Fig. 6.3 A schematic representation of possible evolutions of structures during drying of a 

droplet in presence of E. coli is depicted.  

6.1.4. Conclusions 

Morphological transition of micrometric droplet of mixed colloidal suspension during EISA 

with incorporation of soft anisotropic particle is experimentally demonstrated. It has been 

indicated that reduction in elastic modulus of the formed shell, by incorporation of soft 

anisotropic component, at air water interface facilitates buckling and deformation. 
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Hierarchically structured doughnut shaped micrometric silica grains, with cylindrical macro-

pores and mesopores in silica interstices is realized by this process.  

6.2. Arrest of Morphological Transformation during EISA of Mixed Colloids by 

Charge Tuning 

6.2.1. Introduction 

The physical origin of buckling instabilities
229,230,245,251

 has been dealt with for a suspension 

of single and mixed colloids. However, such instability for a multi-component system has 

not been fully understood so far
218

. Further, a method to arrest such morphological 

transformation is yet to be proposed. In this section, it has been demonstrated that buckling 

instabilities during drying of droplets of mixed colloidal suspension can be arrested by 

tuning surface charge on the colloidal components. Present investigation also indicates that 

effective elastic modulus of the particles exposed at air-water interface play an important 

role in controlling buckling deformation. Further, it has also been demonstrated that 

buckling criteria for drying droplets of mixed colloidal particles remain beyond the existing 

buckling hypothesis
229

. 

6.2.2. Experimental  

In order to tune the repulsive force between colloidal particles, E. coli cells were treated to 

impart a polycationic charge on cell surface
331

 using polyethylenimine (PEI) (Average 

MW~7.5x10
5
). It has been verified

285
 by Ostwald method that specific viscosity of 2% PEI 

solution with respect to pure water is 1.5 only. The effective viscosity will be even smaller 

after removal of excess PEI. Zeta potentials for E. coli suspensions with varying PEI coating 

(0.2, 1.0, 2.0 %) at surface of E. coli were found to be -8.4 (Case-II), +14.6 mV (Case-III) 

and +19.6 mV (Case-IV),  respectively . This confirms that adsorbed layer of PEI on E. coli 
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surface reduces negative charge and eventually reverses the polarity of surface charge on E. 

coli, depending on amount of polymer coated.  

Spray drying experiments have been carried out with silica and PEI coated E. coli 

mixed colloidal suspension in fast drying regime. Mass fraction of silica and E. coli in the 

initial suspension was 2 wt % and 6 wt %. The spray dried specimens were calcined at     

300 
o
C for 10 hrs to remove organic moieties. Zeta potential for individual silica and virgin 

E. coli suspensions were found to be -43.2 mV and -30.0 mV, respectively. Same for the 

mixed suspension of silica and E. coli was -58.6 mV. The micrographs of calcined spray 

dried grains are depicted in Fig. 6.4. SANS measurement have been performed at KWS-1, 

KWS-3 (at FRM-II, Germany) and S18 (at ILL, France)
 332

.   

6.2.3. Results and discussion 

 

Fig. 6.4 SEM micrograph of the composite grains (a) E. coli is not covered with poly-

cationic PEI (b) E. coli coated with 0.2 % PEI   (c) E. coli coated with 1.0 % PEI (d) E. coli 

coated with 2.0 % PEI. 

a b 

c d 
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Peclet number Pe for present experimental conditions is estimated
285 

as 1.2 for a droplet 

containing only silica colloid. The same turns out
285 

to be 125 for droplet containing only E. 

coli.  

It is interesting to note from zeta potential measurements that both silica and virgin E. coli 

possess charge of similar polarity (-ve) and thus form a repulsive system. It is clearly evident 

from the SEM micrographs that amplitude of buckling has been maximum in the Case-I, i.e., 

when the repulsive force between the E. coli and silica is maximum. However, buckling 

amplitude reduces with decrease in repulsive stabilization force (by coating poly-cationic 

PEI on E. coli). Gradually, buckling becomes insignificant and eventually vanishes when 

system becomes somewhat attractive by reversing the polarity of surface charge of E. coli 

(zeta potential for silica is -43.2 mV and 2 % PEI coated E. coli is +19.6 mV). According to 

the existing hypothesis
229, 251

 morphological transformations should have been occurred in 

other way, i.e., the grains should have been more hollow and deformed when the 

stabilization force is reduced by making the system slightly attractive. This observation 

motivated us to search for mechanism of buckling and its arrest in case of EISA of mixed 

colloids. At this juncture, it is to be noted that duration of each spray drying experiment has 

been nearly half an hour and there was no visible flocculation or phase separation of the 

colloids within this time interval even for maximum attractive system (2% PEI coated E. 

coli). 

It is important to mention that E. coli is much soft (Longitudinal Young‘s modulus 

~25 Mpa and circumferential Young‘s modulus ~75 MPa, density ~1.1 gm/cm
3
)
330

 than 

silica (~75,000 MPa, density ~2.0 gm/cm
3
). In fact, present investigation was also motivated 

by the query whether buckling could be arrested by modifying effective elastic strength of 

the shell at air water interface during drying. When E. coli is not coated with PEI, i.e., for 

the Case-I, repulsive stabilization force is maximum between silica and E. coli. Thus, air-
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water interface of the droplets is equally exposed to both silica as well as E. coli. As elastic 

constant of E. coli is significantly small compared to that of silica, the droplet is more prone 

to buckling as compared to that for the case where air water interface is exposed only to 

silica. When PEI is coated on E. coli, negative charge of virgin E. coli gets reduced and 

gradually attains positive polarity at higher PEI concentration. In such an environment, silica 

NPs, which are much smaller than E. coli, form a particle-cloud around E. coli. Thus, during 

drying, air water interface is mostly exposed to silica and thus the amplitude of buckling gets 

diminished. It is also supported by micrograph in Fig. 6.4d. The cylindrical pores in grains, 

templated by E. coli, look somewhat blurred because of the fact that E. coli gets mostly 

covered with silica NPs. Thus, buckling could be arrested by not exposing E. coli, the softer 

component, directly to the air-water interface.  

 

Fig. 6.5 SANS data from the hierarchically structured assembled grains. Three different 

length scales in the assembled grains are obvious from the scattering data. It is observed 

from the data that the correlation of the particles inside the grains gets modified with 

change in the surface charge of E-coli. 
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As the arrest of buckling is strongly associated with modification of hierarchical 

structure of assembled grains, the same has also been verified by using SANS 

measurements. The SANS profiles of spray dried samples are plotted in Fig. 6.5. It is 

apprehensible that assembled grains possess structure in three different length scales due to 

presence of (i) silica NPs, (ii) pores templated by E. coli and (iii) overall assembled grains. 

Three distinct zones in scattering profiles, zone-III, zone-II and zone-I, respectively bear the 

signatures of the above mentioned length scales in the grain, respectively. It is obvious from 

Fig. 6.5 that functionality of scattering profiles gets modified with addition of E. coli and 

also by further charge modification. The q
-1

 behaviour of scattering profile in zone-II 

indicates the presence of cylindrical macropores templated by E. coli.  It is to be noted that 

such region with q
-1

 dependence of scattering data was absent for sample without E. coli. It 

is interesting to observe from scattering profiles that intensity in zone-III reduces 

significantly when unmodified E. coli is added to silica suspension. With increase in amount 

of added PEI, intensity in zone-III starts increasing again. This signifies appearance of 

relatively more compact grains in Cases-II, III and IV than Case-I.  

In a quantitative way, scattering intensity from such hierarchical grains may be 

approximated by additive contributions of scattering components from three different length 

scales
218,233,242,285

: 

             (6.1) 

S= S- int ( S is the scattering length density of silica and int being the scattering length 

density of interstices between silica NPs). As interstice between silica NPs is air, int~ 0. 

Here, g represents average scattering contrast of grains, hence g= S S + int. As the 

medium in which grains are embedded and medium of interstices are both air in this case, 

int=0 and thus g= S S. B represents background. After calcination of grains most of 

2 2 2

S S S p pore pore g g gI q C I (q) C I (q) C I (q) B (1)
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the organic moieties leave the grains and hence, in the present case, pore has been taken as 

S itself. Cs, Cp and Cg are respectively, scale factors for scattering contribution from silica, 

pore and grain. Is(q) is the scattering contribution from the silica particles. Is(q) has been 

assuming an interacting polydisperse spherical particle model. Expression for Ipore(q) due the 

presence of templated macropores is similar to that of Is(q) except the fact that a cylindrical 

form factor for macropores has been used (to account for q
-1

 behaviour in zone-II, a 

signature of presence of cylindrical pores). Scattering contribution Ig(q) from overall grains, 

is manifested in zone-I . A polydisperse spherical particle model was assumed for this term. 

It has been shown
285

 that the above described model fit the experimental data quite well .The 

estimated parameters from fitting of model to scattering profiles are tabulated in Table 6.1.  

Table 6.1 Structural parameters obtained from SANS analysis 

Sample Assembled grain size 

distribution 

Templated cylindrical macro pore 

Mean radius 

(Rgrain) (nm) 

grain

grain

R

R

 

Length 

(Lpore) (nm) 

Average radius 

(Rpore) (nm) 

pore

pore

R

R

 

Only Silica 200 0.099 - -  

Silica+EC 2394 0.658 2000 102 0.205 

Silica+EC+PEI0.2 2266 0.533 2050 115 0.209 

Silica+EC+PEI1.0 2266 0.533 2600 167 0.305 

Silica+EC+PEI2.0 2159 0.531 2600 167 0.305 

 

It is seen from Table 6.1 that mean size of grains increases significantly in presence of 

E. coli as grains become hollow and buckled. Further, mean size and the polydispersity get 

somewhat reduced when charge on E. coli is modified by PEI as grains become relatively 
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more compact. It is also seen that grain radius decreases slightly with increases in addition of 

PEI that occurs because of some compaction in internal structure.  

It appears at first sight that arrest of morphological transformation may be either due 

to charge effect or modification in viscoelastic behavior when PEI is added. However, these 

two possibilities are differentiated in following way, in order to reach a plausible conclusion. 

First of all, it should be noted that excess or unbound PEI that did not get coated on E. coli 

was removed by washing. As mentioned earlier that it was verified that the specific viscosity 

of 2% PEI solution with respect to pure water is 1.5. After removal of excess PEI, it would 

be even smaller.  Thus, there should not be any significant increase in viscosity with PEI 

coating. We think that such morphological transformation gets arrested through effective 

coverage of larger and softer colloidal components by smaller and harder components by 

proper tuning of the surface charges.  A plausible mechanism is represented schematically in 

Fig. 6.6. 

 

Fig. 6.6 Schematic representation of the assembly process of silica and E. coli. (a) Both 

silica and E. coli have negative surface charges. (b) Silica is negative as earlier case but E. 

coli surface is coated with PEI to impart positive charge on E. coli surface.  
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6.2.4. Conclusions 

It is revealed that buckling driven sphere to deformed-doughnut like morphological 

transformation of mixed colloidal suspension droplets during EISA can be arrested through 

effective coverage of larger and softer colloidal components by smaller and harder 

components by proper tuning of surface charges. Such observations on EISA of mixed 

colloids are beyond the existing hypothesis of buckling of colloidal suspension droplets that 

contain only one type of colloid.  

6.3. Nanocomposite Silica Surfactant Microcapsules by Evaporation Induced Self 

Assembly: Tuning the Morphological Buckling by Modifying Viscosity and Surface 

Charge 

6.3.1. Introduction 

In recent years, porous and hollow microcapsules are attracting continuous interest in 

science and technology
333-340

. This is because of the fact that such hollow capsules are 

potential candidates for various applications such as, drug delivery, catalysis, photonic 

crystal, chromatography, protection of biologically active agents, pigments, coatings, waste 

removal, dye-sensitized solar cells etc. Several strategies such as hetero phase 

polymerization, self-assembly, layer-by-layer assembly and spray drying have been adopted 

to synthesize hollow capsules comprising of polymeric or ceramic materials
341-342

. In this 

regard, spray drying has been proved to be an efficient, fast and one step process to realize 

micrometric and sub-micrometric capsules/grains.   

In previous section, it has been shown that morphological transformation of mixed 

colloidal suspension droplets during EISA can be arrested through an effective coverage of 

the bigger and softer colloidal components by the smaller and harder components by suitable 
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tuning of surface charge. Such intriguing results prompted us to further investigate the role 

of surface charge of colloids and viscosity of the formulation during EISA of mixed colloids 

comprising of both hard and soft colloids.  

Surfactants, in aqueous solutions, have the ability to modify the surface charge of 

inorganic materials via adsorption and at the same time these molecules self assemble to 

form soft colloidal structures such as micelles, worm-like micelles, vesicles etc. Here, we 

used micelles, formed by anionic surfactant SDS, as the soft matrix. The size of these 

micelles is smaller than harder component, i.e., silica NPs. Microstructural transitions in 

micellar solutions can be achieved via surface charge modulation, which in turn affect the 

macroscopic properties of the fluid, such as viscosity. In recent past, it was observed that 

hydrotropic electrolyte, in low concentration, modifies the surface charge of anionic micelles 

significantly and also imparts substantial changes in rheological behaviour of fluid
332

.  

Further, it has been shown that such addition of hydrotropic electrolyte, even at low 

concentrations, to anionic micelles promotes a transition from spherical to worm-like 

micelles through strong binding of hydrophobic cation to anionic micelles
333

.  

The present investigation is a step to improvise the understanding on how inter-

particle interaction/surface charge and viscosity of medium affect morphological 

transformation during drying of spray colloidal droplets.  

6.3.2. Experimental 

Mixed dispersions of 2 wt% silica, 2 wt% Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) for varying 

concentration of Aniline Hydro Chloride (AHC) (0, 10, 20, 30 and 50 mM) were prepared 

for spray drying purpose. Spray drying of dispersion has been performed using LU228 spray 

dryer under fast drying regime. Spray dried grains were also washed carefully with methanol 

or calcined in order to expel the organic moieties from the grains
334

. 
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Rheological properties of dispersions have been measured by a rheometer (Anton Parr 

Physica MCR 101) using double gap concentric cylinder geometry (DG 26.7) with a Peltier 

temperature control. Shear rate was varied from 0.1 to 200 s
-1

. The pH values for silica 

dispersion and mixed silica-SDS dispersion were 9.7 and 9.4, respectively. The pH value for 

dispersion with 10, 20, 30 and 40 mM AHC concentration were 7.8, 5.7, 5.2 and 4.5, 

respectively.   

SANS measurement were performed on non-calcined self-assembled grains at JCNS, 

FRM-II, Germany, using KWS-1 and KWS-3.  SAXS measurements on non-calcined grains 

have also been carried using a laboratory based SAXS instrument.  

6.3.3. Results and discussion 

 

Fig. 6.7 SEM micrographs of the assembled grains. (a, b) Doughnut like capsules prepared 

from only silica colloids. (c) Spherical capsules synthesized with silica colloids and SDS in 

absence of AHC. (d) Same as (c) but after removal of organic moieties. (e) Deformed 

doughnut like capsules synthesized with silica, SDS and 20 mM AHC. (f) Same as (e) but 

after removal of organic moieties. (g) Mushroom like grains synthesized with silica, SDS 

and 50 mM AHC. (h) Same as (g) but after removal of organic moieties. 
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SEM micrographs of assembled capsules are shown in Fig. 6.7. It is evident from 

micrographs (Figs. 6.7a, 6.7b) that microcapsules, as obtained from spray drying of silica 

dispersion alone, are smooth doughnuts with prominent central hole. However, addition of 

SDS micelles in dispersions results in spherical microcapsules. From Fig. 6.6d, it is observed 

that after removal of SDS, these microcapsules become indeed hollow with relatively thin 

shell.  Interestingly, significant deformation in grain morphology starts when AHC is added 

to silica-SDS dispersion. At 50 mM of AHC concentration, spherical droplets during drying 

get deformed significantly and eventually form mushroom-like structure (Figs. 6.7g, 6.7h) of 

the assembled grains.  

 

Fig. 6.8 Rheological response of the dispersions prior to the drying is shown.  The inset 

shows the variation of the ζ potential with AHC concentration. 

Here, it should be mentioned that although the amount of AHC has been limited to 50 

mM, the addition of this hydrotropic additive affects the physico-chemical properties of the 
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dispersion significantly in two ways. It reduces the effective δ potential (inset of Fig. 6.8) 

and modifies the viscosity (Fig. 6.8) of dispersion basically due to changes in micelle 

structure and arrangement
332,333

. In absence of AHC, the δ potential remains highly negative 

(-50 mV). However, magnitude of surface charge decreases in a continuous fashion with 

addition of AHC suggesting co-adsorption of AHC with SDS. Although the reduction in 

viscosity is marginal at low concentrations up to 20 mM of AHC, a significant increase in 

viscosity is observed at 50 mM AHC (Fig. 6.8).  

Peclet number Pe in present experimental condition is estimated
334

 as ~ 4, which is 

more than unity. Formation of hollow shell during self assembly is possible in such a case 

and is also indicated by hollow micro-capsules in Fig. 6.7d. Although in intermediate stage 

of drying, droplets remain viscous in nature, they become elastic during course of drying 

because of formation of a dense shell at air-water interface. Thickness and nature of the 

shell, formed during drying droplet, are important parameters as far as morphology of the 

grains is concerned. These parameters in turn determine the magnitude of required stress to 

drive the deformation of the shell. It has been observed that addition of just 2 wt % SDS 

arrests buckling and produces microcapsules with nearly spherical shape. At the same time, 

it is revealed from SEM micrograph that these spherical grains are hollow in nature. This 

implies that addition of SDS in silica dispersion somehow hinders or retards buckling 

process. It is to be mentioned that SDS in water forms nearly-globular micelles at 

concentration of 1.4% (i.e., 50 mM) in water. In absence of any hydrotropic electrolyte, 

these micelles are spherical in nature. With the addition of hydrotropic electrolyte, like 

AHC, PTHC etc., spherical micelles become elongated leading to rod/worm like micelles are 

manifested
332,333

. Typical size of spherical SDS micelles remains in range of 3 - 4 nm, which 

is smaller than silica NPs (~10-15 nm). As micelles are significantly smaller than silica NPs, 

they could diffuse faster towards core away from air water interface than silica NPs. This 
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results in formation of microcapsules with silica rich outer shell and micelle rich inner shell. 

Peclet number corresponding to micelles remains smaller than that of silica NPs. This leads 

to formation of relatively thick shell (silica mostly at outer shell and micelles at inner shell) 

leading to arrest buckling resulting spherical grains. Removal of trapped surfactant 

aggregates gives rise to hollow microcapsules.  

With addition of AHC, rheological properties of dispersion get altered and 

deformation of grains creeps in. Further, internal structure and correlation of constituent 

colloids also get modified. In present investigation, we try to understand that how inter-

particle interaction/surface charges and viscosity affects morphological transformation 

during drying.  In order to probe internal structure of grains, SANS/SAXS experiments have 

been performed on non-calcined grains. 

 

Fig. 6.9 SANS data for the assembled non-calcined silica-SDS microcapsules are depicted. 

Inset shows zoomed view of the zone-III which reflects the correlation between the jammed 

micelles. 
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It is discernible that morphology of microcapsules changes drastically at higher AHC 

concentration. This suggests that addition of AHC not only alters the microstructure of 

micelles at small length scales but also affects overall morphology.  Interestingly, prominent 

peak in Zone-III appears due to miceller correlation when SDS is added along-with silica. 

The peak height gets modified with increase in AHC concentration, particularly with 

addition of 50 mM of AHC.  

 

Fig. 6.10 SAXS pattern from the non-calcined assembled microcapsules. Peak at around    

q~ 0.15 Å
-1 

is observed when SDS is present.  A double peak manifests at highest AHC 

concentration (50 mM). 

These modifications are also supported by SAXS data (Fig. 6.10). In addition, SAXS data 

show an appearance of a second peak at highest AHC concentration due to ordered 

arrangement of micelles. A reduction in height of first peak, at highest AHC concentration, 

is observed from both SAXS and SANS data. 
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Scattering intensity from such hierarchical grains may be approximated by additive 

contributions of scattering components from three different length scales
285,334

 and can be 

represented as: 

grain Silica micelleI q I (q) I (q) I (q) B                    (6.1) 

Igrain, ISilica and Imicelle
 
are respective intensities from overall grain, jammed silica NPs and 

micelles. An ensemble of polydisperse spheres model has been adopted for Igrain and an 

ensemble of interacting polydisperse sphere has been adopted for ISilica and Imicelle. Since, 

length scale of grains and silica NPs are widely separated and thus data in Zones-I and II can 

be analyzed in light of the above model taking into consideration of first two terms of the eq. 

6.1.  To avoid complexity, analysis of Zone-III has been dealt separately. It has been 

observed
334

 that above model fits data well.  

A hard sphere type interaction has been considered between the micelles. It has been 

mentioned earlier that a significant modification occurs in peak shape for addition of 50 mM 

AHC. A second peak at q ~ 0.2 nm
-1

 appears and height of the main peak at q~ 0.15 nm
-1

 

decreases. This indicates that morphology of jammed micelles in assembled grains gets 

modified significantly at high AHC concentration. The average micelle size was found to be 

~4.6 nm and local volume fraction of the micelles was found to be ~0.6. For the sample with 

50 mM AHC, ratio of the position of first peak to that of second peak is found to be nearly 

1.34. It is to be noted that for a hexagonal arrangement above ratio should have been 1.73 

while that for a lamellar arrangement should have been 2.0. It is important to discuss here 

that earlier studies indicated
335

 that morphological transformation from cylindrical micelles 

to bi-layers does not take place abruptly but through a sequence of intermediate shapes 

leading to a sequence of so-called intermediate phases between hexagonal and lamellar 

phases. Such intermediate cubic phases are also indicated in literature
336

. Interestingly, for 
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cubic phase the ratio of inter planer spacing value for (100) reflection to that of (110) 

reflection corresponds to ~1.4, which matches reasonably well with the ratio that has been 

observed experimentally in present case. It should be noted that long micelles, formed in 

aqueous suspension at 50mM AHC, are randomly oriented. However, upon drying the 

micelles get aligned and forms cubically packed system. 

It is interesting to observe from Figs. 6.7g, 6.7h that mushroom like grains also 

contain local zones (as seen from different contrast in SEM image of a grain in Figs. 6.7g, 

6.7h) which are micelle rich (or due to templated pores in calcined grains). Such distinct 

local zones are not observed for the cases with lower AHC content. This implies that at high 

AHC concentration, micelles form some larger assembly among themselves resulting higer 

Peclet number. Viscosity of initial suspension is also high leading to further increase in 

Peclet number.  The increase in effective Peclet number enhances buckling probability and 

finally results in mushroom like grains. It is quite evident from Fig. 6.7 d that spherical 

grains, for only SDS-silica case, are hollow and there is no signature of templated pore on 

the surface of grains when micelles are removed. This suggests that the SDS remains mostly 

at the inner surface of the shell of microcapsules while the silica forms outer surface of the 

shell. After calcinations the SDS leaves the grain and hollow grains are realized.  

It is interesting to note that the microcapsules were buckled doughnut shaped for the 

case of only silica and buckling gets arrested when SDS is mixed with silica. This can be 

explained as follows. During drying of droplets with only silica, the difference between 

shear modulus at shell and inner part of droplet is larger than the situation where SDS 

micelles reside at the core of droplet and silica at the air-water interface. Relatively less 

difference in shear modulus between shell and core retards buckling phenomenon in later 

case. Further, doughnut shape in case of only silica was significantly smoother as compared 
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to that in case of increased AHC concentration. This is because of appearance of 

heterogeneity of shear modulus at shell. At larger concentration of AHC, micelles deviate 

from spherical shape and tend to arrange as elongated cylinders which effectively reduce 

their diffusion coefficient. Because of lesser rate of diffusion, some part of micelles resides 

at shell leading to heterogeneous shell. Micelles rich zone, being softer than silica, is more 

prone to induce invagination zones on surface leading to deformed doughnuts with multi 

invagination zones. A plausible mechanism is represented schematically in Fig. 6.11. 

 

Fig. 6.11 Schematic diagram shows two different mechanisms with no AHC and with large 

amount of AHC. At large AHC concentration, the ordering of cylindrical micelles during 

self-assembly occurs through an intermediate cubic phase between hexagonal and lamellar. 

6.3.4. Conclusions 

In summary, hollow silica microcapsules were synthesized using EISA of silica colloids and 

SDS micelles with varying hydrotropic AHC. Ordering of surfactant in assembled 

microcapsules is demonstrated by SANS/SAXS measurements. A chronological pathway of 

morphological transition to hollow spherical shell, deformed doughnut and mushroom like 

morphology of microcapsules could be obtained by systematic tuning of viscosity of virgin 

suspension and surface charge on constituent colloidal particles.  
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CHAPTER 7 

___________________________________ 

Summary and Conclusions 

In present thesis, it has been demonstrated that the pertinent length scales in nano-ceramics 

and nano-composites exist in 1-1000 nm. SAS technique is an ideal bulk-sensitive probe to 

investigate such length scales. Neutrons and X-rays are two complementary probes as far as 

SAS technique is concerned. The advantage and disadvantage of the neutrons and X-rays as a 

probe has been discussed. The theory of SAS is well established and some important glimpse 

has been provided in the first chapter of the thesis.  

  Different kinds of the SAXS and SANS instruments have also been described briefly 

in first chapter. SANS is low flux and low resolution technique however it is important 

technique to probe soft matter due to low Z and isotope sensitivity.  Kinetics of dynamical 

systems in milliseconds range can be only probed by synchrotron SAXS. The double crystal 

based instruments can be used to access higher length scale in the nano-ceramics. 

   In present thesis two aspects of the nano-ceramics have been studied. First aspect 

deals with SAS investigation on sintering behavior of aggregates which results due to 

uncontrolled aggregation of NPs. Second aspect deals with SAS investigation of controlled 

assembly of NPs via evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA). The major outcome of the 

thesis is summarized below: 

It has been shown that pore morphology in NiO nano-ceramics aggregates gets modified 

under sintering.  Existence of pore structures in two wide separated lengths has been shown. 

It is established that the bigger pores size gets significantly modified during sintering as 
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compared to the smaller pores. SAS investigation on YCrO3 nano-ceramic shows reduction in 

polydispersity in pore size under sintering. Dielectric response showed a strong dependence 

on pore characteristics. The modification in pore morphology has been attributed to mass 

transport by atomistic diffusion during sintering.  The mesoscopic and microscopic 

structures, under heat treatment, have been studied for NiO doped TiO2 submicrospheres 

which were synthesized by spray hydrolysis technique. It has been established that initial 

phase of TiO2 is anatase due its small size. Rutile phase appear beyond 600
o
C due to growth 

of NPs beyond 14 nm size. It has been shown that doped TiO2 is good substrate candidate for 

synthesis of carbon nanotubes.   

  Sintering behaviors of fractal aggregates such as YAG (Y3Al5O12), doped Ceria 

(Ce0.50Nd0.50O1.75) have been investigated. It has been shown that YAG aggregates possess 

mass fractal nature while doped Ceria possess surface fractal nature. The experimental results 

have been understood using Monte Carlo simulation. The main effect of thermal relaxation 

under annealing of YAG fractal cluster is coarsening of fractal structure keeping the fractal 

dimension invariant. The Monte Carlo based computer simulation establishes that 

smoothening of fractal rough surface under sintering occurs due to the diffusion transport of 

materials from regions of higher local roughness to the lower one. Similarly, Monte Carlo 

simulation on 2 dimension DLA cluster has been performed to understand evolution of fractal 

morphology during cement hydration as was observed by USANS measurements.    

  EISA of NPs have been carried out in slow and fast drying regime depending on the 

Peclet number Pe (slow drying (Pe<<1) or fast drying (Pe>>1)). The spray drying experiment 

in slow drying regime on silica colloids with varying concentration shows that overall 

morphology of assembled grains remains spherical for all concentrations. However, packing 

of NPs in assembled grains depends on initial concentration.  It has also been shown that 
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assembly of NPs and their internal arrangement during drying can be modified by addition of 

electrolyte in initial dispersion. The modification of the inter-particle correlation in turn 

affects the available specific surface area of the nanoparticle-void interface.  

  Buckling induced morphological transformation of colloidal droplets to doughnut like 

grains during EISA of NPs under fast drying regime has been shown. The possible 

mechanism of formation of such doughnut like grains during drying of micrometric droplets 

has been differentiated on the basis of two existing hypotheses. It has been shown that the 

hypothesis based on the formation and buckling of shell of jammed NPs at air-water interface 

explains the morphological transformation. It has been depicted that such buckling 

phenomenon can be arrested by covering the NPs by poly ethylene glycol polymer. However, 

for higher molecular weight and concentration of the polymer, buckyball type morphology of 

the grains is realized. The origin of such buckled grains could not be explained by theory of 

homogenous spherical elastic shell for the present experimental condition. It has been found 

that soft zones due to PEG aggregates make the shell inhomogeneous. The soft zones having 

relatively small elastic modulus induces buckling at various centers of the shell resulting into 

buckyball type of grains. The EISA of mixed colloids has also been utilized to fabricate 

stable TiO2/SiO2 mesoporous microspheres. The composite grains are thermally stable 

against anatase to rutile phase transition due to inhibition of growth of TiO2 NPs in SiO2 

matrix.  

Morphological transition of droplet of mixed colloidal suspension during EISA with 

incorporation of soft anisotropic particle (e-coli) has been demonstrated. It has been 

elucidated that reduction in elastic modulus of the formed shell, by incorporation of soft 

anisotropic colloids, at the air water interface facilitates the buckling leading to large 
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deformations. It is unveiled that such buckling can be arrested through effective coverage of 

anisotropic softer colloids by smaller silica NPs by proper tuning of the surface charges.  

Hollow microcapsules have been synthesized using EISA of silica colloids and SDS 

micelles by tuning viscosity of initial suspension and surface charge on the colloids using 

hydrotropic aniline hydrochloride. Ordering of surfactant in the assembled microcapsules is 

demonstrated from SAXS/SANS measurements. A chronological pathway of morphological 

transition during drying to hollow spherical shell, deformed doughnut and mushroom like 

morphology of the microcapsules have been depicted.   

Future Scope of the work 

Present thesis addresses issues related to sintering behavior of aggregates due to uncontrolled 

aggregation of NPs. However, more experiments, in-particular, high temperature in-situ 

SAXS/SANS measurements will be useful to address the kinetics of sintering in nano-

ceramics. In order to understand the underlying diffusion mechanisms, Monte Carlo 

simulations on three dimension clusters are called for.  

  The present thesis also shed some lights on the controlled assembly of the NPs via 

EISA for various physico-chemical parameters. Further, the present work opens up an 

effective experimental as well as a theoretical route towards the comprehensive 

understanding of the buckling phenomenon during EISA of mixed colloids. It has been 

shown that the presence of soft bacteria and polymer can induce the buckling of the shell 

during drying. Quantitative measurement of Young Modulus Y0 of the shell is a challenging 

task. It is difficult to measure the shell stiffness during spray drying experiment. However, 

experiment on single drying droplet may help in measuring Y0 with time and will be 

attempted in future.   A theoretical approach towards the simulation of the inhomogeneous 

elastic spherical shell under external pressure is quite complex problem and needs further 
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attention. In order to address the buckling phenomenon for single and mixed colloids in-situ 

SAXS/SANS experiments is called for. Experiment on drying of single colloidal droplet is 

quite important to understand the different mechanisms involved during EISA. In-situ 

viscosity measurement of the drying droplet would also be helpful. In future, various 

experiments such as scattering, viscosity, zeta potential and stiffness on drying of single 

droplet will be sought.  

 It will be useful if some other crucial parameters, e.g., charge and stiffness of the colloid 

may be accounted during EISA in order to achieve more general Peclet number based model 

for prediction of buckling.  

In-situ SAS experiment will also be attempted in near future to see the removal of the organic 

component such as SDS, PEG, E-coli from the assembled composite grains. 
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